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PREFACE,

It is with the siocerest satisfaction, and the most live-

ly gratitude to God, that the writer of these pages is enabled

to bear her feeble but heartfelt testimony, to the progress

which religion has mad©, and is making, amongst us, espe-

cially in the higher, and even the highest, ranks of society.

At a period, therefore, abounding and advancing in almost

everv kind of religious improvement, she may be thought

by those who would be looking for congratulation rather

than caution, to have imposed on herself an invidious task,

in choosiuff to dwell less on the triumphs of Christianity,

than on tiie dangers or the errors of some of its professors,

let she is persuaded that they who have made the greatest

proficiency in piety, will be the most ready to forgive the

intimations, of w'hich they stand in the least need.

It may, however, justly be said, that the writer might

have found more appropriate objects of censure amongst

the worldly and the irreligious, than in the more respectaiile

classes whom she has taken the liberty to make the subject

of animadversion. But the truth is, the thoughtless and

the profligate have been so successively and so persevenngiy

attacked by far more powerful pens ; have been so long

assailed by the nmnitory maxims of the moralist, pelted

by the missile weapons of the satirist, and chastised by the

grave rebuke of the divine, that, with due deference, she

turns over the hitherto incorrigible to stronger and more

effii^ient hands; while she ventures to address her observations

to other quarters, where there will be more hope of forgive-

ness, and less despair of success.

:She does not therefore appeal to those who " hear not

Moses and the Prophets," but lather lo those who, hearing,

neglect them; and especially to those who, in some awful

instances, misrepresent them. She presumes, with rfespect

and diffidence, to expostulate with some, who, though ex-

empt from palpable defects in practice, yet require to be

remindod that speculative errors cannot be indulged with-

out dau2;er ; and to intimate to others, that the practice may
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be faulty where there are no material errors in the creed
JJoubtless indifference to religion will hereafter be more
severely judged, than mistakes in it, especially if the lat-
ter be found to proceed from the head, as the other more
apparently does from the heart.
The remarks in the early part of this volume, on the ex-

cess of continental intercourse, will probably be accused
ol blainable scrupulosity, and the writer be charged with
unnecessary rigour. Yet what enlightened conscience will
deny tnat some of the habits to which allusion is made,
iiihitate as much against the self-denving spirit of our reli-
gion as more ostensible faults. They wo^Md not, however
have been noticed, had ihey been confined to trifling and
common characters

; but the least error that grows into a
habit, and that habit sanctioned by the countenance of the
worthy and respectable, becomes mace iinportiint than fivf>n
the vices of ordinary men or frivolous women, in lamenting
the probably injurious consequences to a large proportion
of the myriads who are still, with unabated eagerness,
crowding to a foreign shore, the author is fully persuaded that
many amongst them carry out principles too deeply rooted, to
be shaken by unprofitable intercourse, and inorals^oo correct
to be infected by the fasci.uations of pleasure. But who
will deny that the countenance of those who escape the
injury gives an authority to those who receive it ? In ths
view, the wisest and most correct of our emigrants, may,
by lending themselves to the practice, furnish in the result,
an apology for things which they themselves disapprove,
and thus their example may be pleaded, as favouring what
they would be amongst the' last to tolerate.
That long and frequent absences from our home, and

especially from our country, are not favouraf)Ie to the mind,
is but too visible in that spirit of restlessness induced, by
so many wfio have repeatedly made the experiment. For
it is observable that the desire once indulijed, instead of
being cooled, is inflamed; inclination becomes voracitv.
Appetite has grown with indulgence. And is it not to be
feared that the sober scenes of domestic, and especially of
rural life, will continue to appear more and more insipid
in proportion to the frequency with which thev are desert-
ed ? Will not successive and p'rotracte:! carnivals convert th-
quiet scenes of home enjoyment into what the poet call
" a lenten entertainment ?"

Home is at once the scene of repose and of activity. A
country-gentleman of rank and forture is the sun of a little
system, the movements of whitli his influence controls. It
is at home that he feels his real importance, his iisefulness,
and his dignity. Each diminishes in proportion (o the
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distance be wanders from his proper orbit. The old Engf-

lish gentry kept up the reverence and secured the attach-

ineut of their dependants by living among them. Persona!

affection was maintained by the presence of the benefac-

tor. Subordination had a visible head. Whereas obedience
to a master Ihey do not see, savours too innch of allegiance

to a foreign power.
We know that the Roman hero who transgressed the

boundaries of his own province by once crossing the Rubi-

con, changed the whole condition, circumstances, constitu-

tion, and character of his country. May not the reiterated

passage of the Straits of Dover eventually produce mora!
changes not less important ?

The mischiefs effected by these incessant migrations may,
indeed, be slow, but they are progressive. Principles which
would revolt at the idea of any sudden change, are melted
down by the gradual relaxation of continued contact. Com-
placency in the soothing enjoyment creeps on by almost
imperceptible advances. The revolution is not the less

certain, because it is not acknowledged. The conscience,

too, is quieted by the geographical anodyne—"I would not

do in England what 1 think it no harm to do in Paris.
"^

JVlight not a fair practical appeal be made to the differ-

ent state of the feelings of many of our travellers, on witness-

ing the open violation of the sanctity of the first Sunday,
and the tnentieth repetition of the same abuse ? Wha
can affirm, that familiarity has not gradually diminished the

alarm, and in a good measure suppressed the indignation ?

Who will assert, that this succession of desecrated sabbaths
has produced no alteration in the state of their feelings, ex-
cept that of reconciling them to the practice. They, indeed,

who had made such a proficiency in religion as to maintain
an unabated sense of the evil, would be the least /ikely

unnecessarily to expose their principles to such a risk.*

For the bold remarks on this dangerous and delicate sub-
ject, the culprit throws herself on the mercy, and the
anglicism of her readers; on the courtesy of those, whose
kindness she hopes will not be forfeited, by her having shewn
herself too exclusively an Englishwoman. Anxious, perhaps
to a fault, for the welfare, the honour, the prosperity, the
character of this Queeaof Islands, she yet believes that there

* Some friends of the writer, men of the first respectabih'ty, who dur-

ing the late war corainaiided volunteer corps, liave ack now Iedged to

her, that wht-n first called out to drill on Sundays, Iheir religious

feelings were most pninfully wounded, but by long habit, it gradual!;/

beco?ne a roatter of indifference to them.
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are to be found worse prejudices than those national attach-

ments, which in her are irreclaimable.*

It is not, however, to be conceded, that the term pre-

judice, so frequently applied to these attachments, is, by this

application, legitimately used. If prejudice, in its true

definition, signifies prepossession, judgment formed before-

hand, fondness adopted previously to knowledge, notions

cherished without inquiry, opinions taken up, and acted

upon without examination,— if these be its real significations,

and what lexicographer will deny that they are ? then how
can this term be applied to the more enlightened Bri-

tons ? How can it be applied to men who, independently of

the natural fondness for the soil, and all the objects which
endear it ; who, in addition to this instinctive attachment,

feel, acknowledge, and enjoy, in their native country, all

the substantial blessings which make life worth livrngfor;

a constitution, the best that mortal man has ever yet devised ;

a religion above the powers of man indeed to conceive,

but reformed and carried to perfection by his agency, taught

by the wisdom of God, led by the guidance of his word, and

the direction of his Spirit. A system of civil and religious

liberty, which, while certain miscreants at home are labour-

ing to destroy under the pretence of improving, some foreign

countries are imitating, and all are envying. Institutions,

which promise to convey the chief of these blessings to the

remotest lands ;—if all these assertions are true, let it be

again asked, whether, if an intimate knowledge, and a long

enjoyment of these blessings, should have pro<luced a filial

fondness for such a country, that attachment can be denomi-

nated prejudice, a word which, let it bs repeated, was only

meant to express blind zeal, neglected examination, and

contented ignorance ?

May not this growing attachment for foreign manners, by

wearing out domestic attachments, create a powerful prepon-

derance in the opposite scale ? The English partialities being

cured, may not those who shall have conquered them,

become more satisfied with their acquired, than their

former tastes ; may they not fancy, that they are grown
more candid, when, perhaps, they are only become less

conscientious ? When the mind is softened down by pleasu-

rable sensations, pleased with every thing about it, it be-

comes pleased with itself; begins to look back on its former
scrupulous character with present triumph, rejoices m its

enlargement from its previous narrowness; congratulates

* These prefatory apologies for the offences of a subsequent chapter,

will, it is to be fearer], leuiiiid the render of the prudent sinner men-
tioned by Luther, who in goirio; to pnrchasf indnigences for the faults he
had already coniiiiitted, purchased auother for a fault he intmdcd to

comuiit.
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itself on its acquired liberality, calls what was firmness,

bigotry ; and thus to the altered character, the strictness it

carried abroad, appears rigour on its return home ?

That the attraction may be inviting, and the temptation

considerable, is readily allowed; but if once the Tightness of

an action should come' to be determined by its pleasantness,

an entirely new system of morals must be introduced

amongst Christians ; the question then would be no longer,

what ought we to do, but what should we like to do ? That

the temptation is not irresistible, appears in the self-denial

of those who continue to withstand it : many who have felt

the desire have prudently deferred its gratification to a safer

season ; while others continue to doubt its general expedi-

ency.
That many among our innumerable travellers, have gone

abroad on the reasonable ground of health, as well as for

the necessary purposes of business, is not to be doubted.

And who will deny that some men of great ability and

high principle, have gone with the meritorious desire, of

doing moral and religious good, in various directions; and

that they have, in no inconsiderable degree, effected it, or

at least have opened a door for further improvement ? On
the other hand the disgracelul truth must not be concealed,

that others have carried out more evil from home, thaa

they found abroad.

It would be uncharitable and unchristian, to desire to

maintain a spirit of hostility between near neighbours ; but

when neighbours have been so frequently on the alert to find

pretences for disagreement, and national safety has sometimes
been endangered by the quarrels of individuals, will not

good neighbourhood be more probably promoted by friendly

dispositions and mutual good offices on the respective shores,

than by obtrusive visits, which, if they were thoroughly

liked, would doubtless be more frequently returned ?

For is it not worthy of remark, that we only refuse to imi-

tate our continental neighbours, in the very point in which

they are realiy respectable ? They stay at home. Even if

they do so with the same proud self preference, which made
ancient Home call all the oth-^r nations of the world barba-

rians, it is at least an honest and a patriotic* partiaJity.

Would not the natives of our happy land who have less to

gain, and more to lose, do well to follow their example in

this honourable instance ? They prudently augment the

resources of their country in two ways, by sp»^nding their

own money in their own land, with the additional piolit of

holding out to us those allurements, which cause ours to be

spent there also.

O Epglnnd ! moHel to thy inward greatness,

Like little body with a mighty heart !
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What might'st thou do that honour bids thee dw,

Were all thy children kind and natural

!

But see, thy fault France hath in tiiee found out,

Shakspsare.

While the pen is in the hand of the writer, fresh intel-

ligence is brought of conspiracies forming in difl'erent parts of

Ihe kingdom Tor its destruciivon. Can she, therefore, for-

bear repeating, that if her degenerate sons betray her, and

her honourable sons desert her, her perils are indeed im-

minent ?

At her advanced age the writer has little to hope from
praiise, or little to fear frouj censure, except as her views

may have been in a right or a wrong direction. She has felt

that a renewed attention to growing errors is a duty on

those who have the good of mankind at heart. The more
nearly her time approaches for her leaving the world, there

is a sen^e in which she feels herself more strongly interested

in it ; she means in an increasing anxiety for its improvement

;

for its advance in all that is right in principle, and virtuous

in action And as the events and experience of every day
convince her, that there is no true virtue whi«'h is not

founded in religion, and no true religion which is not main-

tained by PRAYER, she hopes to be forgiven if with declin-

ing years and faculties, yet with increasing earnestness,

from increasing conviction of its value, she once more ventures

to impress this last, important topic, on their attention.

If then she has enlarged even to diffuseness on the sub-

ject of prayer, it is because she is fervently desirous to sug-

gest it. a«: the surest counteractive of those many aberra-

tions of heart and practice but too visible amongst us. In

some former publications, however, she had expatiated so

largely on this inexhaustible topic, that, in order to avoid

rejTetition, she has chiefly limited her present observations

on prayer to the errors which may prevent its efficacy,

together with allusions to certain classes of character in

whom these errors most abound.

In taking her final leave of her readers, may she be al-

lowed to express her gratitude for their long and unwearied
indulgence; for a patience which the too frequent demands
made on it could not exhaust ; for their candour in forgiv-

ing her bold remonstrances ; for their kindness in bearing

with her faults in considf^ration of bor desire to be useful;

and for extending to one who had nothing to offer but

right intentions, that favour to which merit might have put

in a fairer claim.

Barley Wood^
July 24//1, 1819,
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POREIGN ASSOCIATIONS.

We hail fervently hoped, during a war unparal-

leled in duration and severity, that if ever the bless-

ing of peace should be resiored, all would be well

again : we had hoped, that at least \vfi should be

brought back to our previous situation with that

improve mentMn humility and gratitude, which the

remembrance of pa^t sufferings, and recent deliver-

ance from those sufferings, would seem naturally to

proiluce. If our pleasant feelings in such a prospec-

tive event were shaded at all, it was simply by the

irrei)arable and individual loss of a father, son, or

brother, which almost every family, of every rank,

had sustained. Peace was at length providentially

granted to our arms and to our prayers ; but all the

blessings we had anticipated did not return in her

train

:

Ease still recants

Vows made in pain, as violent and void.

Were it not almost doubtful whether in some res-

peels the change may have proved a benefit, if it

should be found to he the choice between the two

evils, the waste of human lives, or the decay oF

moral priJiciples ? Some scrupulous persons may
even think it requires no very correct arithmetic to

1
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determine on the comparative value of perishabl -

lives and immortal souls.

V/hat then was the first use we made of a benefit

so earnestly implored,—a blessing which we fond-

ly flattered ourselves would be converted to so many

salutary purposes ? This peace, for which so many

prayers were offered, so many fasts appointed ;—this

peace, whose return was celebrated by thanksgivings

in every church, and, as we hope, in every house^

and in every heart, to what purpose was its restora-

lion devoted ?

This peace was seized on, not as a means to repair

in some measure, the ravages which were made on

the commerce, the property, the comforts, as well as

the population of our country ; but must it not, ia

maiiy instances, be said truly, though most painfully

said, to vary their nature, and enhance their malig-

nity ? Instead of sedulously employing it to raise

ns to our former situation, by a prudent restriction

in our indulgences, an increased residence in our res-

pective districts, and an endeavour to lighten the

difficulties of government, by the continued contribu-

tion of its riglitful supplies ;—instead of using it to

mitigate the distresses, and to restrain the crimes of

the lower orders, by living in the midst of them, each

at his natural and appropriate station, and thus neu-

tralising the spirit of disaffection, which took advan-

tage only of their absence to break out ;—instead of

improving its opportunities, or providing against the

impending scarcity, which the desertion of the rich

increased almost to famine, in giving employment

\o the industrious, relief to the sick, and bread to
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the famished ;—instead of each c'entinel remaining at

his providentially appointed watch,—at this critical

moment, a very large proportion of our nobles and

gentry, an indefinite number of our laity, and not a

few of our clergy, that important part of the com-

munity, of which the situation is peculiarly local,

—

all these, as if simultaneously seized by that mania

which, in fabulous history, is said to have sent one

unfortunate object of divine persecution wandering

through the world,-—all these important portions of

our country at once abantloned it. The only use they

made of peace was to fly, with most unrighteous speed,

to the authors of our calamities, and of such cala-

mities as it might be thought could not at once have

been forgotten, to visit a country which had filled

our own with widows and orphans, which had made

the rest of Europe a scene of desolation.

Not only hundreds of thousands of our country,

men, and women, and children, but millions of our

money, so severely wanted at home, were transported

from every port to visit this lately execrated country.

To visit, did I say ? that had been little; a short ex-

cursion to feed the eye, and gratify the taste with

pictures and statues, might have been pleaded as a

natural temptation.

Here we conceive the grave Christian moralist

will censure the writer, as much as she censures the

emigrants. He will say, *' the desire is too natural

to be right." If we plead in mitigation of damages,

that it was innocent curiosity, we shall be told, that

It was a curiosity, which one of our first parents be-

Ue,ved innocent, but which lost them both Paradise.
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If it was a desire of knowledge, it might be a know-

ledge better unknown; if to cure those prejudices,

" for which our country is a name so dear " such

prejudices may better be retained than cured.

But be this as it may, the truth is, that to multi-

tudes, France was not made a place of visit but a

home. For when these wonderful productions of art

were restored to the places from whence they had

been feloniously taken, did that allay the hunger of

^emigration ? France became the settled residence

of multitudes. France was made a scene for the

education of English, of Christian, of Protestant

children ! Sons and dau2;hters, even in the middle

ranks of life, were transported thither with an eager-

ness, as if the land of blood had been the land of

promise. And as all fashions descend, not a few

of our once simple, plain-hearted English yeomen

were drawn in to follow the example of their belters^

as they are not very correctly called. The infec-

tion became general, nor has time as j'et stayed the

plague.

A late French wit,* who always preferred a ca-

lumny to a fact, and was more fond of giving a neat

turn to a sentence, than of speaking truth, after

visiting this country about the middle of the last

century, characterised its natives by saying, the

English people resembled their own beer, the top was

all froth, the bottom all dregs, but the mhldle v.as ex-

cellent. If this were at that time true, the middle

class has now merged its distinctive character in thts

Voltai
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other two; it is abandoning the honourable station

in the cup which it then held, is adoj)ting its worst

ingredients from above and below, and hy its niixtme

with the froth and the feculence, has considerably

lessened its claim to its once distinct commenda-

tion.*

But the evil, great as it is, does not end here;

numbers of a higher strain remain domiciliated in

France, and too many who are returned, are more

than ever assimilated with French manners. It is

to be feared, that with French habits, French prin-

ciples may be imported. French alliances are con-

tracted, as almost every newspaper records. We are

losing our national character. The deterioration is

by many thought already visible. In a few years, if

things proceed in their present course, or rather with

increasing velocity—which is alwaj'^s the case with

downward tendencies—the strong and discriminating

features of the English heart and mind will be ob-

literated, and we shall be lost in the undistinguish-

ed mass.

In the mean time let us take warning from the con-

sideration, that the first stage of decline is the be-

ginning of dissolution. Whatever has begun already

to decay, is not far from perishing. This contagious

intercourse has been too probably the cause of the

recent multiplication of those great Sunday entertain-

ments, in the diminution of which we had begun to

* It is almost too ludicrous to assert, lliat tlie wife of a reputable

farmer, being asked lately what she had done with her daughter,

replied, "I liave Frenched her and musicked her, and ehall now

carry her to France."
1*
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rejoice ; a multiplication which is as likely to con-

tribute to the decline of religion in the doniestio

arrangements of the great, as any more obvious and

ostensible evil.

AVhat would the veteran moratist, who, in his

beautiful and vigorous satire, indignantly exclaimed^

I cannot bear a Freach metropolis
;

What would Johnson have said had he been spared

till now ?

How would he laugh at Britain's modern trif)e,

Dart the keen taunt, and edge the piercing gibe !

How would he have poured out his ready wrath,

his cutting sarcasm, his powerful reasoning, his ro-

bust morality, on a country which is in danger of

deserting its own character, impairing its own virtue,

and discrediting its own religion ?

We set a just value on the French language as

the introduction to much elegant literature ; to much

indeed that is valuable, but to more that is perni-

cious. But even this agreeable language, for the

higher acquisition of which so many important sacri-

fices are made, so much domestic duty is relinquished,

so much religious principle -is hazarded, may be

bought too dear. Even if this supreme excellence,

the perfection of the Parisian accent. 5/to?//(/ obtain

for an English lady the coveted distinction of being

taken for a Frenchwoman ; does she not run some

risk, even in her own country and her own home,

from the habit of domtsticating in our families per-
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sous of whom all she may know is, that their accent

is good; of whose morals she knows little; and of

whose religion she knows nothing, except that, if

they happen by great chance to have any, it is of a

character hostile to her own. The only hope is^

that the foreign teacher may care so little about

the matter, as never to introduce religion at all : but

this is not a very consoling consideration in the

instructors of our children.

There is another grievance connected with thii

mania for whatever is foreign,—a grievance not the

less serious because it is overlooked, and because

it affects only a subordinate class in society ;—we
allude to the injury sustained by our domestic manu-

factures from the abundant importation of French

articles of dress and decoration. We forbear to enter

OQ the subject in all its painful extent; we forbear to

advert to the looms that are standing still, to the

gloominess of our trading streets, to the warehouses

that are left solitary, to the shops which are nearly

deserted ; and shall confine our humble remonstrance

to pleading more particularly the distress of those

unfortunate females who used to procure a decent

support by their own industry, and of whom thousands

are now plunsiing into misery. We would fervently

but respectfully advocate the cause of this meritori-

ous and most pitiable class.

If British patriotism be not a plea sufficiently

powerful to restrain a temptation, which can only

be indulged by the violation of laws, which perhaps

th^ hu8i»ands and f sthers of the fair offen«lers have

established, we would appeal to the sensibilities of a
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well regulated heart, to the tenderness of an en-

lightened conscience, and to the dictates of justice

and of charity, whether it be pardonable to yield to

every slight temptation, merely to gratify vanit^^,

or, to speak more tenderly, to indulge a capricious

taste.

When tempted fo make the alluring purchase by

the superior beauty, real or imaginary, of the article,

might we not presume to recomnn^n*! to every lady

to put some such questions as the following to her-

self:
— '' By this gratification, illicitly obtained, I not

only otfend against human laws, but against hu-

manity itself; by this purchase I am perhaps starving

some unfortunate young creature of my own sex, who

gained her daily bread by weaving her lace or braid-

ing her straw^ I am driving her to that extremity of

want, which may make her yield to the next temp-

tation to vice, which may drive her to the first sinful

means that may otfer of procuring a scanty, precari-

ous, and miserable support. It is in vain that I may

have perhaps subscribed for her being taught better

principles at school, that I have perhaps assisted in

paying for her acquisition of her little trade, if by

crushing that trade I now drive her to despair, if I

throw her on a temptation which may overcome those

better principles she acquired through my means.

Shall I not then make this paltry—this no sacrifice ?

Shall I not obtain a victory over this petty allure-

ment, whose consequences when I first gave way to

it I did not perceive ?"

The distress here described is not a picture drawn

by the imagination, a touch of sentimentalisn), to
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exhibit feeling, and to excite it. It is a plain and

simple representation of the state of multitudes of

young women, who, having; heen bred to no other

means of gaining their support, will probably, if these

fail, throw themselves into the very jaws of destruc-

tion. Think, then, with tenderness, on these thou-

sands of young persons of your own sex, whom a

little self-denial on your part might restore to com-

fort—might snatch from ruin. Many ladies, who

make these unlawful purchast s, do not want feeling,

they only want consideration. Consider, then, we

once more beseech you, consider, that it is not merely

their bread, but their virtue, of which you may be

unintentionally depriving them; and you will find,

that your error is by no means so inconsiilerable as

it may hitherto have appeared to you.

If the superiority of the foreign purchase you are

about to make be not great, you have gained little

or nothing by your Diult; if it is, and you forego it,

you have gained a victory over your own inclination)

—the victory ofan honest principle over a misleading

fancy.

Spare yourself, then, the pain of feeling that, if

you hear of any of these unfortunate beings having,

previously to their entering on other sinful courses,

been tempted by famine to commit a robbery—spare

yourself the pain of reflecting, that you, perhaps, by

a thoughtless gratification of your taste, first robbed

her of that subsistence, the failure of which has driven

her to a crime she abhorred. The evil which ap-

peared little, considered by itself, considered in ita

possible consequences is of no small magnitude.
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But to return.—Tt was from the land of polished

arts that ancient Rome imported the poison of hes

sturdy morals, the annihilation of her masculine cha-

racter. England has a palladium for her protection,

which Ilium, which Rome neverjjossessed. Yet on

thai guHrdian genius depended, as the people thought,

the safely of the former; of the latter, it was consider-

ed as the desiiny. Our palladium is the Christian,

the Protestant Religion. It cannot be taken by

storiu; but, like that of Ilium, it may be taken by

stratagem. The French are to us as much more

formidable than the Greeks were to Rome, as -we

have more to lose. While our guardian genius re-

remains inclosed within our walls, we shall be safe,

in spite of wars and revolutions; if we neglect it,

like the besieged city of antiquity, we fall : losing

our religion, we lose all with it. Religion is our

compMss, the only instrument for directing and de-

termining our course ; and though it will not save the

trouble of working the vessel, nor diminish the vigi-

lance of guarding against rocks and shoals ; yet it

constantly points to that star which, by ascertaining

our course, insures our safety.

In making our country an island, Divine Provi-

dence seems to have made a provision for our happi-

ness as well as for our security. As that circumstance

has protectee! us from the sword, it should also pro-

tect us from the manners ofour continental neighbours.

The more she labours to resemble them, the more she

will lose ofjier independent character. Lc gout du

tcrroir is often mentioned as the distinctive mark of

the country which produces certain wines. The
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British character, we hope, will always retain its

indigenous flavour.

But if Britain, blest by Heaven above all the na-

tions, ancient or modern, recorded in the annals of

history, sacred or profane, has not made the most of

all the advantages bestowed on her; if she has not

yet made the best use of that elevation on which

Divine Providence has placed her; if she has not

yet applied to the best possible ends, the rich gifts

with which he has endowed her; nor turned the

provision made for her happiness to the best account

:

if, standing on the loftiest summit of naval, militaiy,

and literary glory ; if, favoured with the best civil

and religious constitution the wit of man has yet de-

vised ;—if, with all these advantages, she has yet

some steps to ascend before she reach the height to

which the Almighty seems to have destined her, [at

her remember, she has resources within herself, by

which, with the blessing of Him who conferred them,

she may still set an example to all the kingdoms of

the earth. We will not say she may acquire a

superiority over other nations—of that she has long

been in possession— No; we must not try her by her

comparative, but her positive merit : not by placing

her in juxta-position with other countries, but with

the possibilities of her own excellence.

Britain, we repeat, has abundant resources. If it

be true that she has lately, in any respect, gone back,

rather than advanced; if, when her public character

has reached its zenith, her private character is in

any shinir deteriorated, she has still within herself all

Ihe materials of moral renovation; ample means, not
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only of recovering what has been lost, but of rising to

heights yet unattainetl. It is only to be wished that

she may use these resources, and consider them as

raw materials, that will not produce their effect with-

out being industriously worked up.

If the familiar and protracted intercourse with a

neighbouring nation ; if, during this intercourse, the

long witnessed contempt of religion, morbid insensi-

bility to morals, desecrated Sabbaths, and abandon-

ment to amusements the most frivolous, to pleasures

knit in one eternal dance ; if all this should happily

have left unimpaired, or have only tinctured, too

slightly to make a lasting impression, the noble sim-

plicity, the ancient rectitude, the sound sense, and

the native modesty which have long been the cha-

racteristics of the British people ; if the growth at

home, and within our own doors, of an intolerant and

superstitious church, be not too fondly fostered—be

not promoted instead of tolerated ; if the paramount

fondness, in the more delicate sex, for unbountled

dissipation, for [)rofane and immoral writers, should

decline; if the middle classes among us should return

to their ancient sobriety and domestic habits, should

cease to vie with ihe great in expensive dress, and

the decorations of high life, and to give their daugh-

ters the same useless accomplishments, which are

carried too far even in the highest station, and io

theirs are preposterous ; if the instruction we are at

length giving to the poor be as conscientiously con-

ducted as it is generally adopted, and the art of

reading be made the vehicle of true religion ; if a

judicious correction of our criminal code, and a pru-
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i\ent rectification of the demnnds of (Kniiperism, be

successfully foWo^ved up; if the African slave (rade

should be effV'ctually abolished—not in promises, and

on paper, but in very deed and act ; if our prisons

be made places of reform, instead of increased corrup-

tion ; if the young offenders he so instructed, that

they come not out as bad as the old, and the old come

not out worse than they went in ; if our venerable

universities should fulHI the promise they give of be-

coming as distinguished for moral discipline and strict

religion, as they have ever been, and still are,

unrivalled for learning and ability of erery kind;

if churclies be as readily attended, as they will be

cheerfully {)rovid<\'l ; if there be the same hor.ourable

attention paid to filling the pulpits, as to raising the

buildings ; if the Bible be as general Ij^ read by the

giver, as it is liberally bestowed on the receiver ;

if the good ohi practice of family prayer should be

revived, and public worship more carefuliy attend-

ed by those who give the law to fashion ; if I hose

who are " the makers of manners" will adopt none

but such as deserve to be imitated :— if all Ihtse im-

provements should take place, and which of them, let

me ask, is impossible—then, though we* laugh to

scorn the preposterous notion of human perfectibility,

we shall yet have a right to expect that England,

so far from being satisfied to excel other, nations,

will not only excel her present self, but be continually

advancing in the scale of Chiislian perfection.
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FRENCH OPINION OF ENGLISH SOCIETY.

1 HE French nation have lately had many oppor-

tunities for forming their opinion of (he English.

It may be worth our while to consider what opinion

they have formed; since by ascertaining their pre-

sent judgment of the English character, we may form

some instructive conclusions as to the change their

tuition is likely to effect in it.

Foreigners are of opinion' that we want polish.

If this were all, we should rather blame their dis-

cernment, or their deficiency in fair deduction; For

grant us that we are solid, and we have high autho-

rity for saying that solid bodies take the brightest

polish. And if in point of fact the English charac-

ter, like the English oak, be susceptible of no in-

considerable polish, it is owing in both to the inhe-

rent soundness and firmness of its substance. Soft

bodies admit of little polish : in them, therefore,

recourse is had to varnish, which hides all flaws;

and the thicker it is applied, the more surely it

conceals the meanness of the materials beneath its

surface.

A late brilliant female writer,* whose genius

it would be a reflection on our own taste not to

* Madame de Stael.
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admire, and on our own candoui not to extol ; has,

towards the end. of her admirible posthumous work,

done, in general, noble justice to the English cha-

racter. She had talents to appreciate, and oppor-

tunities to examine it, in its highest condition and

most advantageous forms. It must be observed, that

we here presume to touch on no part of her able

delineation of English habits and manners, but only

so far as private society and conversation are con-

cerned. On these points we are to look for her

exceptions : though on the society of the gentle-

men she animadverts with the most flattering con-

sideration ; and even to that of the ladies she makes

a frequent and generous, but not very successful,

effort to be civil.

However, with all the politeness and good nature

of this tine writer, two qualities which she seems to

have possessed in no ordinary degree, it frequently

esca|>es her, that she found the English ladies de-

plorably deficient in those shining talents and airy

graces which embellish society. Had her visit to

London been three or four years later, she might

possibly have found, in some quarters, stronger marks

of improvement in this talent so near her heart

;

at least if any expectation might be formed from

their subsequent intercourse with the society of Paris,

the charms of which she never fails to exhibit in

those glowing colours which she so well knows how

to lay on, even on the worst ground.

But this eloquent panegyrist of animated conver-

sation seems to he a little mistaken in some of the

causes to which she ascribes the heaviness of Lon-
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don [)arties. She !a«ien(s with deeper concern than

the occasion, even had it been re.al, seems to re-

quire, that the great English gentlemen regularly

retire, ?^m\ spend nine months in (he year on their

estates in the country. We wish she had happened

to mention in vvhat quarter of the kingdom this

annial retreat is made, where this voluntary exile

t I lie native home is to be found.

We say voluntary, for British gentlemen are not

relcgit'es from our capital, as ex-.iiiuisters and dis-

carded favourites used to he from Paris. Neither

the fate, nor the credit, nor the liberty, nor the

choice of habitation of a man of rank in this coun-

try, depends on the favour of an arbitrary king;

nor does his hap'pincss, his general acceptance, nor

his respeclaliility, hang on the smiles of a despotic

and capricious master. And if her concern be ex-

cessive for the annual voluntary banishment of our

men of taste from the centre of social delights, which

she would wish to see converted into a circle " never

ending, still beginning;" had this lady never fur-

ther heard of such [)laces as Bath, or Tunbridge,

or Brighton, or any olher of those numberless felici*

tous resources, those supplemental relaxations, those

by reliefs of the ciinui of retreat which always

stand ready to intercept the speed of the fashionable

exile, and to break the fall between the London and

the country- home ?

But if even the fact were as desperate as she

intimates, the self imposed relegation would not be

likely t<> protluce the eflect she dej)recat^s. This

lad V, born herself to excel in polished, society, re-
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grets this injurious retreat, chiefly hecause it inter-

r;i|)ts the brilliant intercourse of the metr^^iMjlis, and

causes conversation to suffer so tedious and melan-

choly a suspension. Now we should almost as soon

have expected that a philosopher would have ima-

gined a supernumerary eclipse of the sun for the same

period, and then have brought it to account for the

late dreariness of the natural world and the incle-

mency of the seasons.

She laments that the manner in which these

absentees from the source and centre of intellectual

enjoyment spend their time in the counlrj^ not a

little disqualifies them for the charms of society.

With all due deference to this able reasoner, from

whom it is hazardous to differ, we should have really

thought, that the long leisure for reading, to which

this supposed solitude must be at least as favourable

to some, as that indolence, sleeping, and drinking

which she too indiscriminately ascribes to most, ^vould

have been generally seized on for the former purpose

by men, who are all scholars by education, and

frequently studious from taste. Thus, instead of

starving the intellect, would not this leisure rather

serve to nourish it; and, instead of lowering the

mind, furnish it with fresh images, enrich it with

new ideas, and aided by the " short retirement urging

sweet return," dispose it to repair with a full mind,

additional spirit, replenished resources, and increased

energy, to that more splendid society which she

deems the life of life; that feast of intellect, of which

the writer of these pages is fully disposed to acknow-

ledge the pleasure and the profit ? Those to whom
2*
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she alliiJes, who only liunt, luul loll, and drink, and

s!ee{) at t^eir country st-ats, are not, we |)resuaie,

ol' that race of active intellect who would swell

the tlow of soul by their contributions, were they

even tied as closely and constantly to the metropo-

lis as the tavern waiter who draws their corks, or

the more respectable purveyor who supplies the

market with their luxuries.

As we presume that there is at this time at least

^s much genius, and taste, and literature, at home, as

in any capital abroad, consequently there can be no

deficiency of the finest materials fur enriching aad

embellishing society, were their possessors a little

more disposed lo imitate a neighbouring nation in

one talent, in wliich they must be allowed to excel

all others—the talent sefaire vahfh'.

There is more sterling weight than show in the

genuine Euirlish character; and lylr. Addison was

nol the only t>neof his countrj^men who, with respect

to intellectual wealth, C!)uld draw for a thousand

poupiki, though he may Jiot always have a guinea in

his pocket. But if tliey are incessantly producing

all they are worth to ever} comer; when called out

in public s-it^Hiinns, in the. senate, the ptflpit, or at

the bar. we see all the energies of genius in all

its 0i)ulence and variety. We see the most power-

ful rensoriing, adorned by the most i)ersuasive jeIo-

quence. With these amj>le materials for conversa-

tion, they arr not perhaps driven, like some of their

more volatile neighbours, to talk for- the sake of talk-

ing. ' Tidking is not with Eugiishmen so completely

a beioin, so entirely a natural necessity. They are
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more disposed to consider conversation as the refresh-

ment than the pabulum of life. Added to tin's, their

professional and laborious duties abroad, rn^ty m;ike

3ome of them fr<^qijent!y consider society as a seene

in which rather to repose their minds, than to keep

them in full exercise.

Learning in this country, is not confined to aca-

demicians, authors, and pr fessional men. There

is scarcely a man of fortune in the kingdom who, if

he be not actually learned, hfis not, however, been

bred to learning. The euect of that high institu-

tion, brought from the halls and bowers of our dis-

tinguished seats of learning, is generally ditfused

;

it serves to fill and a(iorn the stations o(^ dignity,

honour, and utility of public, as well as to grace the

shade and raise the tone of private life. So that

an illiterate gentleman is more rarely to be met

with in this country, than in any other in the world.

When a learned dignitary of our church enquired of

one of the "French emigrant clergy, who took refuge

in England, if he understood Greek, he coolly replied,

" Monsieur^ nous avons itn professeur .'"

But to return to the otht-r sex.—Our only fear on

this sul)ject is, lest they should not always remain

what the writer in question represents them as being

at present. If, indeed, we were only sent into this

world to be entertaining; if we had nothing to do but

to talk, nothing to aim at but to shine, nothing to

covet but admiration; we should more readily coin-

cide in opinion with tbis sprightly \<u\y.

A great ancient has pronounced silence to be no

unimportant art in society, and noinis, in a particu-
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lar instance, at one man, as the wisest in an enlight-

ened assembly, because he knew how lo liolti his

tongue. If there had not been many discreet imita-

toLfs of this taciturn orator in the London parties,

what a diminution would it have been in the number

of this lady^s delighted auditors and what a lessening

of their own gratification in enjoying the exhibition

of her superlative talents !

There are, indeed, very frequently sounder causes

for being silent than deficiency of talent, or lack

of information; and how happily would the multitude

of idle talkers be diminished, if they never opened

their mouths, but when they had something to say.

The writer in question ascribes to causes, which

appear quite new, the reserve and insipidity of the

English ladies, when she says, that the true motive

is the fear of ridicule; and that as they are not

called upon to enliven conversation, they are more

struck with the danger of talking, than with the

inconveniei.ee of silence. She then somewhat un.

accountably, goes on to attribute the frigidity of their

society to the dread of newspapers ; and conjectures,

that because they do not delight in political war-

fare, they keep themselves back as much as possible

in the presence of others. We did not know that

English ladies were either so political or so discreet,

or that vivacity and the graces were such heavy

losers from these unsuspected causes. Perhaps this

lady did not know that the English educate, or rather

did once educate, women of fashion for home. A man

of sense will desire to find in his domestic associ-

ate, good taste, general information, and a correct
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judgment. In the course of their literary pursuits

and conversation together, he will take pleasure in

refining and improving her mind; but he would not

delight in a wife who will be always introducing

su!»jects for debate, who will be always disputing the

palm of victory. Competition and emulation do not

contain the elements of domestic ha[)piness. He
married for a companion, not for a competitor. Ri-

valry is no great promoter of affection ; nor does

superiority in wit always coiifer superiority in hap-

piness. A professed female wit, like a professed

devotee to music, will be soon weary of wasting her

talent on her husband ; and even he, though he might

like such an occasional display in a visit to the

house of his friend, will find other talents wanting in

a constant home companion ; talents which will not

only embellish, hut improve society; qualities whicii

will eclipse wit, and outlive beauty.

We do not find that those brilliant French women,

Avho had spoiled this sprightly writer for English

society, reserved their wit for the entertainmt ill of

their husbands, or their learning for the instruction

of their families. Their most graceful ethic and

courtly poet, who had the best oj)p()rtunities of ascer-

taining the real value of professed wits in society,

has given his estimate in a single line:

DUeurs de hons mots, fades caracterea !

Among other deductions from brilliant society in

England, this lively writer lamrnts* an evil, whit h, if

tilings proceed as they have now begun, we fear may
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not always remain a subject of lamentatiou, as co-

quetry is, in her recipe book, the flavour which gives

to society its poignancy : ancK this zest she complains

is not to be found in England, except in the unmar-

ried ! If, however, the growing imitation of French

manners should hereafter add this new savour to the

real accomplishments of English ladies, their fathers

and husbands may not think it the most desirable

finishing. She accounts for the fondness of our ladies

for foreign travel in a manner not the most flattering

to their purity, by supposing it to arise as much from

the desire of escaping from the restraint on their man-

ners, as from the influence of the fogs on their con-

stitutions.

She is at no loss to know the true cause of a fact,

which we are entrely indebted to her sagacity for

discovering at all, namely^ why the disgust of life

seizes on those women who are confined to tjiese ina-

nimate societies. Certainly this explanation admits

the following preliminary questi«)ri,—Are the movers

in these lifeless circles distrusted with their existence ?

By the way, we do not quite understand whether by

le degout de la vie she means a dislike to company,

or a taste for suicide.

But let us do justice to her w ho has in most respects

done ample Justice to our country. Ifsheisa little

sickened with the moody taciturnity, and unassuming

manners of our ladies, she graciously redeems their

char.iclers by making them a full allowance of the

more solid virtues; she acknowledges thil sincerity

and truth form the basis of their conversation, even

where all the graces are wanting. It is somewhat
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doubtful, however, whether she would not willingly

have relinquished the actual, inexchange for the

absent qualities.

While we continue to preserve, or rather to im-

prove in, this only true foundation of Christian in-

tercourse, we will less regret the want of its embel-

lishments; and while reserve is protection, and

delicacy security, we will console ourselves under

these minor evils, which are considered as so cruelly

detracting from the fascinations of polished society.

Lord Chesterfield, who adorned conversation by

his wit as much as he impaired it by his principles,

has defined politeness "to be the art of pleasing."

Saint Paul, one of the few writers with whom this

accomplished peer was not acquainted, recommends,

with as much warmth as his lordship, the duty of

pleasing our neighbour. But here the two moralists

part. The noble writer v\ouId have us please others

to benefit ourselves. All his precepts originate, pro-

ceed, and terminate in that one object— self. The
christian writer directs us to " please others for their

good," their highest good, their moral " edification."

The essence of the worldly code of ethics is selfish-

ness ; that of the Christian is disinterestedness.

There is a generosity in christian intercourse, the

very reverse of that little and narrowins; spirit ascrib-

ed to it by those who do not know, or do not love it.

It cannot be otherwise; for are not those who cultivate

it ever the followers of Him, whose sublime charac-

teristic it was—" that he pleased not himself ?"

In the society of Christians, every man does not

so much look on his owu things as on the things of
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others. Christians do not make conversation a

theatre for (lispiite or display. They consider it as

a reciprocation of benignity ; a desire to draw out the

talents of those who, with more merit, have less

pretension. An interchange of sentiment between

intelleclual and highly principled persons confers

both pleasure and benefit. To make it at once plea-

sant and profitable, there must be an accordance of

principle, if not of opinion. The conversation will

frequently have a tincture of religion, even when the

topic under discussion is not religious. Topics ban ly

secular are susceptible of this spirit ; and in pious and

discreet hands, they- will be treated in a way to pro-

mote religion without professing it.

True religion keeps the whole man in order,

whether he be engaged in business or in company.

It sheds its benign influence far beyond its own

sphere, and by a reflex light casts a ray. on actions

or speculations to which it has no immediate reference.

The Christian does not go out of his way in

search of wit, or embellishment, though he does

not refuse them when they naturally present them-

selves, when they grovv»out of the subject, and the

story is not invented for their forced introduction,

nor any sacrifice made of something better than

themselves. The Christian uses his talents temper-

ately, seeks not to ecli[)se the less brilliant ; and

had much rather not shine at all, than shine at the

expense of another. The religious man in society

finds means for the exercise of many christian virtues

without descHuting on them,—candour, charitrhle

construction, patience with the less enlightened, and
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iemner with the less forlienrin^, a scrupulous veracity,

an iuviolable sincerity, a watchful guiird against

every vaia (houirht and every W^ht expression. He

is careful to preserve wit unsullied, gayety pure, and

vivacity correot. He is consiantly on the watch to

introduce su')ject3 of a hipjher strain ; when the occa-

sion offers, he gladly embraces ii, but with a due

regard to time, place, and circucnstance. Let it be

o'-served we are not here speaking of select society,

associating for religious improvement, but of the

duty of keeping ordinary conversation within the

bounds and under the discipline of correct principle.

Ei\GL!SH OPINION OF FRENCH SOCIETY.

It may at first sight be censured as a departure

from the general design of these slight pages, to in-

troduce any allusion to the manners of foreign coun-

tries, as exhibited in their own journals, memoirs,

and letters. But when it is considered how dee|;!y

our own manners are now becoming assimilated with

theirs, it may not be thought (juite HTt;levant to the

subjects under consideration, to take a cursory view

of the habiis of society in a neighbouring metropolis,

so far as they may be' likely to affect and influence

those of our own country, avoiding every thing pub-

lic or political, or general, and contiaing the few

3
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cursory remarks to be made) to the fashionable' cir-

cles of private society.

Paris has long been looked up to by many with

admiration, as the centre of all that is brilliant iu

wit, or fascinating in conversation. In a capital,

which before the Revolution was said to contain

twenty thousand men of letters, high society was

not likely to want eulogists. The extravagant en-

comiums bestowed on these societies by their own
peo{)!e, and echoed back by ours, may prevent its

being thought inexpedient to give a superficial sketch

of a few of the leading characters which seem to

have set the superiority of the circles over which

they presided above all competiton. It is, we re-

peat, the apprehension that this boasted superiority

may kindle undue admiration, and even excite envy,

in the ardent and ingenuous mind of young persons

of taste, who feel themselves precluded from the

enjoyment, which must apologise for the freedom,

whilst it explains the motive, of these observations.

It is indeed wounding to delicacy to speak explicit-

ly on things which should not be so much as named.

Yet though it is painful to touch on such topics, how

shall we be so likely to prevent evils, as by exposing

them ? Perhaps it may check the desire of imitation,

lightly to touch on a few of the bad characters who

resided over these good societies.

That many have escaped their pollution, is a

thing more to inspire wonder than to excite imita-

tion. All do not die of the plngue where the plague

r.^ges; but the j)rcservation of the few is no proof of

the salubrity of the air, where so many have been

infected.
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In certain societies, the difificulty of being witty is

materially diminished by the readiness of the speak-

er to make any sacrifice, both of piety and modesty,

to the good thing he is about to utter. While the

feeling of that very sacritice may perhaps give a

keener relish to the pleasure of the profane hearer,

the Christian, not inferior in talent, rejects with

horror the reputation for wit to be obtained by any

such sacrifice himself, and disdains to sanction or

applaud it as the hearer of others.

Though the late sanguinary revolution in France

overturned law, order, government, and religion

;

and had given a more emphatical character to crime

of every description ;
yet if we take a cursory view

of the period immediately preceding it, we shall see

that this tremendous convulsion rather aggravated

than introduced many of its moral corruptions. To
be convinced of this, we need not travel so far

back as that period which the natives consider as

the acme of human glory,—the age of Louis Quatorze,

of Richelieu, and the Academy, the immortal Forty,

as this academy had the modesty to call itself.

More sober thinker^ are, however, of opinion, that

what characterised that splendid r^ign, was unbound-

ed extravagance, elegant profligacy, and tolerated

debauchery. Surely these, which were its notorious

distinctions, are practices which contribute little to

the real grandeur of a country ; unless, indeed, it

can be proved that, according to the fearfully un-

guarded expression of the otherwise moral Burke,

that the exhibition of vice in a better taste, by tak-

ing from it all its apparent grossness, takes away

half of its real turpitude.
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What arts of refinemeDt could neutralise the evil,

"when all the hounds of moral restraint were so far

broken through, as that the royal wife and the royal

mistress were every where received with the same

aj)pearauce of respect, when they were even met

togother iu the same societies?

Louis has lately obtained in certain quarters, a

kind of resuscitation of his buried fame, by the

only method perhaps b}' which it could have been

raised,—a comparison wilh the prisoner of St. Helena.

But surely lo have committed fewer crimes than

the man who has committed more than any other

man, is not to have attained a very high degree in

fhe scale of moral excellence. Are splendor in de-

coration and magnificence in expense a mantle broad

enough to cover that injustice and those exactions on

a plundered peo])le by which they were purchased ?

The piety of the king's latter days is frequently

thrown into the scale against the disorders of his

earlier life. But surely the transition from profli-

gacy to persecution is no great improvement in the

human character. Were not his false virtues even

more destructive than his avowed vices ? Did mat-

ters take a better turn, when the monarch, by ex-

changing gross immoralities for the exercise of a su-

perstitious and intolerant religion, indulged himself

and his directress in a long and bitter persecution of

bis own subjects ? a persecution accompanied with

every act of the most unrelenting cruelly. Exile,

proscription, torture, death, were the rewards of four

millions of his faithful protestant subjects ! To the^e

Jigorous exercises of arbitrarv power, he was e«cour-
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aged and impelled by a woman who had herself been

educated in the faith she now endeavoured to exter-

minate. We pass over the intermediate government

of " the godless Regent trembling at a star," in whose

character, in addition to the most disgraceful vices,

we see a shocking, but not uncommon union of the

wildest superstition with the most avowed infidelity.

During the reign of the next equally corrupt suc-

cessor, we have endless records of the state of society

among persons in the higher walks of life. These

notices are to be found in a multitude of the letters

and memoirs of the individuals who were themselves

actors and interlocutors in these scenes of familiar life.

These fashionable societies are all that come within

our present design. Many of these works have pre-

served the history of characters, principles, and sen-

timents, which, had they been consigned to eternal

oblivion, religion would have had less to mourn, and

virtue less to regret.

Many of these writings, for life would be too short,

and time ill-spent to peruse them all, are adorned

with elegancies of composition, and graces of style,

which, had they been devoted to the purposes for

which they were given, might have benefited the

world as much as they have injured it. Out of all

these mischievous but lighter writing;s, we shall only

mention one or two ; nor would they have been no-

ticed in a little work of this nature, but for the po-

pularity they have obtained among us, and our dread

of that natural progress, the tendency of admiration

to produce imitation.

3*
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In llip Life of Marmonto!, written by himself, we

Iiave an extraordinary specimen of decoroHS vice and

accre(lited infimy—of abandoned manners, to which

reference is frequently made, at least to the cha-

racters which exhil»ited them, without the slijihtest

feeling; of iheir turpitude. Vices abound and are

revealed without the least apparent suspicion of their

guilt. The intimations, indeed, are not repeated in

the way of boi^sting, but look as if the writer did

not iliink that concealment of the vice would raise

the character he was eulogising. If there are no

offensive <iescriptions of vicious manners it seems to

be because they wc^re not understood to be vicious ;

and if gayety of spirit seems to conceal from the

writer the complexion of his own morals, gayety of

style seems almost to make the reader lose sight of

the character of the company in which he is pass-

ing his time. In fact, the delineation of these cha-

racters consists rather in a morbid insensihility to

sin, than in an ambitious display of it. The slight

veil thrown over corrujjt manners by decency of ex-

pression, seems the effect of some remains, not of

principle, but of good taste. It is the cool-blood-

edness of a heart stagnated by long habits of im-

purity'; for while the passions are inflamed by crimi-

nal indulgences, the sensibilities of the soul are

chilled. The mind insensibly loses that delicacy of

perception which nicely distinguishes not onl}' the

.«5hade8 of evil, but the very existence of the distinc-

tion between vice and virtue. This deadness of

principle, and liveliness of language, jt is which

makes this writer, and others we could name, so

peculiarly dangerous*
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V/omen of fashion, of the very worst description,

to whose parties the v;riter referred to was familiarly

admitted, are named with unbounded admiration, not

merely of their talents, but theit virtues. The
charms of their conversation^ and the amiableness

of their characters, are the theme of his unmixed

panegyric. Incidentally, h'p.vever, as a thing hy

the by, as a trifle not requiring to be named express-

ly, as a thing not invalirlating any of their perfec-

tions, it comes out, thai these women, so faultless

and so panegyrised, are living in an illicit com-

merce with different men—men, whose wives are,

with the same uncensured guilt, carrying on similar

connexions with the husbands of other women

!

Sobriety, chastity, the conjugal and maternal virtues,

are not thought necessary to be called in to com-

plete their round of perfection. Impurity of heart

and life, dereliction of all the domestic duties are

never brought forward as any deduction from the all-

atoning merit of graces of manner and vivacity of

conversation.

Divine Providence seems to have intended ad-

vanced age as a season of repose, reflection, and

preparation for death ; and to have sent its infirmi-

ties, sufferings, and debility, as gracious intimations

of our approaching change, and with a merciful view

of our attaining by those remembrances, to the end

of our faith, even the salvation of our souls.

But one of the unhallowed projects on which

these accomplished societies seem to have congratu-

lated themselves, was in defeating this providential

procedure. It was their boasted aim to cheat old
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age of itself—of its present inconveniences, its de-

cays, and its prospective views, by a more amusing

method. They contrived to divert the stage of intir-

Diity into a scene of superinduced gayety and in-

creased levity. Instead of desiring to invest it with

the peaceful attributes of calmness and resignation,

they invented the means of making old age lose

itself, as it were, in youthful images, not only by

indulging in light reading, but loose composition.

One of them was so successfully boiled in M.edea'3

kettle, that his eulogist triumphantly tells us h^

translated Arioslo, and published tales exhibiting

pictures of voluptuousness without indecency ; and

these boasted exploits are adduced as adding fresh

laurels to a being on the very verge of eternity !

Hear a celebrated academician immortalise one

of the deceased confraternity in his public oration !

In illustrating the character of his friend, who died

in extreme old age, he describes this period as '* a

season when ingenious trifling is peculiarly grace-

ful; a period in which men might give themselves

up to levity with the least scruple and the most

success. It is in old age, says the orator, that

the mind is disabused on all subjects^ and that a man

has a right to jest upon every thing ! It is then that

long experience has taught him the wit of conceal-

ing reason under a veil which may embellish it !"*

Whoever has cast an eye on the lately publish-

ed letters of Madame du Deffand,—a most unne-

* Speech of Condorcet to the Academy on the death of MoDsieir;

De Tressan.
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cessary and unprofitable addition to the late load

of similar literary mischiefs,—will have beheld such

a picture of the manners even of private and select

society, among persons of high rank, science, taste,

and literature, as must make him look on these dis-

tinctions without envy, when beheld disconnected

with those principles which alone render ^talents

estimable.

In the history of this distinguished lady, we find

these striking circumstances: they present a melan-

choly instance how completely, in Paris, at that

time, a disregard of all the obligations of duty, all

sense of religion, all the charities of domestic vir-

tue, all the purposes of social usefulness, was, on

her part, perfectly compatible with her being receiv-

ed in the first society. On the part of her asso-

ciates, all the objections, insurmountable, we trust,

in any other place, were there sacrificed to the

reigning idol—the fondness for display in conversa-

tion, the vanity of eclipsing those who eclipsed others.

We see also how little splendid talents contribute

to the felicities of the life, or to the virtues of the

possessor. We even see that, when not under the

control of sound principle, they awfully increase the

present capacity for evil, and the res[)onsibility of

a future reckoning. Instead of promoting improve-

ment, they carry contamination. In morals as well

as in politics,

" Great power is an achievement of great ill."

Some of these brilliant societies fostered in their

bosoms the serpents that were so soon to sling, not
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only their own country, but ail Europe. Here were

cherished those academical philosophers, wits, and

political economists, who first sounded the alarm for

the simultaneous extinction of thrones and altars;

who tirst exhibited the portentous remedies for curing

despotism by anarchy, and siiperstition by atheism;

who sowed the first prolific seeds of those revolu-

tionary horrors which so rapidly sprung up into the

poisonous tree of liberty, and who hurled their arrows

at the God of heaven, and erected on the meditated

ruins of his kingdom, the temple of the goddess of

reason.

Previously to some of Madame du Deffand's nu-

merous intrigues, she had been separated from her

husband, on the ground which, it is presumed, the

laws of England would not recognise as a lawful

impediment

—

that " he was a weak and tiresome com'

panion!" She was extraordinarily acute, but her

acuteness, though it was frequently just, was always

malicious. It is difficult to say whether she was

more completely deficient in sensibility or principle.

She possessed all the qualities which attract, but

wanted all those which attach; or rather, she want-

ed no talent but that of turning those she possessed

to a better*'account. Not possessing the female vir-

tues, she either did not believe in their existence,

or despised them. If she wanted any vice, it was

that of hypocrisy; for she takes little pains to hide

qualiiies which were not fit to be seen. If she pos-

sessed any virtue, it was frankness, which yet was

often disfigured by coarseness, and not seldom coun-

terdcled by falsehood. She wanted all the good
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feelings of kindness, affection, and tenderness ; and

possessed in perfection all the bad ones of ill-nature,

jealousy, and envy; but her ruling passion was a

selfishness the most deeply rooted, and an egotism

the most completely unconquerable.

The dark and hollow character which she^takes

little pains to conceal, is rendered more broadly

conspicuous by the warmth of her colouring, the

strength of her language, and the power of her wit,

all frequently exercised in proclaiming her own im-

pieties.

It is a striking proof of the unrelenting rancour

of her heart, that a friend, of the same class of

character,* whom she had formerly loved as much

as she could love any woman ; one who had been

her select comj)anion in her own house fifteen years,

but who had quitted her in disgust, and set up a

talking house for herself, which drew away some

of "the best feathers in her wing;"—on hearing the

death of this rival lady, she only exclaimed, " I wish

she had died many years ago, and then 1 should not

have lost D'Alembert !'*

We learn from her letters, that her splendid society-

was com[)osed not merely of wits, philosophers, and

academicians, but of women of rank, of nobles, and

of statesmen, with one of whom she was connected.

From those, it must be confessed, admirably writ-

ten epistles, we profitably learn much of the hollow-

uess of worldly friendships, much of the insincerity

of mere wits and mere men of letters—of persons

* Mademoiselle de I'Espiuasse.
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who associate together, partly for (he credit of hav-

ing it known I hat they are so associated—who mix

acrimony and ailulation, venturing to idemnify them-

selves for their reciprocal flattery when together, by

their cutting sarcasms when separated.— Happily,

the more we see of these communications, the more

we are convitjced that nothing but sound principle,

"godly sincerity," a conquest over vanity, a triumph

over egotism, an habitual struggle against selfistiness

—can establish an honourable, virtuous, an<l duratde

friendship, or shed a benign lustre on the most polish-

ed society.

We repeat, that these reports are noi industriously

gleaned from rival parties, ill-iuformed journalises,

nor even fr<jm virtuous writers, eager to expose the

vices they detested ; but from the principal perform-

ers in the scene—from a woman wh(jse uncontrol-

lable openness prevents her concealing her own

vices.

We not see, without pain, her exposure of the

fatdts of some of the associates whom she so sedu-

lously courts, and so constantly abuses; we see the

malignity which forces itself through all her endea-

vours to appear amiable in the eyes of the distin-

guished person to whom she writes; we see the cor-

roding envy, the gnawing jealousy, and sometimes

the obvious aversion to the individuals of a society,

without which she cannot exisi ; which society pro-

bably entertained a reciprocal hatred of thi ir flat-

tering ho^te^s, and yet could not exist without her.

— All this exhibits a scene, from which i'j) uiisojjhis-

ticated English heart turas away, sickening with

disgust.
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This unhappy woman, old, deaf, blind, repining,

and impious, yet drew this accomplished society

about her by their mutual fondness for conversa-

tion. They met without afifection, they parted with-

out regret ;
yet meet they must—they were neces-

sary to each other, not for comfort, for they knew

neither the name nor the thing; but society being

an article of the first necessity for the support of

existence, it mrJst be had with companions hating,

and hated by,' each other. Under such circum-

stances, the fondness for society seems not so much

a tasie, as a raging appetite.

It is, however, a cheerless, heartless society, where

persons of taltnts and breeding meet, not so mucii

to enjoy each other, as to get rid of themselves.

Intimacy without confidence, and intercourse with-

out esteem, add little to the genuine delights of social

life. Competition, while it inflames vanitj^, is no

improver of kindness.

In a city like Paris, where men were wits and

authors by profession, and ladies judges and critics

by courtesy, nothing was considered as an exclu-

sion from these societies but want of talents to

amuse, or taste to decide. The poet produced his

work, not, liowever, so much to be corrected as

apjdauded; not so much to be counselled as flatter-

ed ; he, in return, paying usuriously, in the same

counterfeit coin, the honour conferred on him, and

the benefit done him, by their proclamation of the

beauty of his work; his fame, perhaps, suspended

on the avowed patronage of a woman whom we,

in our plain language, should call infamous. He is

4
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grateful to receive his imprimatur and his crown oi

laurel from fair and fashionable, but impure hiimh
;

and Paris resounds, next morning, with ihe immor-

tality assigned him by the decision of this coTerie.

All this might be very well, or at least would

not be so very bad, if there were no future reckon-

ing; but to see old age without consolation, dreading

solitude as only less terrible than death,— to con-

template loss of sight as only augmenting spiritual

blindness, yet to see the afflicted sufferer clinging

to this miserable existence, and closing a life of sin

with a death without penitence and without ho|)e,

—to consider talents capable of great things, abused

and misapplied,— a God not merely forsaken, but

denied ;—all these are images from which the sober

mind turns away with horror softened by compas-

sion. May every daughter of Britain say, with the

patriarch of old, '' Come not into their secret, O my
soul ; to their assembiy let not thine honour be

united !"

Some ladies of unimpeached morality were found

jn these coteries. True; yet we hope to be forgiven

for saying, that they could have retained but little

of that delicacy which should preserve the purity

of society, \vhen they made no scruple of mixing

intimately with women whose practices they would

not by any means adopt. In such society virtue

withers, delicacy is impaired, and principle finally

extinguished.

In this view it is impossible not to make a short

digression, to observe with gratitude on the obliga-

tions of English society to our late venerated queen.
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Not to insist on the atlmirable example slie set in

lier exact performance of all the domestic duties;

her public conduct, in one im})ortant instance, will

ever reflect honour on her memory—we mean her

solicitude to prevent the impure mixtures to whicli

we are now alluding. She raised, as it were, a

rampart between vice and virtue ; and her strictness

in excluding from the royal presence ail who had

forfeited their claim to be introduced to it, had ii

general moral eflfect, by excluding them also from

the virtuous society of others of their own rank.

Discriminations of this nature are of incalculable

value in preserving the distinctions between correct-

ness and impurity, when no offender, though of the

highest rank, can preserve the public dignity of the

station she has dishonoured.

" 'Twas hard, perhaps, on here and there a waif,

Desirous to return, and not received
j

But was a wholesome rigour in the main,

And taught th' unblemishM to preserve with care

That purity, whose loss was loss of all."

COWPHR.

London also has had its select assemblies for con-

versation. They were neither tritiing, dull, nor pe-

dantic. If there were less display of wit, less pains

to be easy, less study to be natural, less affecta-

tion of being unaffected, less effort to be uncon-

strained, there was more sincerity, integrity, and

kindness. If there was a less perpetual aim at being

ingenious, ingenuity was never wanting. If there

were less persiflage and sarcasm, there was more
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affection, truth, and nature Religion, though not

discussed, was always venerated, and no degree of

ranlc or talent would have procured an introduction

\vhere. there was any taint on the reputation.

The tone of social intercourse is at present, per-

haps, likely to be raised by -the recent adoption of

more direct religious improvement in the private

parlies of some persons of rank and talents. But

to return to Paris.

One instance more of the substitution of talent

for virtue, and of the little regard paid lo the ab-

sence of the one where the other abounded ; one

instance more, and we v,iil relieve our Readers, and

carry them to breathe a purer atmosphere in better

company. The celebrated Madame d'Epinay is de-

scribed by one of her admirers,* who came in the

order of succession next after Rousseau, not only

as the most attractive, but most discreet of women !

This discretion, which is his rather than hers, ap-

pears in his making her indulgence in forbidden

f^ratificalions, consistent with her constant regard for

j)ublic opinion, and the desire of reputation. He
records, intentionally to her honour, that being above

all prejudices lierself, (that is, above the iiveakness

of ChrUlianity,) yet no one knew better what wa3

due to the prejudices of others. She conformed, he

observes, as scrupulously to old usages, as to new

opinions, and kept up the outward observances of

the church as much as a womin of an ordinary mind

could have done ; that is, she was at once an iiiQ-

•• Le BaroQ de Griiom.
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del and a hypocrite. He proclaims to her glory,

that, "without believing in any catechism but that

of good sense, she never failed to receive the sacra-

ments, painful as the stupid ceremony was, with the

best grace imaginable, as often as decency, or the

scruples of her friends, made it becoming/' " Per-

haps," adds her profane panegyrist, " there was

as much greatness in receiving them with her no-

tion of them, as there would have been in refusing

Ihem." Is it any wonder that, with such a conformi-

ty of principles, she obtained the prize of the aca-

demy, as well as the homage of the academician ?

We are amused to think with what a contemp-

tuous smile of pity these ladies, with all their allowed

taste and learning, must, if they were consistent,

have beheld the pictures of those obsolete wives,

Andromache and Penelope, as delineated by the

Grecian bard—pictures of female excellence and

domestic virtue, which have drawn the tear of ad-

miring sympathy from many a British eye. The

poet has omitted tt> mention whether their valiant

lords loved them the less for having spent the hours

of their absence^n scenes of bloody warfare or peril-

ous adventure, in mournful solitude, cheating the time

in simple occupations, yet such as served to keep op

the memory of their beloved heroes ; in one, by con-

triving decorations for a living lord, or, in the other,

honouring the memory of the dead one, by prepar-

ing funeral honours for his father, ingeniously defer-

ring the detested second nuptials by nightly unravel-

ling the daily labour, and thus keeping her promise

of consent when the work should be finished, and

4*
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preserving her fidelity to her lord by never finis'L-

ing it.

What manly English heart would not prefer the

fond anxiety of the Trojan wife, which led her in

secret to the watch tower to mark t-he battle, and

tenderly seek to explore her husband so soon to bleed,

—to all the Aspasias of Greece, to all the Du Def-

fands, the De I'Espinasses, the D'Epinays, to all the

beau ideal of the fancy, and all the practical pollu-

tions of the life, of the ^^ bonnes societies''' of the nietro-

polis of France ?

But, happily, we need not go back to ransack an-

tiquity for <?;iw«j9Zf5 in the finely-imagined females of

Troy or Ithaca, nor for warnings to the polished, but

profligate courtezans of Athens, nor to the criminal

countesses of Paris;—we may find instances of the

one, and a complete contrast to the other, nearer

home. Vv e need go no further for the highest exam-

ples of female dignity, talent, and worth, than are to

be found in the private biography of our own country.

We could [)roduce no inconsiderable number in the

highest rank of women, who, if their names are not

blazoned in the book of fame, will be recorded in more

lasting characters in the book of life—who, if their

memoirs are not spangled with their bons mots, have

yet had their good actions and holy principles em-

balmed in the writings of their faithful Christian

friends. But we shall confine ourselves to a very few.

The Lady Mary Armyne, descended from the

ancient Earls of Shrewsbury, was eminently skilled

in human, but especially in divine learning. But

the remembrance of her talents, which appear to have
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been of the first order, is lost lii that of her Christian

virtues. Among numerous other instances of her

pious exertions, she contributed largely to the sup-

port of asociety for converting the Indians in New-

England, long before missions were thought of b}'^ her

tardy countrymen. Go hearing of the fatal massacre

of St. Bartholomew, shf* instanl'y devoted a large

surn to those exikd and destitute clergymen who had

fled hither for protection. Her pifty was as exempla-

ry ?.» that extensive benevolence of vYhi< h it was the

source.

In Birch's Life of the Hon. RoHert Boyle, there is

a most interes!iug account oi Alary, Countess of War-

wick, of whom it is saying every thing to say that she

was entirely worthy of heing sister to that illustrious

Christian philosopher. Of the eminently pious Lady

Frances Hobart, the ornanrjent of the court of James

the First, Dr. Collings has preserved an interesting

memorial. A long and unwearied attention, for many

years, to the bodily sutferings of her lord, could only

be surpassed by her anxiety for his spiritual interests.

Through the blessing of God she became the honour-

ed instrument of a tota* change in his character, who

never named her by anj other appellation but that

of his " dear saint." This term had not then fallen

into reproach.

Of Susanna, Countess of Suffolk, it is impossible

to say too much. For brevity's sake, however, we

must restrict ourselves to one or two particulars in

speaking of a life which was a constant series of secret

piety and active benevolence. When near her end,

which happened in her twenty-second year, she im-
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plored of her lord, that whatever provision might be

made for the fortunes or acquirements of her children,

that they might be educated in the strictest principles

of Christianity, in comparison of which she esteemed

all worldy accomplishments as nothing. To her dy-

ing father, who had been inattentive to Christian da-

ties, she administered such spiritual supports, that in

rapture he praised God that he should live to receive

bis best religious consolations from his own child !

To the memory of the Lady Cutts, the incompara-

ble wife of the gallant Lord Cults, so distinguished at

the siege of Namur, noble justice has been done in

an admirable funeral sermon of Bishop Atterbury,

which we would recommend to every reader who has

a taste for exalted piety or tine writing.

The Lady Elizabeth Hastings was not less distin-

guished for superior talents than for eminence in

every Christian attainment She has been celebrat-

ed for both in the ^^atIe^, under the very inappropri-*

ate appellation of Aspasia. No two characters could

form a more perfect contrast.

But the time would fail to enumerate all the Eng-

lish ladies who have conferred honour on their coun-

try. Of those already mentioned, all possessed con-

siderable talents. Some were eminent for their skill

in the dead languages ; others for their knowledge of

philosophy and the sciences ; all for their high reli-

gious attainments. All were practical Christians

—

all adorned their profession by the strictest attention

to the domestic, the relative, and the social duties.*

* For a full account of these, and many other equally eminent

ladies, see " Memoirs of Pious Women."
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Buf what shall we sny (o Rachel, Lady Russell ?

Many daughters have <lone virtuously, but thou ex-

cellest them all ! She has unintentionally bequeath-

ed us her eharacter in her letters. Though there is

little elegance in her sUie, there is all the dignity of

wisdom and truth in her sentiments. Many Sj)eci-

mens of epistolary writing might be produced, which

excel these in the graces of composition, hut feu'

which sur[)ass them in that strong sense, solid Judg-

ment, and those discriminating powers which were

the characteristics of her intellectual attainments, as

heroic fortifude, Christian humility, unshaken trust

in God, and submission to his dispensations, were of

her religious character. Such a combination of ten-

derness the most exquisite, magnanimity the most

unaffected, and Christian piety the most practical,

have not often met in the same mind.

An acute, but sceptical French writer, calls " Mag-

nanimity the good sense of pride, and the noblest

way of obtaining praise." How well has the prince

of pagan philosophers, by anticipation, corrected

this tinsel phrase ! " If thou art not good, thy mag-

nanimity is ridiculous, and worthy of no honour."

How did our sublime Christian sufferer practically

improve upon both !
*' Seek not the honour which

Cometh from men, but that which cometh from God."

Whether we view; this illustrious daughter of the

virtuous Southampton taking notes on the public trial

of her noble consort, concealing the tender anguish

of the wife under the assumed composure of the secre-

tary ; whether we behold her, after his condemnation,

prostrate at the feet of the unfeeling monarch, im-
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plorin^ a short reprieve for her adored husband, while

lh» iron-iiearted king heard the petition without emo-

tion, and refused it without regret; whether we be-

hold her sublime composure at their final separation,

whirh drew from her dying; lord the confession, " the

bitterness of death is past ;"' whether we behold her

heroic resolution rather to see him die, than to per-

sutde him to any dishonourable means to preserve

his li*e whether we see her superiority to resentment

afterwards towards the promoters of his execution,

—

no expression of an unforgiving spirit ; no hard sen-

tence escaping her, even against the savage Jeffries,

who pronounced his condemnation, adding insult to

cruelty ; no triumph when that infamous judge was

afterwards disgraced and imprisoned ; if we view her

in that more than temjierate letter to the King a few

days after her dear lord's execution, declaring that,

if she were capable of consolation, it would only be

that her lord's fame might be preserved in the King's

more favourable opinion :—had long habits of volup-

tuousness left any sense of pity in this corrupt king;

or, rather, if a heart had not been forgotten in his

anatomy, it must have been touched at her humble

intreaty that *' he would grant his pardon to a wo-

man amazed with grief, to the daughter of a man
who had served his father in his greatest extremities,

and his Majesty in his greatest perils :"—if we view

this extraordinary sufferer under all these trials, while

we admire the woman, we must adore the divine

grace which alone could sustain her under them.

After this imperfect sketch, may we not say, that,

for an example of conjugal tenderness, we need not
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go out of our own country for a perfect model ?

Po.ria swallowing fire because she would not survive

her Brutus, ihe PcetCy non dolet of the faithful Arraia,

as she slabt)ed herself, and then presented the sword

to her husband, to set him an example of dying

bravely ; these heroic instances of conjugal afifection,

which have been ihe -idmiration of a^es, are surpassed

by ihe conduct of Lridy Russell : they died a volunta-

ry death rather than outlive their husbands ; Chris-

tianity imposed on her the severer duly of surviving

hers—of iivingto suffer calamiues scarcely less try-

ing, and to perform duties scarcely less heroic. After

weeping herself blind, after the loss of her only son

the Duke of Bedford, let us view her called to wit-

ness the death of her liaughter, the Duchess of Rut-

land. • After seeing her dead corpse, let us l)eh(»ld

her going to the chamber of her other daughter, the

Duchess of Devonshire, then confined in child-bed,

of which the other had just died. When her only

surviving daughter enquired after her sister, the

mother cheerfully replied, " I have just seen her out

of bed !"—It was in her C( iSn.

In whatever attitude, then, we consider the fror-

trait of this illustrious lady, it is with fresh admira-

tion. Each lineament derives additional beauty

from its harmony with the rest, the symmetry of

the features corresponding with the just proporlionB

of the whole figure.
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Vl' E li.iv^ dwelt on the present and the past, as

•well with reference to our neighbours as ourselves.

If \YC have shown that we hav€ little regret in any

slill remain ing difterence between the inhabitants of

the opposite shores and much to fear from a growing

resemblance between them;—if we have successfully

hinted at the grounds of our own real superiorit}', and

the possibility of maintaining, and even increasing

our greatness, to any extent consistent with human

imperfection ;—if we have, in the two preceding

chapters, antici[)ated what might be our ultimate de-

gradation, whilst in the first we had pointed at the

heights to wliich we may reasonably asj)ire ; let us

not think it unworthy cfQr attention to inquire how

we can alone answer our high destination, revive

what we have lost, attain what more is within our

reach, or having attained it, how vve may perpetuate

the inestimable bussing.

We have at length, though with a slow and re-

luctant movement, begun to provide a national educa-

tion for the children of the poor. Prejudice held

out against it with its accustomed pertinncity,

—

knowledge would only make them idle, ignorance

would preserve subordination, the knowledge of their
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duty would impede the performance of it. This last

we did not perhaps say in so many words, but was it

not the principle of our conduct? We put off the

instruction of the poor till the growth of crime made

the rich tremble. We refused to make them better

till they grew so much worse as to augment the diffi-

culty, as to lessen the probability of their reform.

The alarm came home to the opulent. They were

afraid for their property, for their lives; they were

driven to do what had long been their duty not to

have left undone. But they did it not, till " the

overflowings of ungodliness made them afraid."

They discovered, at length, that ignorance had not

made better subjects, better servants, better men.

This lesson they might have condescended to learn

sooner from the Irish rebels, from the French revo-

lutionists. We have at length done well, though we
have done it reluctantly. We have begun to instruct

the poor in the knowledge of religion.

But there is another class, a class surely of no minor

importance, from whom too many still withhold the

same blessing. If, as is the public opinion, it is the

force of temptation which has produced so much
crime among the poor, are not the rich, and espe-

cially the children of the rich, exposed to at least as

strong temptations, not indeed to steal, but to violate

other commandments of equal authority ? Laws, with-

out manners, will not do all we expect from them :

manners, without religion, will be but imperfectly re-

formed. And who will say that religious reforma-

tion will be complete, whilst it is confined to a single

class, or deemed at least a work of supererogation

5
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by some among the higher ranks ? There are, how-

ever, many honourable exceptions, the number of

which is, we trust, increasing.

Why shouhl the poor monopolize our benevo-

lence ? Why should the rich, in this one instance,

be so disinterested ? Why should not the same cha-

rity be extended to the children of the opulent and

the great ? Why should the son of the nobleman not

share the advantage now bestowed on the children

of his servant, of his workman, of the poorest of his

neighbours? Why should not Christian instruction

be made a prominent article in the education of those

who are to govern and to legislate, as well as of those

who are to work and to serve ? Why are these

most important beings, the very beings in this en-

lightened country whose immortal interests are the

most neglected ?

The Apostle tells us, that " he who provides not

for his own house has denied the faith, and is worse

than an infidel." If this be true of temporal, what

shall be said of him who neglects to make " for his

own" a spiritual provision;?- Does not he far more

emphatically deny "that faith" which is violated

even in the other inferior case ?

If we have begun to instruct the poor with a view

to check the spirit of insubordination, that spirit re-

quires little less suppression in our own families. In

all ranks it is the prevailing evil of the present day.

The diminished obedience of children to parents, of

servants to masters, of subjects to sovereigns, all

spring from one common root—-an abatement of

reverence to the authority of God, Fathers should
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therefore keep up in their offspring, as long as possi-

ble, a dependence on themselves, without which they

will gradually shake off their dependence on their

Maker. Independence of every kind, as it is the

prevailing wish, so it is the most alarming danger.

With filial obedience, obedience to Divine authority

will become connected ; but the muzzle of domestic

restraint shaken off, there will be no controul of any

kind left. Might not a more exact Christian instituiioa

help to arrest the same spirit which has, within a few

years, so frequently broken out in our, in many re-

spects, excellent public schools ? We mean not alto-

gether, to censure the honourable seminaries. Do
not the youth carry thither, rather than acquire there,

this want of subordinalion ? Is it not too often pre-

viously fostered at home by the habits of luxury,

the taste for expense, the unrestrained indulgences,

the unsubdued tempers, which so ill prepare them to

submit to moral discipline ? Laxity of manners and

of principles act reciprocally : they are alternately

cause and effect.

Tender parents are, indeed, grieved at the indica-

tions of evil dispositions in their children ; but even

worthy people do not always study the human cha-

racter : they are too much disposed to believe this

budding vice but accidental defect—a failing which

time will cure. Time cures nothing; time only in-

veterates, only exasperates, where religion is not

called in as a corrective. It is in vain to hope to

tame the headstrong violence of the passions by a

few moral sentences;—the curb is too weak for the

natural ferocity of the animal. If the most religious
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education does not always answer the end, what end

is an education, in which religion does not predomi-

nate, likely to produce? How is the Christian cha-

racter likeiy to be formed without the strict inculca-

tion of religious principles, without the powerful dis-

cipline of religious and moral habits?

Parents are naturally and honourably anxious about

advancing the interest of their sons but they tlo not

always extend this anxiety to their best interests.

They prej)are them for the world, but neglect to pre-

pare them for eternity. We recal our words ; they

do not even make the best preparation for the world.

Their affection is warm, but it is short-sighted ; for

surely thai principle which is the root of all virtuous

action, of all the great qualities of the heart, of in-

tegrity, of sober mindedness, of patience, of self de-

nial, of veracity, of fortitude, of perseverance in a

right pursuit, is likely to produce a character not un-

qualified for the best services to society— for ad-

vancement in life, for fitness for the most useful

employments, for adorning the most honourable situa-

tions : for we do not recommend such a religion as

•would make Ascetics, as would abstract men from

the business or the duties of life, or from the true

enjoyments of society. There seems, indeed, little

necessity for guarding against evils of which we see

no great danger.

Gentlemen should be scholars; liberal learning

need not interfere with religious acquirements, un-

less it be so conducted as to leave no time for its

cultivation, unless it cause them to consider religion

as an object of inferior regard. But no human learn-
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ing ought to keep religious instruction in the back

ground, so as to render it an incidental, a subordinate

part in the education of a Christian gentleman.

Some apology might be made for the natives of a

neighbouring kingdom for their contempt of religion,

from the load of absurd and superstitious observances

which degrade it. Though even ihey might have

discovered, under these disadvantages, much that

is good ; for they have had writers who yield to none

in elevation of sentiment, in loftiness of genius, and

sublimity of devotion.* Yet the labours of these

excellent men have left the character of their reli-

gion unaltered.

But we have no such excuse to plead for the con-

tempt or neglect of religion. Here, Christianity pre-

sents herself to us neither dishonoured, degraded,

nor disfigured. Here she is set before us in all her

original purity; we see her in her whole consistent

character, in all her fair and just proportions, as she

came from the hands of her Divine Author. We
see her as she has been completely rescued from

that encumbering load under which she had so long

groaned ; delivered from her long bondage, by the

* What has been said here and elsewhere of France, and of the

religion of France, has been said " more in sorrow than in anger,"

and with the single view. of caution to our own country. However

we deprecate the past, we still cherish the hope, that having wit-

nessed the horrors of a political, we may one day hail the dawn of

a moral rerolution. A virtuous King, and an improving govern-

ment, leave us not without hope that this fair part of the globe may
yet rise in those essentials without which a country can never be

truly great. May they eventually improve, in " that pighteousness

which alone exalteth a nation!"

5*
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Jabours of our blessed reformers, and handed down

to us unriiuti!a(ed and undelaced.

If every Ens^lish geulleman did but seriously re-

flect, how much the future moral prosi>€rity of his

country depends on the education he may at this

moment be giving to his son, even if his paternal

feeiings did not stimulate his zealous endeavours his,

patriotic would.

May tJie unworthy writer, who loves her country

with an ardour which the superior worth of that

country Justifies; who, during a long life, has anx-

iouly watched its alternations of prosperous and ad-

verse fortune ; and who, on the very verge of eterni-

ty, is proportionally auxious for its moral prosperity,

as 9the approaches nearer to that state, in view of

which all temporal considerations diminish in their

value;—may she hope that her egotism will be for-

given, and her pardon be obtained for the liberty

she is taking ? May she venture to suppose that she

is now conversing with some individual father of a fa?

mily in the higher ranks of life, and, presuming that

he would permit the freedom, address him, and through

him, every man of rank and fortune in the kingdom,

in plain and bold language, with something like the

following suggestions ?

Let it be your principal concern to train up your

son in the fear of God. Make this fear, which is

not only *' the beginning of wisdom'* in point of ex-

cellence, the same also in priority of time. Let the

beginning of wisdom be made the beginning of edua-

tion. Im!»ue the youthful mind betimes with correct

tastes, sound princi[)les, good afifections, and right

habits . Consider that the tastes, principles, affec-
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lions, and habits he now forms, are to be Ihe ele-

ments of his future character; the fountain of ho-

nourable actions, the germ of whatever may hereafter

be pure, virtuous, lovely, and of good report.

la his education never lose sight of this great

truth, that irreligion is the death of all that is grace-

ful, and amiable, in the human mind ; the destruc-

tion of all moral beauty. Its foundations are in the

dust, and it is a vain attempt to hope to raise a noble

superstructure on so mean and despicable a basis.

Tell him, that the irreligious man never looks out

of self. He is his own centre; all his views are

low ; he has no conception of any thing I'lat is

lofty in virtue, or sublime in feeling. How should he ?

He does not look to God as the model of perfec-

tion. He will act nothing that is holy, for he does

not honour his commands; he will conceive nothing

that is great, for he does not look to the Archetype

of greatness ; there is no image of true grandeur in

his soul. His mind will be reduced to the narrow-

ness of the things to which it is familiarized, and

stoop to the littleness of the objects about which it

is conversant. His views will not be noble, be-

cause they are not excursive ; they are confined,

imprisoned, limed, entangled in earth and its con-

cerns; they never expatiate in the boundless regions

of immortality. He has no connecting link between

himself and things

" Beyond this visible diurnal sphere."

His soul is cramped in the exercise of all its noblest

faculties ; his heart paralyzed in its best attempts af-

ter a fugitive, low-mincfed virtue.
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There is no true elevation of soul but what the

youth must acquire by the knowledge of God as re-

vealed in his word ; no perfect example but that ex-

hibited to him in the character of his Divine Son ;

nothing but the Gospel, through the grace of God,

will check his corruptions, give him a sense of his

accountableness, and raise his nature above the de-

graded state to which sin has reduced it.

It is material to reflect that nothing really prepa-

rative to his well-being in this life, and conducive to

his qualification as an ornament to his country, will

otherwise than forward him in his progress for an-

other^country, "even a heavenly." Adopt the mea-

sures which even nature and reason suggest for mak-

ing him a distifjguished member of human society,

and it will not lessen your satisfaction, nor lower your

gratitude, when you see that you have not only

trained him to be a useful and virtuous citizen, but

also a candidate for heaven.

Let your child be made familiarly acquainted with

God's word, his providence, his controlling power,

his superintending eye. Let him be taught not

barely to read, but to understand, to love, to vene-

rate his Bible. Implant at a proper season, in his

mind, the evidences of Christianity, in the clearest,

simplest, and most explicit manner. Furnish him

with arguments to defend it, for he will not fail to

hear it attacked. Teach him to despise ridicule,

that last resort of the bad defender of a bad cause

;

for he will tind that those who cannot argue can sneer,

and he may feel it harder to wittistand the one than

the other.

t
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Inform him that in France it was the ignorance

of religion which produced the contempt of it ; and

that both together overturned the state, by incul-

cating principles hostile to all virtue, fostering pas-

sions destructive of all order, and an impatience of

control subversive of all government ; all springing

from one common source, all meeting in one common
centre, a combination to throw off the government of

God himself. Impress upon his 3'oung mind that im-

portant truth, that there can be no security for a

state in which religion is not warmly yet wisely

taught by its ministers, cherished by its government,

and believed and reverenced by the people.

There are certain traditional sayings which claim

a sort of prescriptive right to be received, which

pass unexamined, and are credited as oracular.

Guard him against these false and sordid, but pop-

ular maxims, which, though the phrases may be used

chiefly by the lower orders, the things themselves

are practically adopted, pretty equally, by " the great

vulgar, and the small." Some vindicate speculatively

loose principles, by the assertion that " thoughts are

free." Tell your son this is not true. A Christian

must endeavour to bring his thoughts to the same

correct standard with his actions, and from the same

awful motive, " Thou God seesl
!"

There is another popular but unfounded axiom

respecting the use of wealth, namely, that " A man
jnny do what he will with his own." Christianity

denies this assertion also. Every man has indeed

a legal right to the disposal of his own property,

but religion interdicts his right to spend it in vanity
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or vice; or if he he exeraf)t from these grosser tem-

ptations, she still abridges his right to monopolise it.

Christianity expects that the deserving and the dis-

tressed shall come in for such a proportion of his

wealth as an enlightened conscience shall dictate.

The divine person who refused, in a legal sense, to

be "a divider, or a Judge," over a contested proper-

ty, did not fail to graft on the question he avoided

answering, the imperative caution, '* Take heed and

beware of covetousness."

There is another f><tal lesson which he will learn

in the world, and which the natural pride of his own
heart will second; namely, that to resent an injury

is a mark of spirit, while to forgive it shows a base

mind. The prince of darkness, in his long catalogue

of expedients, never invented a maxim which has

brought more generous, but ill-disciplined souls to

destruction.

The uncurbed desires, the unrestrained passions,

to which we have before adverted, the contempt of

submission, the supposed meanness of forbearance,

the hot resentments not controlled betimes in the boy,

may have been preparing the man for an act which

may hereafter fill his whole life with cureless remorse.

Boys well born and accustomed to well-bred society,

have a sort of instinctive notion of honmir, which

is strengthened by the conversation to which they

are sometimes exposed. Seize upon this spirit,

whether instinctive or contracted, but seize it with

a view to convert it to higher purposes. This popu-

lar notion of honour may seem to give dignity to the

tone of his conversation, while it is inflating his heart
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with arrogance. Il may indeed set him above doing

an act which some fhshionahle men may agree to

call base, but it will not preserve him from a duel,

which these same men agree lo call honourable. But

"whatever acquittal a jury of the world's men of honour

may pronounce on such a transaction, it will, by that

awful decision from which there lie^ no appeal, by

the definitive sentence of the great Judge of quick

and dead, be pronounced murder ;—murder of one of

Ihem in the act, of both in the intention; murder

as criminal as that which brings its vulgar perpetra-

tor on the highway to his ignominious catastrophe.

Lay hold then on this high-minded feeling, and

endeavour to direct it into a purer channel. Lead

his aspiring mind to higher objects. Let the hope of

the favour, and the dread of the displeasure of God,

expel from his heart a too eager desire to court the ap-

plause, or escape the censure of irreligious men, by

acts which, while they would offend his Maker,

would destroy his own soul. Let him learn to dis-

tinguish between the swellings of human arrogance,

and the consciousness of Christian dignity. Worldly

maxims of honour are tumid, but they are not great.

There is no sure preservation from these mischiefs,

but in an education formed on the religion of Jesus

Christ. The principles drawn from the s[)irit of the

Gospel, conscientiously adopted, and acted upon,

would subvert all the hollow and destructive maxims
of the worldly code. How many boiling passions

might have been cooled, how many disappointed

hearts and mourning spirits healed, how many duels,

how many suicides (both now so dreadfully preva-
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lent) might have been prevented, by the early and

unremitted application of this one grand specific.

Cultivate in your son whatever is valuable in sci-

ence, or elegant in literature.—Independently of its

own intrinsic worth, it will, by fiHing up his time and

engaging his thoughts, assist in setting his mind above

low and sordid tastes, and leave him little leisure or

relish for the base and grovelling pursuits of sensuali-

ty. A love of learning judiciously instilled, is

amongst the most probable human preservatives from

vulgar vice; though since it is human, it can go but

certain lengths as to moral benefit ; and we have

witnessed many deplorable instances of its failure,

in minds of the highest literary attainments, for want

of being under the direction of a superior principle.

It is, however, a most valuable auxiliary, not only in

improving tlie intellect and refining the taste, but, as

we have already observed, in rescuing so much leisure

from inferior pursuits.

But learning, be it repeated, though it invigorates

the mind, will not reform it. It is a shining ornament,

but not of the nature of a corrective. Moral evil is

not cured, is not regulated,—nay, it may even be

inflamed by it, where intellectual science is made its

own end, and not considered subservient to a higher.

Learning will strongly teach him to despise what is

worthless in composition, but will feebly lift him

above what is unworthy in practice. It will correct

.his taste, but will not enable him to resist tempta-

tion : it will improve his judgment of the world, but

will not secure him from its pollutions. Human learn-

ing will only teach him the knowledge of others, the

Bible that of himself.
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Let him therefore enter into the battle of the world

armed with weapons from the divine armoury ; stoutly

furnished with motives and arguments drawn from

reli«;ion, of potenc}' to fortify his resolutions, con-

vince his understiinding, and affect his heart. Let

him see in your own example, that religion is neither

unmanly or ungentle manly. Accustom him not to

hear the three dominani sriiritual. and intellectual

sins, PRIDE, SELFISHNESS, and EGOTISM, treated with

an indulgence not shown to such as are more disre-

putable, gross, and scanddous. Againsi both classes

the whole artillery of the Gosoel is imp-irlirilly level-

led. Of the first, peculiar condemnation is intimated

in Scripture. Of pride it is observed, that 'God

resisteth the proud," and that it is hard to he found

*' fighting against God." Against selfishness it is

specifically proclaimed, that " no man" with any pre-

tensions to a Christian character " liveth to himself;"

that we are not to " seek our own things,''' and that

we must "bear one another's burdens."— Against

egotism a host of precepts {)resent themselves in bat-

tle array,— >' to esteem others better than ourselves,

to avoid vain glory, to look on the things of others;

to be slow to speak, ready to hear."

Thourrh these interior and mental sins are as much

cherished by impiety as those which are coarser and

more notorious, yet as the latter can produce no plau-

sible pretence for their indulgence; as they cannot

be qualified by any sophistry, nor covered by any

artifice, they are less likely to hold out to the end.

Morality is disgusted by vulgar vice, by the prac-

tical sins of the ^nsual man ; but mere morality can

6
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never extirpate the vices of the heart and mind: it

is not always her aim, nor if it were, couid she ac-

complish it.

In your conversation with the young person, do

not be satisfied io generalise religion. Religion is an

indefinite term, a vague word, which may be made to

involve a variety of meanings, and to amalgamate a

number of discrepancies. It may release a man from

all the prescribed institutions of Christianity ; it may

set him loose from all its peculiar doctrines and re-

straints ; turn him adrift, and dismiss him to his choice

between the " Jehovah, Jove, or Lord," of the scep-

tical poet. Since life and immortality have been

brought to light by the Gosjtel, a general religion

is no religion at all. His must be the religion of

the New Testament. Be not ashamed to teach your

son the Gospel of Jesus Christ, if you believe that

there is no other name under heaven by which

yourself can be saved, you must be assured that

there is no other salvation for your son. Defer not

then too long to communicate to him the distinctive

peculiarities of our faith. Other notions will occupy

the space which you leave vacant. O ! &tani[) ihe

right impressions on his heart while it is soft, tender,

and ductile ; and he will hereafter mix these early

imbit»ed feelings, and sentiments, and principles, with

his other sweet associations, his other pleasing recol-

lections of the vernal season of life; cherished ima-

ges! which the matured mind is fond i>f retracing,

an<i which commonly remain vivid when most others

have faded, or are obliterated.
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Fancy not that these acquisitions and pursuits will

blight the opening buds of youthful gayety ; that they

will check his vivacity, or obstruct his amiable cheer-

fulness. The ingenuous unvitiated mind is never so

happy as when in a state of virtuous exertion, as

when engaged about some object to which it must

look up; something which, iiindiing its energies,

raises its views; something which excites the ambi-

tion of lining it above itself.

Much less fear that the pursuits here recommend-

ed will depress his genius ; it will exalt it; his mind

will find wider room in which to expand; his hori-

zon will bp more extensive ; his intellectual eye will

take in a wider range ; the whole man will have an

amide region in which to expatiate. To know that

he is formed for immortality, is not likely to contract

his ideas, or to shorten his views. It is irreligioa

which shrinks and shrivels up the faculties, by debas-

ing the spirit, and degrading the soul.

And if to know that he is an immortal being will

exalt his ideas, to know that he is an accountable

being will correct his habits. If to know that " God

is" will raise his thoughts and desires to all that is

perfect, fair, and good,—to know that " God is the

rewarder of all them that seek Him," will stimulate

him in the race of Christian duty;—to know that

there is a day in which God will judge the world,

will quicken his preparation for that day.

As he advances in age and knowledge, impress

upon his mind, that in that day of awful inquisition

he must stand unconnected, single, naked ! It is not

the best attachments he may have formed, the most
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valuable societies to which he may have belonged,

that will then stand him in any stead. He must

therefore join them now with a pure and simple

intention ;—he must not seek them as something on

"which to lean, as something with which to share his

responsibility—this is his own single, undivided con-

cern. It is vain to hope that by belonging to any

society,however good, toany party, however honour-

able, he can shrink from his own personal, individual

accountableness. The union of the labourers gives

no claim to the division of the responsibility. In this

world we may be most useful among bodies of men ;

in the great judgment vrt must stand alone. We
assist them here, but they cannot answer for us here-

after.

From his Bible, and from his Bible only, let him

draw his sense of those principles, of that standard by

•which he will hereafter be judged ; and be careful

ever to distinguish in his mind between the worldly

morality which he may learn from the multitude,

and that Christian holiness which is the dictate of.

the scriptures, and of the scriptures alone. Teach

him to discover there, he cannot discover it too soon,

that it is not a set of proverbial moral maxims, a few

random good actions, decorous and inoffensive man-

ners, the effect of natural feeling, of fashion, of custom,

of regard to health, of desire of reputation, that will

make a truly valuable character. This is not to be

acquired by certain poptdar virtues, or rather frac-

tions of virtues ; for there is no integral virtue where

there is no religion. Pleasing manners will attract

popular regard, and worldly motives will produce

popular actions ; but genuine virtue proceeds only
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from Christian principles. The one is efflorescence,

the of her is fruit.

After all, though you cannot by your best exertions,

seconded by the most fervent prayer, without which

exertion will neither be rightly directed nor success-

fully prosecuted, command success ; yet what a sup-

port will it be under the possible defeat of your fairest

hopes, that you strove to avert it ! Even if, through

the prevalence of tem[)tation, the perverseness of

his own nature, and the malignity of his corruptions,

the barbarous son should disajipoint the best founded

hopes of the careful parent ; what a heart-felt consola-

tion would it afford you, under this heaviest of all

trials, that the misconduct of the child is not imputa-

ble to the neglect of the father ! The severest evil

—

and this perhaps is the most severe—is supportable,

when not aggravated by the consciousness that we

have contributed to bring it upon ourselves. Though

it will not pluck the sting from his guilt, it will render

the poignancy of your own anguish more tolerable.

But let us indulge higher hopes and brighter pros-

pects for our country. We refer to those hopes with

which the first chapter of this little work concluded,

namely, the rich provision which God has put into

our hands for accomplishing his great designs in our

favour. The hope therein expressed, and the means

humbly suggested for accomi)lishing it, was the re-for-

malion of the British character. We have here, fee-

bly indeed, but honestly, shown what obviously ap-

pears to be the best security, the most effectual bar-

rier, against the vices and contamination of our pro-

longed continental intercourse. Religious education,

with God's blessing upon it, which every truly
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Christian father will not fail to invoiie, is all in all

towards the restoration, the elevation of our national

character. And let it never be forgotten, that it is

the education of the rich which must finally deter-

mine the fate, at once of rich and poor ; and by con-

sequence, which must determine the destiny of our

country.

Here then is Britain's last, best hope ; and when we

consider the unparalleled advantages we possess in

a learned and orthodox clergy, who instruct us in the

sanctuary, and who preside over our public and pri-

vate seminaries, why need we despair ? Why need

we doubt, that the Christian religion, grafted on the

substantial stock of the genuine British character,

and watered by the dews of heaven, may bring forth

the noblest productions of which this lower world is

capable ; though neither the security nor the triumph

will be complete till these " Trees of Righteousness"

are transplanted into the paradise of God.

Reader, if you are indeed a Christian father, anti-

cipate in idea that triumphant moment, when, having

cast your crown at the foot of the eternal throne,

you shall be called upon to give an account of your

own conduct, and, as far as had depended on you, of

that of your offspring. Think of the multiplied feli-

cities of meeting, in the presence of God, those whom
your example and instruction have, through his grace,

contributed to bring thither ! Think what it will

be, to be able, amidst all the hosts of heaven, amidst

the innumerable company of angels, and the spirits

of just men made perfect—think of being able to say

to the Universal Father, " Behold, 1 and the chil-

dren thou hast given me !"
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OiV SOUNDNESS IN JUDGMENT,. AND CONSIST-

ENCY IN CONDUCT.

As a preliminary to (he following pages, (he writer

begs leave to observe, that it consists rather of mis-

cellaneous observations on a variety of topics, than

in an attempt at a systematic view of religion or

morals. It does not pretend to present an exhibition

of Christian doctrine, or to prescribe the duties of a

Christian life. It is presumed that the generality of

readers who shall honour these pages with their at-

tention, art" already, in a greater or less degree, reli-

gious characters ; consequently, standing in little

need of such information as her humble talents could

have imparted. But as religion is become a subject

of increasing and more general interest, it may not

be unseasonable, as we proceed^ to point out some

of the dangers to which the less advanced Chris-

tian may be liable, as well as some of the evils which

may subsist with a high outward profession. To
those who are beginning to see the importance of

religion—and of such persons, adored be Almighty

goodness ! the numl^er is rapidly augmenting—to

those interesting characters, may the writer venture

to address a few words of affectionate and respectful

counsel ? Carefully encourage the first dawning dis-

positions of piety in your heart, cherish every Indica-

tion of a change in your views and an improvement
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in your sentiments. Let not the world, nor the

things of the world, stifle the new-born principle, nor

make you ashamed modestly to avow it.

But while you cultivate this principle by every

possiiile means, avoid the danger of fancying that

your religion is confirmed when it is scarcely begun.

Do not conclude ihat a complete change has been

efifected in your heart because there is a revolution

in your opinions, and a favourable alteration in your

feelings. The formation of a Christian character is

not the work of a day J not only are the views to be

changed, but the habits to be new moulded ; not

only is the heart to be convinced of sin, but its ])ro-

pensities are to he bent into a contrary direction.

Be not impatient, therefore, to make a public disclo-

sure of \'our 8' !)*!ments. Religion is an interior

concern. Try 3 ourselves, prove yourselves, examine

yoursflves. flistnist yourselves. Seek counsel of

wise, established, sober Christians. Pray earnestly

for more light and knowledge, antl especially for

perseverance. Pray that you may be able to go on

with the same zeal with which you set out. Of

how many may it be said, " Ye did run well—what

hindered you?" You ran too fast; your speed ex-

hausted your strength;—you had not counted the

cost.

Carefully distinguish between the feverish heat of

animal fervour, and the vital warmth of Christian

feeling. Mere youthful energy, operating upon a

newly-awakened remorse for a thoughtless life, will

carry the mind certain lengths ; but if unaccompa-

nied with humility, repentance, and a continual ap-
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plication for a better strength than your own, this

slight resource will soon fail. It is not that principle

which will encourage progress; it is not that Divine

support which will carry you on to the end. The

Christian rac^e is not lo be run at a heat : religion Is

a steady, progressive course; it gains strengtii by

going, and eventually it gains speed also : progress

quickens the pace; for the nearer the approach t6

the gaol, the more nrdent is the desire to reach it.

And though, in your further advance, you may im-

agine yourself not so near as you did when you

first set out, this is not really the case ;—you have

a lower opinion of your slate, because you have

ohtaiued higher views of the spirituality of the law

of God, and a more humbling sense of your owa

unworthiness. Even the almost Christian [)rophet

seems not to have been previously so deeply con-

vinced of sin, as, when overwhelmed by the glory

of the Divine vision, he exclaimed, " Mine eyes

have seen the King, the Lord of Hosts
!"

The person who addresses you has seen some

promising characters sadly disappoint the hopes their

early stages in religion had excited. By taking too

high a tone at first, they not only lost all the ground

they had gained, but sunk into inditference themselves,

accompanied with a prejudice against serious piety in

others. They not only became deserters, but went

over to the enemies camp. Avoid their error.

—

The world is too much disposed to impute rashness,

presumption, and enthusiasm to the purest and most

correct religious characters. In your instance let

them not be furoished with any ground for thiscen-
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* sure by your deserving it. If you advance, you glori-

fy God, and promote your own salvation ; if you re-

cede, you injure the cause you now intend to serve,

and bring upon yourselves a fearful condemnation.

Self-abasement, self examination, and prayer, are the

best preservatives for all who have entered on a re-

ligious life, and are especially becoming incipient

Christians.

There is one thing we would more particularly

press on the important class we are now taking the

liberty to address;

—

it is the cultivation of a sound

judgment. Of all persons, religious persons are most

bound to cultivate this precious faculty. We see how

highly the great Apostle of the Gentiles valued

it. In directing the spiritual labours of his belov«d

young fri<^nd, in stirring him up to every good word

and work he does not forget this exhortation :
— " The

Lord give thee a right understanding in all things .'"

Again, he prays for his beloved Philippians, " that

their love may abound more and more in knowledge

and in all judgment.''^ And in his Epistle to the

youthful Bishop of Crete, he repeats the admonition

to young persons of both sexes to be sober-minded.—
These admonitions ac(juire great additional force

when it is considered, that he w ho gave them Wos a

man of exceeding ardency of temper, and of zeal

without a parallel. This experienced saint must have

frequently seen the danger of imprudent piety, of

self-confidence, of a zeal not regulated by knowledie ;

and therefore presses the great importance of a sound

judgment.
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Judgment is to the faculties of the mind, what

charity rs to the virtues of the heart; as vviihout

charity the latter are of little worth, so without judg-

ment talents are of little comparative use.

Judgment, with the aid of God's spirit, and (he fa-

struclions of his word, is the hatance in which quali-

ties are weighed, by which the oroportions of our du-

ties, and the harmony of our virtues, are preserved;

for it keeps not only the talents in just su'iordina-

tiou, but the principles in tine equipoise. Wht- n ex-

ercised in subservience to the Divine rule, ihe Ixul-

ty becomes a virtue, and a virtue of a hight^r order.

It restrains irregularity, it subdues vanity, it cor-

rects impetuosity, it checks enthusiasm, and it

checks it without diminishing zeal.

One of the most powerful d-e^fenders, not only of

our church polity, but of our church doctrines, has

had the renown of all his great qu iiilies so absorb-

ed in the quality we are rerommeuding; or. rather,

ihis was so much the faculty which maintrined his

great talents and qualities in their due order, that we
never read the name of Hooker witjjout the previous

application of this weighty epithet

—

the judjcjous.

Judgment is so far from being a cooler of zeal, as

some suppose, that it increases ils effect by direct-

ing its ranvements; and a Warn heart will always

produce more extensive, because more lasting good,

when conducted by a cool head.

We speak of this attribute the more positively, be-

causelt is one winch, more than many others, depends

on ourselves. A sound judgment, indeed, is pquFtlly

bestowed with other blessiags by Him from whom
7
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cometh every good gift; yet it is not, like the other

faculties of the mind, so much tiorn with us, as im-

proved by us. By teaching us to discern the faults

of others, it warns us to avoid them ; by detect-

ing our own, it leads to their cure. The dteiiest

humility is generally connected with the soundest

juiigmeot. Tlie judicious Christian is watd.ful

against speculative errors, as well as against errors

in conduct. He never adopts any opinion because it

is new, nor any practice because it is fashionable
;

neither does he, if it be innocent, reject the laster

merely for that reason. Judgment is, in short, ihat

quality of the mind which requires lo be kep; in ever

wakeful activity; and the advantages it procures us,

and the evils from which it preserves us, will faie

more apparent, the more it is kept in exercise.

Religious charity more especially deraajpds the full

exercise of the judgment. A judicious Christian

will double the good done, by his selection of the ob-

ject, and his manner of relieving it. All things that

are good are not equally good. A sound ju<l}iment

discriminates between the value of the claimants

which present themselves, and bestows on th( m more

or less attention, according to their respective

claims.

Above all, an enlightened judgment will enable

you to attain and to preserve consistency, that in-

fallible criterion of a highly finished Christian charac-

ter, the want of v\hich makes some really religious

persons not a little vulnerable. It Avas this want in

some of his people, which led an eminent divine,

at once a man of deep piety and lively wil, to say.
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*hat " there were some good persons, with whom it

would be time enough to be acquainted in heaven."

So much to be regretted is it, that goodness of inten-

tion is not always attended by propriety in the execu-

tion.

In another class, the want of consistency makes

not a few appear over scrupulous as to some minor

points, and lax in others of more importance. These

incongruities not only bring the individual into dis-

credit, but religion into disgrace. When the world

sees persons, whose views are far from high, act more

consistently whh'their avowed views, and frequently

more above them, than some whose religion profess-

es to be of a loftier standard, they will prefer the low-

er, as exhibiting fewer discrepancies, and less ot)v'i-

ous contradictions. *

Consistency presents Christianity in her fairest at-

titude, in all her lovely proportion of figure, and cor-

rect symmetry of feature. Consistency is the beau-

tiful result of all the qualities and graces of a truly re-

ligious mind united and brought into action, each in-

dividually rigiit, all relatively associated. Where

the character is consistent, prejudice cannot ridicule,

nor infidelity sneer. It may indeed, be censured, as

holding up a standard above the attainment of the

careless. The world may dislike, but it cannot de-

spise it.

In the more advanced Christian, religion may

seem to be less prominent in parts of the character,

because it is infused into the whole. Like the life-

blood, its vital power pervades the entire system : not

an action of the life that is not governed by it; not
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a quality of the mind which does not partiike of il&

spirit. It is diirused throufi;h the whole conduct, and

sheds its benign influt-nce. iio^ only on the things

done, but on the temper of the doer in performing

thetn. The affections now have other ohjects, the

time other duties, the thoughts other employments.

There will be more exertion, hut with less display
;

less show, because the principle is become m(>re in-

terior; it win be less obtrusive, because it is more

rooted and grounded. There, will be more humility,

because the heart will have found out its own corrup-

tions.

By the continual exercise of the judgment and an

habitual aim at consistency, the Christian, though

animated, will be orderly. He will be less subject to

the ebullitions of zeal, as well as to the languors of

its tlecay. Thus, through the joint oyeratian ofjudg-

ment in the intellect, and principle in the heart, the

religion is become equable, regular, consistent.

There never was but one visible exhibition of

infallible judgment and complete consistency. In

that Divine person who vouchsafed to pitch his tent

among us, and to dwell wiih men on earth, that He

noight give us a perfect example in his life, before

He obtained salvation for us by his death—in Him

alone was judgment without ^ny shadow of error,

consistency without any speck of imperfection —
His divine perfections none can approach ; l>ut all

may humbly imitate those which come within the

compass of his humanity.
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ON NOVEL OPINIONS IN RELIGION.

Among the numerous innovations of this innova-

ting age, it is deeply to be lamented, that religion

should come in for so large a portion. Of this we

have a melancholy instance in the system of the new

secession. Many are distorting the sacred doctrines,

and slighting the practical ethics of the New Tes-

tament. The religion of the Gospel is employed

to furnish arms against itself. The truth, as it is

in Jesus, is fearlessly controverted : its sanctity is

no security ; its Divine authority is no protection.

In the new system—strange to say ! the hardi-

hood of the sceptic is adojited for the professed pur-

pose of purifying Christianity. The dogmatism of

the unbeliever is employed for improving our faith

in the religion which the unbeliever denies !

This heterogeneous system, composed of different

elements, made up of conflicting principles, unhap-

pily is not brought forward by the avowed opposers,

but by the professed and zealous friends of Chris-

tianity ;—by religionists placing themselves much

above the standard of their former pious associates,

with whom they once went to the house of God as

friends; by Christians so critically scrupulous, that

hey can no longer go to that house at all.

7*
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Novelties in the sciences and in the arts may be,

and generally are. beneficial. Every invention may
be an improvement ; but in religion they are delusions.

Geniiiue Christianity is not, as one class of men
seem to suppose, a modern invention; serious piety

is no tVe*h innovation. "•
'^i' hat which ^vas from the

be«;inDing declared we uuto you," are the words of

inspiration; the new and living way, therefore, now

so much deprecjfited, is only a continuation in the

good old way so long ago recommended by the

Prophet.

Nor is Christianity, as the recent party seem to

suppose, a superannuated thiug, w hieh wants repair-

ing; nor is it an iucomnlete thing, which wants fil-

ling up; nor is it a reduiuiant thing, whose excres-

cences want lopping; nor a defective thing, whose

deficiencies must be supplied ; nor an erroneous thing,

whose errors must be exunged.

But to do the&o malecontents justice, they do not

reseml>le those reformers who are cont'enied to ex-

pose the defects of an existing system, without pro-

Tiding a remedy. This restoriUion, this purifying,

this repairing, this expunj[ing. ibis lop[>ing this graft-

ing, this perfecting, they have actui'liy ami gratui-

tously taken into their own hands, with a view either

to improve the old icligion, or, as their progress

father threatens, to produce a new one ; while th«

€bant])ionsof the antiquated system ail agree that

"fhaoia is better."

Some ChristiaYis of the primitive ngcs were not

then, perhaps ui.Miy of tlie presoni age are not no'.v,

aw^ie, that be who over-leaps the truth, errs as
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widely as he who falls short of it ; n:^y, the dan-

ger is even s^reater, us it is more dififlcult to rece<le

than to advauce. It was the vain desire of over-

turning established truths, of being; wiser than the

wisdom of God, of being more perfect than the per-

fection of the Gospel, of giving new glosses to old

opinions, and rejectiug all opinions which did not

hit their own distempered fancies ; together with the

temptation of being considered as the founders of a

new school,—which gave rise to the Ebionites, the

Ceriiilhians, the Marcionites, and various other

sects; and which has continued, to this day, to in-

troduce successive heresies into the church of Christ.

Of the two classes above mentioned,—those who

think true religion a novelty, and those who are

endeavouring to introduce a novel religion, though

they are the very antipodes of each other, yet it is

difficult to determine which has wandereil most wide-

ly from the truth. Scylla has its wrecks as well

as Charybdis. Though each thinks that the only

way to safety is to recede as far as possible from

the other, yet, by this increasing desire of mutual

recession, they are in more danger of gradually ap-

proaching to each other, if not of finally meeting,

than either intended or believed at first setting out.

In one quarter we hear the most consoling of all

doctrines—the doctrine on which the great hinge of

Ciu'istianity turns,—rejected as false, and its defend-

ers derided, as if they were adopting it to be a

su!)8titute for virtuous practice. We hear one com-

munity spoken of by its professors as liiumphanily

bearing away from all others liie proud distinction
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of rationality. It's a monopoly not to be allowed.

If by rational religion is meant a religion singu-

larly adaf)ted to rational oeings, no churcb on earth

has a fairer claim to the appellation than the Church

of England. It is rational to exercise our reason

in eX'ijmiuing and weighing the evidences of Chris-

tianily ; and, having clearly proved the authority on

which they are grounded, it is then rational to sub*

mit our reason to its doctrines. It is rational to

believe that we are apostates from our original

brightness ; not only because we perceive it to be

a scriptural doctrine, but because we see it iu all

around us, and feel it in all within us.

It is rational for a being conscious of its weak-

ness, to desire to lean upon something that is strong;

we therefore lean upon a rock, and that rock is

Christ. Our church is a rational church ; for it is

sober without coldness, and animated without en-

thusiasm. Its service unites the affections of the

heart with the faculties of the mind; it teaches to

pray with the spirit, and with the understanding

also. Though it lays hold with a firmly grasping

hand on the blessed doctrine of the atonement, yet

it is so far from using this doctrine as a pretence for

neglecting virtuous practice, that it draws from

thence new motives, new sanctions, new encourage-

ments. It teaches that without shedding of blood

there is no remission for sin. while it declares that

without repentance, and without holiness, there is no

salvation for sinners.

The sound members of this church acknowledge

that there are mysteries iu our religion ; but the
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same reason which em|)loyed ils best energies in prov-

insr, the Oivine authority of Scripture, has convinc-

ed them that the secret things which belong to God

must be adored now, and will be fully understood

hereatter. The legitimate members of the church,

for she has, it is to be feared, some si)iirious ones,

are not surprised that in a revelation from heaven

there should be mysteries, but they believe that these

sacred mysterier, are meant aa exercises of faith to

the probationers for Heaven ; are meant to prt)mote

humility; which f/ii??/ consider whatever others do, as

a granil fundamental in religion. They do not pre-

tend to know in what manner the Holy Spirit ope-

rates on the human heart, but they know that it does

operate, because it produces that change of heart

which they are not ashamed to call the renewing by

the Holy Ghost, and which distinguishes the vital

from the nominal Christian. They leave to those

who have sufidcient natural resources in their own

minds, if such there be, to reject assistance which

thei/ fervently imi»lore ; assisiajjce wiihout which

they, who think they stand, may finally fall.

These humble dei»endanls on Divine grnce come

at length to attain* in ad<litio i to the external evi-

dences of Christianity, an internal evidence in their

own bosom, which, so far from giving them any ela-

tion of heart, any eccentricity of doctrine, any irre-

gularity of conduct, preserves them from each, while

it alfords them " all joy ami peace in believing."

But while we put in the fair claim of our church

to rational religion, we iio not nu>ke an exclusive

pretension to (his, or any other excellence. Every
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human instiliition bears on il some marks, greater or

ley?, that it is human, of course imperfect; and it is

sufficient to guard u^ against the thWy of such a pom-

pous .'issumption lo know, that an erroneous church

not only assumes the appellation of infallible itst If,

but gives it also to ils intirm, mutable, human head,

to a being certain of death, and liable to siu.

But if ue do not claim soundness as well as rationa-

lity, for our exchisive })ossession, we are more likely

to perpetuate both, than the best societies of sej»ara-

tists. All that is good in our church is likely to be

secured lo it by the fence of an establishment. An
enclosure is not so likely to be broken in upou from

without, PS a society planted in the waste. We
are likely, I say. to be secured from the introduf'iion

of .' ^ w dogmas, as well as to be preserved in our long

ado, 'led principles. The pale which encircles our

church, and the formulHries which belong to it. do

not leave it open to the experiments of new projec-

tors, to the incursions of fresh innovators. Above

all it is enriched by a great mass of the Divine trea-

sures of Scripture ; the spirit of which is also expand-

ed in our collects and prayers, so that, as we have

observed in another place, if the pulpit should in

any instance unhappily degenerate in doctrine, the

desk will still furnish a perpetual antidote. It may
indeed deserve the name of the establishment not only

as being the rational religion, but as being built on

the foundation of the everlasting Gospel, on the doc-

trines taught bj^ prophets and evangelists, Jesus Christ

himself beino; the chief corner stooe.
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In another of the quarters alluded to, the more

novel sjslfcin, we hear much oF opinions but liMle

of practice; much of doctrines, bui little of holiness;

much t»f frtith—a disjiroportioned and unproductive

fnifh— liul little of repentance. These grand ingre-

dieuis. \\hich, when severally coupled together, make

Uj> ttie sum and substance of Christianity,—these joint

essentiais, which St. Poul preached invariably, ciud

which by never separating, he preached etfectually,

are now consrdered as separate interests, and severed

from each «>ther as having no nesessary connexion.

We are very far from the injustice of accusing

those who proj);ia:>tte doctrines which are evidently

unscri{)tural, of being themselves unholy. In some

of the leading characters we fully believe the con-

trary to be the case ; but the obvious ttfect of such

doctrines on those who hear them, is not only to

lessen their value for practical preachitig, but to lead

them to consider personal holiness as making no part

of the things which accompany salvation.

Those who are at all acquainted with ecclesiastical

history, must know that in the most tiourishJng ages

of Ihp church, even when Christianity was best un-

derstood and most successfully practised, errors of

opinion most readily started up, the ephemeral fun-

gus of a luxuriant soil: they were frequently the sug-

gestion of fanciful and mistaken, rather than of immo-

ral men. Our great spiritual adversary, who success-

fully employs the vicious as the corruptors of morals,

knows it to be a stale and fruitless device to make

them his ag-ents fur misleading the judgment and be-

wildering the imagination ; and therefore, by a re-
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finement of ingenuitr, promjits the more virtuous td

the accomj)lishment of spiritual mischiefs. Moral

men are his selected instruments for broaching novel,

enticing, aod dangerous opinions. These moral but

wayward persons seem to have overlooked the fine

supplication of the Apostle, that God would " estab-

lish, strengthen, settle them." These terms, which

indeed are not synonymes, but shades;— these terms,

a noble climax, implying not equality, but gradaJion,

are ijow inverted. Every move in the new machine

seems to shake, weaken, unsettle. One pin in the

old system is pulled out after another, till the \i^hole

magnificent fabric, if its securit}^ depended upon

them, would fall to the ground. The })atriarch Jacob

has shown us, in the charncter of his vacillating son

Reuben, how desfruciive iostcinility is of excellence.

We are assured that the changes in these ever

varying theories are so frequent, that to confute them

\\ould be as difficult as unnecessary; for that which

by some of the party is insisted on in one week,

gives way in the next to gome wider deviation; so

that he who might wish to animadvert on some ex-

isting evil must be as rapid as its inventor, he must

" Catch ere it fall the Cynthia of the minute."

If in religious contemplation or discussion, we once

give" the reins to fancy, if we cherish every seducing

thought, merely because it is new, if we set u\} for

com[tlete independence of opinion, if we assume in-

dividual release from all the tics that hold Chrislian

society together, if we permit ourselves to plunge

\
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into the unfathomable ocean of discover}^, without

compass or rudder, there is no saying where we may-

land ; it may be on the shore we now dread. Many
of these leaders differ in opinion, but each seems

to lay as exclusive a claim to truth as the Pope him-

self; but as the latter was equally infallible whea

there was one Pope at Avignon and another at Rome,

so the infallibility here seems to be lodged by each

in himself, only with this variation, that these last

begin by differing from each other, till in their more

advanced progress they come to differ from them-

selves.

Is not the recent secession founded on a kind of

spiritual democracy, an overturning system; an aver-

sion to whatever is established ; a contempt of au-

thority ; an impatience of subordination, a thrist for

dictatorship; with this difference, that these reli-

gious dissidents loose the reins of their self-govern-

ment, instead of those of their country.

We know to what a degree the love of novelty

the longing to see any thing they have not seen be-

fore, though the object be ever so disgusting, is

carried by our countrymen. The poet who best

knew human nature, who best painted the characters

of Englishmen, said, " in England any monster will

make (be the making of) a man." This is so true,

that a dwarf, a giant, an unnatural birth in an ani-

mal, will afford delight; the greater the distortion

the higher the pleasure. We have seen to what

excess this passion for what is novel and monstrous

may be carried, in the instance of a late preposterous

prophetess, a creature born and bred among the dregs

8
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of the people, with nothing to recommend her but

ignorance, presumption, extravagance and b}as}>he-

my ;
yet did this woman not only make number-

less proselytes among her vulgar equals, but obtain-

ed advocates among those from whom better things

might have been expected. But it is the very ab-

surdity which is the attraction. Such preposterous

pretences being obviously out of the power of human

means to accomplish, the extravagance is believed

to be supernatural. It is the impossibility which

makes the assumed certainty. The epilepsy of Ma-

homet confirmed his claims to inspiration.

Extravagance in religion is a kind of spiritual em-

piricism, which is sure lor a time to lay hold on the

vulgar. The ignorant patient in both cases, who

frequently pays little attention to the established

physician, is sure to be attracted by any new nos-

trum from the laboratory of the irregular prescriber:

he is resorted to with more confidence in proportion

to the reputed violence of his catholicon; and he

who desi)ised the sober practitioner, swallows with-

out scruple the most pernicious drug of the adver-

tising professor.

Without the slightest desire to detract from the

personal character of our new empirics in divinity,

we may be allowed to suspect that their education,

and early habits of life, had not altogether qualified

them for the arduous undertaking of new modelling

a church. It is true, that " the erudition of a (com-

mon) Christian man" is not required to be very pro-

found, but surely that of a Christian reformer should

be something more than moderate.
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The lapse of three centuries has added little clear-

ness to the lucid exposition of Christian truth as

exhibited in the writiiigs of those reformers by whom

the doctrines of the Church of England were mo-

delled. Whatever defects might have escaped the

notice of those eagle-eyed sifters and examiners of

Christian truth, when they rescued it from the rub-

bish under which it lay almost buried, would not these

defects have been detected, pointed out, rectified,

by the penetrating mind of Bishop Jewel in his re-

nowned challenge at Paul's Cross, or in his celebrated

Apology for the Church of England ? Would they

not have been expunged or purified by the judi-

cious Hooker, that bulwark of the establishment, in

his immortal writings on ecclesiastical polity^ and on

Justification ? Would they have eluded the observa-

tion and correction of Archbishop Usher, that prodigy

of erudition ?

We need not be again told the well-known fact, that

there may be abundant learning where there is little

enlightened piety ; but in these glorious champions

of the faith of Christ, and of the Protestant church,

learning was only a secondary excellence. Various

and profound as were their acquirements, they were

conscientiously devoted to the purpose of advancing

and confirming the scarcely established church. Can

we believe that Ridley, Hooper, Cranmer, and a long

list of such distinguished men, would have made the

sacrifices they actually made, without scrupulously

examining into the momentous truths they professed

to believe ; that they would have suffered the most

cruei tortures, rather than renounce the doctrines of
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a church to which they were first ornaments and

then martyrs ?—" There were giants in those days ;"

but to say no more of them, nor of the succession of

profound divines and eminent scholars who succeeded

them, " men of stature also"—would it not be casting

a severe reflexion on these bright luminaries of our

country and clnirch, to believe that the great truths

of the gospel which were hi(l from these skilful and

acute indagators, were reserved to be brought to light

by half a dozen persons in the nineteenth century
;

that to men, most of them bred to secular pursuits,

and living antecedently iu secular habits, should be

reserved the honour of delecting, not trifling faults,

not imperfections, from which perhaps no human in-

stitution is exempt, but radicar errors, but funda-

mental mischiefs, affecting the very vitals of our

religion ? If these evils really exist, if they indeed

escaped the penetration, eluded the vigilance, and

mocked the wisdom of those mighty champions, then

to say those holy men were blameable, is saying

little : they were indeed ideots, voluntarily to sutfer a

violent death, rather than renounce a church too er-

roneous for the new reformers, not only iu which

to preach, but in which to remain.

The penetrating genius of Luther seems not only

to have exposed all existing, but to have anticipated

all future heresies, especially when he inveighs

against that which declared that " The Ten Com-

mandments ougM to he taken out of the Church /"

This Coryphoius of the doctrine of faith, in con-

tradiction to the new system, says :
" Faith is by

no means an inefifective quality, but possesses so great
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excellency, that it utterly confounds antV destroys all

the foolish dreams and imaginations of sophisters ;

but if ^orks only are taught, faith is iost." " But

if nothing but faith is inculcated, carnal men begin

to dream that there is no need of good works."

—

Again :
" If, indeed, faith saves us without works, let

us have no anxiety about good actions ; let us only

take care and believe, and we may do what we please.

It is true," adds he, " that Paul tells you, that faith

without works justifies ; however he also tells you,

that a true faith after it has justified, does not permit

a man to slumber in ignorance, but that it worketh

l)y love." Again :
" You now see, that though it is

faith alone which justifies, yet that faith alone is not

sufficient."

There is not a single doctrine of the New Testa-

ment which does not involve practical consequences.

The necessity of holiness, now unhappily not insisted

on, is more exalted by the death of Christ than by

all olher means that ever were devised. God's

hatred of sin is more forcibly expressed by the sa-

crifice of his Son, than it could have been by any

other method, although we do not presume to set

limits to infinite power.

Yet this most glorious doctrine, this cleanser from

all sin, may be converted by the manner in which

it is administered into an open door to that licenti-

ousnHss which it is its special design, its obvious ten-

dency, and when truly received on scripture grounds,

its natural consequence, to cure.

But if men come to the perusal of the Bible with

certain prepossessions of their own, instead of a simple

8 *
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and sincere desire after Divine truth; if, instead

of getting their obliquities rectified by trying them

by this straight line, they venture to bend the straight

line till it fits their own crooked opinions ; if they

are determined to make between them a conformity

>vhich they do not find, they are not far from con-

cluding that they have found it. By such means,

a very little knowledge, and a great deal of pre-

sumption, has been the ground-work of many a novel

and pernicious system.

Systems, indeed, there will be as many as they

are novel and pernicious ; for though men are as tena-

cious of error, for a time, as if their convictions were

as strong as they could be if it were truih, yet the

persuasion of error is not likely to be so lasting.

As no error can be so irresistible as a known truth,

it cannot long carry Ihe same weight with it. He

who adopted it, at length finding it not to go, as we

say, on all fours, is more likely to plunge into a

succession of errors, each deeper than the other,

than to return to the truth which he has abandoned.

Whether the pride of not going back, or the hope

that, in his wider wanderings, he may extricate

liimseif, it is hard to say ; for error is as endless as

truth is powerful.— Some minds are so constituted,

that It is easier to them to produce objections to

truth, than to embrace it; they therefore resist truth,

•when they might resist the obstacles which prevent

their receiving it.—Our adoption of error as naturally

proceeds from our abuse of reason, as our adoption of

truth from the right use of it. The question, to a

plain Christian, seems to he settled by this declara-
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tiou of our Lord : " He that doelh His will shall

know of the doctrine, whether it be of God."

As, in many of those to whom we Iiave been al-

luding, their aberrations seem to have been occasioned

rather by the vagrancy of the imagination, than the

corruption of the heart, we are not without hope that

they may yet retrace their steps ; that the way they

have lost may be recovered; that their involution in

this labyrinth may not be past extrication; that Di-

vine grace may furnish a clue to lead them back to

the plain, obvious, intelligible meaning of the un-

sophisticated word of God. That this may be the

case, is the cordial wish and prayer of many who
loved and respected them before they were unhap-

pily led astray, by erratic fancies, into these seduc-

ing theories.

There is no method which the subtle adversary of

mankind has not devised to injure religion. When
the church is at a low ebb, when she is sunk in forms

and outward observances ; when zeal is asleep, and

all seems safe because all is still, he sometimes rouses

her, but it is to wrong purposes: it is not to ad-

vance the interests of Christianity, but to hend his

force against some symptoms of its returning spirit

which begin to break out : these symptoms of inci-

pient zeal^he calls enthusiasm, though an evil which

perhaps, in that stage of the church, does not exist

;

he, however, strives to prevent the existence not of

enthusiasm but of zeal, that the frigid may enjoy

their doze, and not be reproached by the threatened

exertions in the quarter which is beginning to open

its eyes.
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At another period whea the church is beginniug

to be triumphant, he sends out his favourite engine

persecution, with his faggot and his axe, burning

where he could not refute, and subduing by force what

he could not silence by argument.

He is now pursuing a different course.—The same

malignant spirit which once laboured to drive men

from Christianity by raaptyrdom, now draws them

from it by sophistry. He now deteriorates truth

instead of persecuting it ; and as the process is less

revolting, it succeeds b^-tter. Men are no longer

terrified into error, but coaxed into it. They are

not frightened, but wheedled out of their belief—
Their understandings become so bewildered, that

they are persuaded that every new advance in heresy

is a fresh step towards truth. Advantage is made

even of their prejudices, which become more deeply

rooted by the very change which they are made to

believe is to extirpate them. New converts, who

once valued themselves on their incredulity, have

become credulous to excess; and those who were

previously indifferent to sober religion, are led to

swallow the wildest perversions of Christianity, to

adopt opinions which she as heartily rejects as she

did their former unbelief.

Some su-yects are placed out of the reach of the

human mind. Presumptuous spirits lose themselves

by attempting to pierce through forbidden l)ound8;

by endeavouring to explain things beyond the limits

of created comprehension, they subvert the truth

they pretend to serve, they involve themselves in

the very difficulties they undertake to clear. The
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humble Christian, like the seraphim, " covers bis

face" be.ore the infinite Majesty of Heaven, and

exclaims, " O the tlepths of the riches both of the

wisdom and knowledge of God !"—" Verily Thou art

a God that hidest Thyself."

We are not called upon to unravel intricacies, but

to hold fast the form of sound words. While to the

ill-informed these new teachers appear^ profound be-

cause they are unintelligible, they remind those of

better judgment of certain animals, who, burrowing

in shallow ground, just beneath the surface of the

earth, fancy they are deep only because they are

dark.

Many a metaphysical reformer, by the manner of

conducting his system, so exposes and defeats his

own cause, as to resemble in fate, though we say not

with any similarity of intention, the Neapolitan athe-

ist Vanini, who, with eleven others of the same class

(we presume the number to be a match for the twelve

apostles) endeavoured to establish a regular college

of iniidelity. The object was nearly the same with

that of the late atheistical school in France ; and by

having the priority of two centuries, they robbed that

recent rabble of the meritorious claim to original

wickedness.

Vanini's object was to exterminate the very idea

of a God, and lor this he adopted a most singular

method. He undertook to prove there was no God
by stating the general idea of God. He strangely

fancied that to define the idea was to destroy it ; and

that to pretend to say what God is, was the surest

way to disprove^ his existence ! His definition is so
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artfully made out, and part of it is so ingeniously

written, that wliile he thought be was drawing only

the creature of his iraagination, it. appears as if he

were enthroning ra?her than deposing his Creator.

A niarvelJous delusion to argue against the being

of God from the very ra ignitude of his perfections I

Let the delirious metaphysics of modern times alone,

and we had almost said they will also argue them-

selves into the abyss of forgetfulness.*

We want more aimplicity in the exercise of our

religion; we want to lie reformed by it, and not to

refom it ; we have need to be sent back to our first

rudiments. We should imitate the plainness and un-

complicated method of the New Testament, where

the doctrines are few, but of importance inestimable,

infinite, eternal ! We should examine the grounds

of our faith by this unerring guide, and not by the

pullulations of our own visionary fancies. We want

to be sent back to elementary principles. We need

not even think it beneath our wisdom to be directed

by that familiar summary, the Apostles Creed. It

were well if we fixed our own faith by the articles

comprised in, and enclosed by, that safe compen-

dium, instead of turning it over to our children as if

we were got above its beggarly elements. Even

the way-faring man cannot stray while he is con-

tented to keep close within this hedge.

Many do not virtually adopt its first simple declara-

tion, " I believe in God ;" for to believe in God on

* For a fuller account of this metaphysical atheist, see Mr, Saurin'^

sermon on" The deep things of God."
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the Christian scheme, is not merely to believe in a

first cause, is not merely to believe in His existence,

^ve must also believe in His attributes, His promises.

His threatenings. His Son, His word, His Spirit ; to

believe in those attributes especially which har-

moniously meet in the glorious union of truth and

mercy, the blessed combination of righteousness and

peace in the person of his Divine Sou ; those pro-

mises which are eternal life to as many as keep his

commandments ; tiiose threatenings which say to the

ungodly, " Depart from me I never knew you ;" that

holiness without which no man shall ever see his

face

A had principle is of much more extensive mis-

chief than a bad example; the latter it is true, like a

conflagration, has a tendency to destroy whatever

comes within its reach; but a pernicious principle,

like the variolous matter, may be conveyed to any

distance, and infect the patient, though he had never

come in contact with him from whose eruption it was

taken. " It is time for thfe. Lord, to lay to thine

hand, for they have destroyed thy law !"

But it is not the entertaining a dangerous opinion,

it is this rage for pposplytiog to new opinions, which

constitutes the most malignant part of the mischief;

an erroneous doctrine not propagated, hurts none but

him who holds it ; but by propagating it to unsettle

the ininds of multitudes to deteriorate the Gospel, and

to disturb the peace and unity of the church, is surely

no light evil, especially in a country like ours, pro-

verbial for its credulity and love of novelty; and in

a church like ours, which has been reformed, sifted
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and purified, beyond the example of any other in

the Chrislian world.

The everlasting edifice of the Gospel is founded

on a rock, whose statn'.ity neither storms can shake,

nor waves undermioe.—Nor can any contrivances

of man improve the beauty of its superstructure.

—

Its depths cannot be fathomed by our short line, nor

its height fully apprehended by our short sight ! Chris-

tianity then is no appropriate field for the perplexities

of metaphysics, nor the industry of new discoverers.

This brief title of the Bible
—

'I' jie Word of God—
excludes the censure of all cavillers, annihilates the"

emendations of :dl critics !

It is with unfeigned sorrow the writer has witness-

ed the rise and progress of the new community. If

she knows any thing of her own heart, the preced-

ing remarks have not been dictated by a censorious

spirit. But it may be said, she was not called upon

for any such impertinent animadversions. The pro-

bability of such a reproof makes her feel herseff oblig-

ed to account for the liberty she has taken.

Those who have condescended to look into her

former writings, need not be reminded, that she has

through life, in a considerable degree, though not

exclusively, devoted her humble talents to the ser-

vice of her own sex ; and has conscientiously, though

feebly, laboured to be useful to their best interests in

every way she could devise. She has endeavoured

to strengthen them in the pursuit of what was right,

and they have bad the goodness to bear with her

when she has reminded them of any aberrations from

that pursuit.
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Th()U2;h the deep interest she has taken in Iheir

credit an<l their welfare has by no means invested

her with a right of interference on (he [iresent painful

occasion, yet it vvouhl not have been consistent with

her antecedent practice, to overlook a circumstance

in which they are so deeply involved.

It has excited the most lively feelings of regret in

many minds, to hear, in a recent instance of the de-

parture of some ladies of consideration, from that

reserve and delicacy so (leculiarly the characteristics

of their sex, and so naturally appendant to their own

res[>ectable characters and situation in life.—They
appear not only to have entered very warmly into ail

the tenets of the seceding school, but to labour very

assiduously for their pro[)Hgation. They are, it

seems, not only followers, but joint leaders in the

several departments of the government of the seced-

ing parly.

Tenderness of heart, warmth of feeling, and liveli-

ness of imagination, form a most interesting part in

the composition of an amiable woman; but the quali-

ties which ailorn, are also the qualities which mislead.

The very attractions which cause them to [dease,

may become snares, if not carefully directed, they

give a wrong bias to the character, and a dangerous

tendency to the conduct. They lead their |>ossessor

more widely astray than is commonly the case with

those who are tlestitute of these pleasing powers.

That providential economy which has clearly de-

termined that women were born to share with men
the duties of private life, has as clearly demonstrat-

ed that they were not born to divide with them in its

9
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public administration. If, then, they were not in-

tended to command armies in war, nor to direct

cabinets in peace, to legislate in the senate, or debate

at the bar,—doubtless they were not intended to be

public teachers of religion, to be makers of canons

for a new church, nor to invent dogmas to controvert

an old one ; nor to be professors of proselytism, nor

wrangling polemics, nor conductors of controversy,

Dor settlers of disputes—disputes which will continue

to be agitated as long as men have hot heads and

proud hearts ; as long as they possess vanity or curi-

osity, impatience of restraint, or a love of opposition ;

a weariness of sober truths, and a thirst after the

fame to be acquired by their subversion.

Why will women of sense, then, defeat their pro-

vidential destination ? why desert their proper sphere,

in which they were intended to benetit, to please,

even to shine, at least as stars of the second magni-

tude ? Why fly from their prescribed orbit? Why
roam in useless and eccentric wandering,

" And, comet-like, rush lawless through the void,"

and then, having for a season astonished with their

false and momentary blaze, fall disregarded and for-

gotten ?

These well-meaning ladies would be among the

last to use their allotted measure of grace and accom-

plishment, to any purpose which they believed to be

imjjroper; yet they require to be told, that neither

should their talents be exerted to the purposes of

spiritual seduction; that they shonld not be employed

to disturb the faith, to shake by dispute, or weaken by
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persnasioii, the steadiness of persons who, without

their endowments, are perhaps in a safer state.

But though the writer cannot hoj)e that these ob-

servations will produce any effect on those who are

already embarked on this sea, without a shore, and

without a bottom—ha{)py wouhl she be, if they

might become the means of preserving one inexpe-

rienced female (Vom the perils to which novelty, cu-

riosity, and pressing invitation, too easily allure.

The sure preservatives from this danger are to culti-

vate deep humility and self-distrust, to keep clear of

the very -threshold of innovatio!), to avoid the first

step; for all the subsequent ones are easy. Let her

bear in mind, that, once seduced, she may find, that

" when she would inherit the blessing, she may be

rejected, and tind no place of repentance, though she

may seek it carefully with tears."

ILL EFFECTS OF THE LATE SECESSION.

Among the evils to which the late sece^sioii has

contributed, tht>se we are about to mention are of no

light nature. It has been the means of exciting a

sort of spiritual vanity, of awakening a desire of de-

parfiiitr from received opinions, in certain young ()er-

sons, who may he desi<»;uated Uy the name of prema-

ture instructors. It has increased the alienation of

the lower orders from the church; it has afforded to

some who are not favourable to serious piety, a j)re-

tence for indiscriminately classing together men of
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different views, characters, and principles.—Among

the more respectable, it has stirred up a spirit of de-

bate and controversy, by no means friendly to the

cause of genuine Chrisiianity. We shall mention

these effects in their order.

There is scarcely a greater mistake in morals, than

is committed by those who habitually speak of vanity

as a trifling fault, as a small pass not worth guarding.

There is perhaps scarcely an error which is so gene-

rally adopted, and so carelessly overlooked. It finds

its way into characters of every species, and almost

into every individual of the species. There is not

only the vanity of beauty, of rank, of riches, of learn-

ing, of talents, but, as we have already observed, the

vanity of religion.

A bold familiarity with Scripture, an unhallowed

touching of the sacred ark, not as formerly by scep-

tics and scoffers only, but by persons professing, and

we believe intending to be religious, are, it is to be

feared, becoming too common. This, like many

other of our offences, has its foundation in vanity.

It is obvious that an unwillingness to be taught, and

an impatience to teach, marks the character of the

present day.

There is a scion from this presumptuous stock,

which perhaps has not had sufficient time to grow,

in order to become generally know n, but which is be-

ginning to sprout up in certain provincial towns and

villages. There is a growing disposition in a few

arrogant young men to read the Bible with their own

glosses and interpretations, and to aim at proselyting,

and " taking ca[>tive" not only " silly women" but
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•lily girls. Several of these persons, as soon as they

began to open their e^ es on the im[)ortance of reli-

gi(ji), or rather l>ffore they were broad awake to its

truths, have undertaken this gratuitous tuition. In-

stead of taking time to promote their own advance-

ment, instead of learning wisdom l)y an increasing

discovery of their own ignorance; instead of improv-

ing in Christian knowledge by the only legitimate

methods, diligent study of the Bible with the aid of

the soundest commentators, boih accompanied with

fervent prayer for that light they prof<^ss to seek,—

^vithout consuitiiig able ministers—without taking

this straight and obvious road,—on their own very

slender stock they set up for teachers themselves.

Insuad of looking to the experienced and tie wise,

they collect a little groupe to look up to tliem, thus

in\erting the Apostle's observation—for tkey " when

for the lime they s«^ek to be teachers, have need to

be lausibt themselves, which be the first principles

of the oracles of God." if this spiritual vanity should

flourish we shall soon have none left to learn; ail will

be teachers.

Thus (he raw and rash Christian, confidently jumps

over ail the intermediate steps between the enquirer

and the instructor, and despising the old gradual

api»roach to the sacred temple, despising the study of

books, of men, and of himself, starts up at once a full-

grown divine ;—the novice seizes the professor's

chair, erects himself into a scholar without literature,

and a theologian without theology. On the strength

of a few texts, ill understood, and worse applied, he

undertakes to give his yt»uug neighbours new views of

9*
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the Bible, and without eyes himself, sets up for a

guide of the blind.

These young persons in reading the Scriptures

seem to be setting out on a voyage of discovery of

something new, rather than on a course of observa-

tion on what their precursors have done for them.

They search, not with devout enquiry, but fearless

curiosity ; they look out for passages written in a

different connexion, and applied to different purposes,

and then try to prove that they produce not conse-

cutive reasoning, that they do not establish the gene-

rally received doctrines. How should they ? They

were never intended to produce the one, or to esta-

blish the other. They bring together propositions

which have no relation, and which require different

proofs, and then triumph in the supposed opposition

of what was never intended to agree.

"Thus foois rush iu where angels fear to tread."

Suffer a few friendly hints. Though Holy Scrip-

ture was given to be searched, it was not given to be

criticised. It was " written for our learning," not

for our cavilling: it was given not to be pertly

scrutinized, but to be " inwardly digested;*' not to

make us wise in our own conceits, but " to make us

wise unto salvation." It is not to be endured to hear

questions, on which hang all our hopes and our fears,

speculated u(>on as if they were a question of physics

or history, and explained till they become contradic-

tions.
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Men taught of God, and possessing those depths

of erudition which qualiiied them to teach otheis de-

pend upon it, have left nothing for your discovery

except the discovery of your own insutficiency. If

there are obscurities, they will not be cleared by

such shallow expositors. The sun of righteousness

will not be made to shine brighter by the light of

your farthing candle.

Boldness in religion, we repeat, is one of the great

evils of the present day. The more we cavil the

less we shall obey. We may explain truths till we

come to deny them. We may be so involved in

intricacies of our own weaving, that we may end by

opposing the doctrine we undertook to clear. Oh !

there is no security like a humble mind ; a mind al-

ways distrusting its own wisdom, and always confid-

ing in the wisdom of God.

Why, then, will not the premature instructor wait

till he is himself intructed ? Why not look up for

information on difficult and disputed points to wiser

and older heads ? Why not in their little parties

turn their attention to practical points, rather than to

speculative niceties ? Why not cultivate that self in-

spection and heart-humbling prayer which would cure

those conceits that lead to a critical, and often end

in a sceptical spirit; such habits would best preserve

them from that inflation of heart which arises from

the vanity of so:ne supposed new discovery, in a re-

ligion which was given us by the Spirit of God.

The Scripture no where teaches us to indulge this

audacious curiosity ; it stirs up no eagerness for push-

ing speculation beyond its legitimate bounds. It
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furnishes no invitation for ranging beyond the limiled

sphere allotted to our imjierreet hum.iii rutulition.

Its incitements are not irritations but encourage,

ments. The Bible wisely represses all that spiritual

vanity which would dive into unjirofitable, because

impenetrable mysteries. It teaches us all that is ne-

cessary for us to learn, and there it stops It teaches

what is of j rime importance for us to know,— that we

are f^tllen creatures. It shows what we ought to

belifve in order to our being rescued from this stale

of aposlacy. It instructs us in all that is necessary

for us to do to be restored to the favour of God, which

by sin we had forfelteii. It is enough that it lays

ojjen the disease, presents the remedy, and oflVrs God's

Holy S{)irit to render it etfectual. In short, it re-

veals all that as probationary beings we should de-

sire to know, and of all we know it expects us to

make a practical use.

The present is, es()ecial!y among the lower ranks,

an age of rebuke and blasphemy ; and what is so like-

ly to augment the popular hostility to ('hristianily^

and neglect of the established church, which is fousid-

ed upon it, as when they see some of its ministers re-

probating at one time, the church which they warm-

ly defended at another?—when they see them actu-

ally renouncing it as unchristian, and setting up a

new system in op|)08ition to it? Where, then, is

truth to be found, may not even the more sober

aniongst the people say, if it is not found in that

church, in defence of which so many of her divines,

so many of her bisl.ops, where led to the scaffold

and the stake ? Will not the loose aud careless be
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likely to be confirmed in impiety, wiien they see

these men, who were fostered in her bosom, who h »d

subscribed to their belief in her articles, who had

been warm lieyond their fellows in the admiration of

her liturgy, her doctrines, and her discipline,—when

they see these men not only desert her altars, but

take up arms ag;aiii8t her; when they behold a per-

petual conflict between Christian ministers?—for a

church thai is attacked must be defended—will they

Dot think that an establishment which is so frequent-

ly assailed, which requires such continual vindication

from which there are so many recent deserters, must

needs be an erroneous and unsound church, and even

the Scriptures on which it is founded, uncertain, if

Dot false ?

What is so likely as this defection to give confi-

dence, without the least intention of doing so, to

that spirit of infidelity which used to skulk in corners,

and stab from behind a mask, but now avows itself

boldly, bares its unblushing front to public gaze, spurns

at law as well as decency, openly defies government

whom it used to fear, as well as God, whom it never

feared ? \

Was it not enough that these low, designing dema-

gogues—men who think one religion as good as ano-

ther, and no religion best of all,—was it not enough

that these open violators of order, truth, and jifistice,

should, as the most probable means to accomplish

their political mischiefs, endeavour to overturn the

church, by bringing her creeds, aiid her other holy

services, into contempt; insulting, by their profane

parodies, all that is grave, and rendering ridiculous
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all that is good ? Yet, from such men, such attempts

excite our regret and astonishment less than those

we have been contemplating. Uow grievous is it,

when persons of a totally different description are,

perhaps undesignedly, contributing to help on the

work which, we are persuaded, they abhor!—when

decorous and religious men, though by other devices,

and v;ith other weapons, may be contributing to ac-

complish the work of these vulgar politicians, and

assisting, in no inconsiderable degree, to discredit

the church which the others are labouring to subvert

!

Nay; in one respect the better men are doing the

worse deed; for the fcjctious assailants of the church

injure those alone who were injured before; for, by

the grossness of their attacks, th<-y shock all wiio are

not totally given up to imj)iety ; while, in the present

instance, those more decent characters are more

likely to be led astray, who have shown some dis-

position to be serious; and are, therefore, in more

danger of being misled by the specious subtleties, and

the assumt-d tone of confident security, of thf^se reli-

gious «!ogm;)tists.

The ifiexpFcienced and the wavering—those who

are UHCon(i*miMl in their princi{»les, together with

othtrs who hjive their religion to se«-k, and who like

to I'Mve one p'/uited nut to them which will not dis-

turb their repose by the severity of its practical in-

JHnciioi'S, nor the self denying s|)irit of its tenden-

cies,—are likely to be led astr.iy by these false

lights; while the sober and self distrusting! t hristian

will only be driven, i.y these alirrning noveltit-s. to

adhere more closely to the iiumbhug and coasislent
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doctrines of the New Testament,—will, with deeper

prostration of heart, implore the aid of the Holy-

Spirit, not only to lead him into all truth, but to keep

him in it. Such a one will find that it does not

require profound knowledge, or deep learning, to

perceive the awful dangers of the presumptuous inno-

vations which lead to these pefilous subtleties—which

terminate in these bold conclusions. He will see

that common sense, an humble mind, and a competent

acquaintance with Scri{)ture, are all that is wanting

to discover that the Bible, and the novelties of the

seceding community cannot both be right.

But the evil <loes not end here ; for some of the

adversaries of serious piety are, it is to be feared, dis-

posed to take a most ujifair advantage of this seces-

sion ; and the verj^ circumstance of that separation

which ought to have rescued men who firmly adhere

to the church, and to the principles on which it is

founded, from suspicion, increases it, and causes them

to be involved in one common charge of extrava-

gance and error, with men whose opinions they ab-

hor: whereas, when the vessel is assailed by an

unexpected storm, instead of throwing themselves out

to sea in quest of imaginary safety, the tempest oidy

m»kes the experienced Christian mariner cling the

closer to his hold. I\Ien of more than ordinary zeal

and activity, then, should not be siisj>ected of dis-

affection, unless they afford other, and more substantial

reasons for doubting their want of orthodoxy. Does

it not look as if there were no soundness but in apa-

thy, no security but in inertness ?
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One of the great evils of the 1 mes is rash judg-

ment, iijiliscrimate attack, and a ze^iJ for tfrisure

Tvithunt exHimnation ; a not separating men who are

materiaMy dissimilar, hiit lumping them into one

COi^Piiun reprobated mass, or, at best, speaking as if

the (Tiderenre were so iittle, that it was not worth

the [j-.iir.B to s^ parate lll^m.

Perhdps there are no church communities in the

worhl that do not hold some doctrines in common.

"We are identified in some important points with the

Church of Rome ; but that does not blind us to its

errors, nor does it prevent our keejnng clear of them.

There are both rational and orthodox communities

in our own country ; but our holding some opinions

in common with them, neither ra kes us adopt those

opiui 'US which ^^e itisapprove, rjor contlemn those

"who profess them, as if they held none that were

right. Why. then, should not the case be the same

in our own church ?

This lumping system is not a little hard on the

steady .nd order!}' divine. It weakens the hands of

the faithful pastor, when his auditors, who have Just

been hearing him speak the words of truth and sober-

ness, tind him, perhaps, in the next controversial

pampiilet they take up, coupied with the half insane,

and the wholly absurd. It is hard that the zealous

Christian, VNho is at the same time a pattern of pro-

priety and correct demeanor, should be dragge<l in to

make common cause with those at wh'»se principles

he shtidders. Yet these men of otjposile characters,

principles, and pursuits, are forced into contact, are

together plunged into the crucible of uudistinguishing
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prejudice, and melted down together; all distinctions

so lost in the fusion—the sober Christian so mixed

with the fanatic, the temperate with the fiery, the

regular with the eccientric, that they come out of the

furnace blended into one common mass, and are

reproduced as if formed of one common material.

Ours is also pre-eminently an age of controversy.

Is not charily sometimes recommended with uncha-

ritableness, and religion vindicated irreligiously ?

But are there not a thousand other subjects better

calculated for its legitimate exercise ? "Let the pots-

herds strive with the potsherds of the earth," on all

other topics ; but here, though one dash the other in

pieces, he does not always escape unhurt himself.

But shall the word of " the High and Holy One, the

word of Him who sitteth on the circle of the earth,"

be made an arena for the combats of its puny inhabi-

tants, whom the prophet represents by the most con-

temptible insect ?

But although, as we have already observed, if

truth be attacked, it must be defended, the Christian

controvertist never engages in offensive war. He
does not fight for victory, but truth. And the surest

way for him to ascertain this, is, to examine the

temper with which he defends it. Rivalry is not his

motive, nor is railing his weapon.

If, as it is said, warfare is the natural state of man,

let its hostility among Christians be directed to a fo-

reign enemy ; let them not engage in civil war. You
have already " provoked each other to good works,"

which is part of the law
;
go on, and provoke each

other to "love, which is the fultilling of the Iaw.'»

10
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Let both sides rejoice in the good done, without

caring which does it. " There are diversities of ope-

rations, but it is the same God which worketh all

in all." If there is so much done separately, what a

mighty mass of good would be produced by cordial

cooperation ! Let me not be accused of levity in

applying the words of the poet,

The Douglas and tlie Percy both togdher,

Were confident against a world in arms.

We know that, in the sight of God, he is not the

most successful champion who may have given most

falls to his adversary ; but he who has obtained the

most victories over his own spirit. And he will be

found, in the great and tremendous day of reckoning,

to have been Ihe most valiant soldier of Jtsus Christ,

not who has been the fiercest combatant in the field

of controversy, but who shall have brought most

glory to God, and most souls to heaven.

If we made, as surely we ought to m;ike, the Holy

Scripture our standard ofjudging, as well f^s of believ-

ing, of charity as well as of faith, of f^rotherly kind-

ness as well as of orthodoxy ;— if we brought the

Bible to be the constant arl>iter of our deliates, as

well as the professed rule of our lives, we should

attack nothing with warmth but what that Bible con-

demns. All differences of opinion in which God has

not set to His seal that it is false, should be treated

with candour; men should not then make their own
'•purged eyes" the nniversfil medium of clear vision,

ihey should not vilify others for seeing the same object
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with other optics. Want of charity is probably no less

a fault than the one Ave may be reviling ; and does

not a want of discrimination, or rather does not that

blindness which is inspired by prejudice, lead to that

deficiency in candour \vh oh widens the difference ?

To profess opinions of which Scripture neither com-

mands nor prohibits our belief, ought not to set at

irreconcilable variance beings who are equallj' can-

didates for heaven. In that abode of perfect [/eace

and perfect love, no. small portion of the promised

felicity may arise from our being of no parly.

A difference in opinion on points on which the

Holy Spirit has been silent, on which no declaratory

sentence in Scripture has been pronounced, is surely

no ground for the triumph of superiority in those who

maintain them, nor for supercilious contempt in those

who reject them. Is it not putting matters of minor

imi/ortance in the place of essentials ? while perhaps

by the disputants on both sides, essentials are not

always held with so firm a grasp, or at least are not

debated with such unkind pertinacity.

We have hitherto alluded to difference of opinion

between pious men, men who are in earnest in their

religion. But are there not men of little piety to be

found, who side with one or the other party, and be-

come the hottest controverlists, while they take little

real interest in vital religion ; who oppose without

belief, and defend without conviction, merely be-

cause they wish to be appended to that side which

they happen to think most creditable, most popular,

or most profitable ?
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Let us then love in each other now what God

loves in us, and bear with the rest.—The cultivation

of this spirit of kindness would so sanctify the tem-

per, tliat we should forgive and overlook those infe-

rior matters m others, v. hi.^li might not exactly coin-

cide with our own views and opinions.

These discrepancies in sentiment are perhaps per-

mitted for mutual advantage ; and the cultivation of a

candid disposition may be carried to a wider extent,

and a spirit of forbearance be kept in higher exercise,

where there are some points to keep forbearance in

action, than if there were no such thing as diversify

of sentiment. By the constant and reciprocal ope-

ration of this spirit of Christian kindness, we shall be

made more meet for that state where all will be of

one mind, as well as one heart, where charity will

liave its full consummation, and forbearance its full

reward.

Let us then pepare ourselves, and each other, by

(he exercise of the one for the fruition of the other.

Let God be all in all now, as He will be hereafter,

and there will be no room left in the heart of a

Christian for animosily, or unkindness towards his

fellow Christians. A cordial agreement in those

essentials to which the Gospel has annexed salva-

tion, should swallow up all the present petty, but

dividing distinctions.—Could this most desirable ob-

ject be accomplished, then should we hope to see a

renovation of that spirit which, in the early ages of

the church, provoked even its enemies to exclaim

with admiring wonder, See Itojv these Chriaiians Ion-

another

!
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ON THE EXERTIONS OF PIOUS LADIES.

\\e are now about to tread, which we do with a

fearful and timid step, on tender ground. It is with

mingted respect and reluctance we venture to touch

on certain delicate points which affect the sincerely

pious ;
persons who equally avoid all eccentricity in

doctrine, and negligence in practice
;

yet among

whom little errors may hereafter creep in, the very

consequence, perhaps, of that increasing and inesti-

mable blessing, religious society. It is to be feared

they may incur the hazard of raising in others ob-

jections against religion, by their honest zeal to pror

mote it.

The persons to whom we presume to allude are of

that sex, in which, perhaps, most piety is to be found,

and who are in so many respects essentially advanc-

ing its cause.—Their services are so materially use-

ful, that it would be a subject of deep regret, if, by

any slight inadvertence, their value should ever be

diminished. We are too often led to complain of

deficiencies in religion; we are now to speak—not

of its excess, for we believe there is no such thing

—

but rather to guard the truly pious against the possi-

bility of inconveniences, which, should they arise,

would be a diminution of their usefulness.

The thoughtless and dissipated indeed, who haunt

unsocial crowds, and lay out their talents for that

world which they have chosen for their portion, find

10 *
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their re\Yard where they seek it, in the a^iyiiratioii of

that world where they flutter and shine.—The olliers

pPttiently wait for theirs in that single sentence,

*' Well done, good and faithful servant." Yet though

it is painful to say a syllable which might look like

disapprobation when only caution is intended, may

we hazard a few words, not of censure but of friendly

intimation ?

May not those large portions of time, and strength,

and spirits, so generously spent abroad by zealous

Christians, in the most noble exertions of religious

charity, be sometimes suffered to entrench, in some

measure, upon the im|)erious calls of domestic life,

upon those pleasing and sacred duties for which

HOME is a name so dear ? May they liot be so ex-

hausted by external concerns, that they may be in

danger of entering with diminished interest on the

retired exercises of the closet. All business, even

religious business, is apt to produce a hurry and bus-

tle in the mind, and an agitation in the spirits, which

the most serious persons lament, as being attended

with some disqualification for personal improve-

ment.—" My mothers children gave me their vine-

yards to keep, but. mine own vineyard have I not

kept," was the pathetic lamentation of the ancient

church. They had engaged her in labours and diffi-

culties which she feared had in some measure impe-

ded the progress of her own spiritual concerns. It

was in her own house, at Bethany, that Mary sat at

the feet of Jesus.—We fully admit, however, not only

the complete compatihility, but the expediency, of

uniting what we owe to those abroad, and to our-
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selves and families at home ; the highest characters

are tliose who combine both. We are not combating,

but applauding a zeal, which we fervently hojie may

never be suppressed, if it should ever require to be

somewhat regulated.

There is no part of C-hristian duty which more

requires us to look well to the motive by which our

actions are set a-going. It is of importance to examine

whether our most useful, if busy, pursuits, are not

influenced by a natural fondness for bustle, an animal

activity, a love of notice. Whether even the chari-

table labours grow not more from a restless spirit

than from real piety. Let us observe, however, that

though these defective motives may at first excite the

zeal of some, yet by a perseverance in well-doing,

assisted by humble prayer, the motive may at length

become as j)ure as the act is un-doubtedly right.

It is asserted, but we trust with more severity than

justice, that there is a growing tendency in some

truly excellent persons to introduce show and display

in their religion ; a tendency, not quite consistent

with the interior, spiritual nature of Ghristianity. It

is not so much an evil we are guarding against,

as the appearance of evil. Their sex, like their

religion, is of a sober character; and the tendency

to which we are alluding, may create a suspicion that

religion, even among good people, is not so much

considered as a thing between God and their own
soul, as we know it really is; for we are far from sus-

pecting that secret communion with their God and

Saviour is not considered as their primary duty.

And we are willing to believe that the effect of this
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duly will always be visible in producing that sobriety

and simplicity, whicl; so consj)icuously, and so beau-

tifully distinguish the religion of the New f'eslament.

The religion of Jesus is utterly without parade, it

affects no puolicity. It is enough for his servants to

believe that their Heavenly Father, who sees them

in secret, sees them with an approving eye.

As tbey have got above acting: from the fear of

man, the next step is to get above acting for his

praise ;—the excessive applause and commendation

of their Christian friends being, in reality, still more

to he watched against than the reproach of the irreli-

gious. The one teaches them to be circumspect,

the other may in time induce them to believe that

circumspection is no longer necessary. This negli-

gence, if it do not make them do w rong, may lead

them to be too much elated with doing what is right.

But there are higher motives for the use of discreet

reserve in the Christian's mind than what regards

merely their personal character. However pure in

motive, however innocent in action, they must be

careful not to have their good evil spoken of. They

must be scrupulously cautious of not bringing the

least reproach on the cause dearest to their aflfections.

Pious persons cannot but know, that with the utmost

care to avoid adding to the offence, which Christian

truth, however discreetly exhibited, necessarily gives,

that many are looking out for pretences to discredit

not only the professor, but the profession itself. But

if they should hereafter see any of those improprie-

ties for which they are looking out; if any indiscre-

tion should be found where it is sedulously sought,

Christianity would suffer, and impiety triumph.
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We sincerely hope that certain sharpsighted ob-

servers, who are keenly on the watch for any thing

that may discredit serious piety, who are peeping in

at every crevice, through which they think they may

detect any real or supposed ground of censure, may

never be gratified with the discovery of what they so

industriously seek. But it is. obvious, that where

they can detect no substantial fault, Ihey take com-

fort in finding a foible ; where there is no deformity

they triumphantly .carry away a blemish, and are

ready to make the most of the slightest imperfection.

And a speck which would not be perceived in an

ordinary form, is conspicuous on that which is white

and pure. This, by a little perversion, and not a

lillle exaggeration^ not only of fact but of conjecture,"

is propagated till it become a mischief. In the de-

tection of the slightest flaw in characters of eminent

piety, they go away rejoicing, as if they had found

some hidden treasure. And it is well perhaps, even

for the best Christians, thart there are such critical

inspectors ; .and the knowledge that they are watched

will ansv;er an excellent purpose, if it set them on

watching themselves.

Am I then an enemy to Christian exertion? God
forbid ! It is the glory of our age, that among the

most useful and zealous servants of our Divine Mas-

ter, are to be found, of " devout and honourable wo-

men not a few." Ladies, whose own education not

having been limited to the harp and the sketch book,

though not unskilled in either, are competent to

teach others what themselves have been taught; who

disdain not to be employed in the humblest otfices
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of Christian charity, to be found in the poorest

cottage, at the bed side of the sick and dying; whose

daughters, if not the best walUers, are the best catc-

chisei^s ; whose houses are liouses of prayer, whose

closets are the scene of devout meditation ; who, not

contented with the stinted modish measure of a

single attendance on public worship, so contrive to

render the hours of repast subservient to those of

duty, as to make a second visit to the temple of their

God; and who endeavour to retain the odour of

sanctity, shed on the sacred day, through the duties

of the week.

But to pursue the subject in a different, though not

distant direct ion, we cannot too much commend

those valuable persons, whom neither fortune, rank,

nor any temporal advantages, have been able to

seduce to follow those vain pursuits those light, and,

in some cases, dangerous amusements, so eagerly

sought by the votaries of pleasure. We cann©t but

admire, that all those energies which others are

wasting in idle diversions, or employments little bet-

ter than idleness, are, by these excellent persons,

devoted to purposes of religion, and religious or

useful charities.

If, indeed, like the females attached to the new

school of theology, they deserted the established pro-

prieties, and prescribed decorums, which have ever

been considered as the safeguard, as well as the orna-

ment, of their sex ; if they assisted to propagate novel

opinions ; if they undertook to share the office of

directors in spiritual concerns ; if they diverted to

public purposes, the talents given them for the more
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appropriate and su'^ordinate, but not less useful offices

of jirivHfe life; if they attempted to clear difficulties

in divinity, which the wisest and most learned men

liaii approached with awe and reverence, and had

receded, for fear of "darkening pounsel by words

without knowledge;"—if they undertook to decide

between eontendinjj; creeds while they considered the

commandments as antiquated—new-modelling the

one and rescinding the oiher without ceremony ;—
if tney allowed themselves to derermine the right and

the wrong on points too aistruse, not only for female

but even for human intelligence, to decide upon, and

to get rid of those they did not like or did not com-

prehend ;—if they had quitteil plain, practical, inielli-

gible religion, for misleading theories, and, like the

apostate Galatians, "removed from Him that called

them into the grace of Christ unto another gospel;"—

if all these things had taken j>lace, then they would

indee<l deserve even more censure than they have

incurred; then, though we should pity their error and

lament their apost;icy, we should be among the last

to apoh^gise tor the one, or excuse the other. It has

been brought, as a charge, against the valuable ladies

whose ca^use we are advocating, as if it were a de-

parture from the delicacy of the sex, to attend at the

a'innal m« etings of certain religious and charitable

societies; but we know not what reasonable objec-

tion can be made to their being modest and silent

an<l(tor8 on these occasions. They do not attend the

re!ii»ris of the unemployed, or the ill employed

—

they do not attend to hear the idle news of the neigh-

bourhood, but to hear " good news from a far coun-
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try,"—news, which the angels in heaven stoop dowa

to hear,—not the conversion of one sinner, but the

conversion of many,—(o hear that best news, the

extension of Christianity to the extremities of the

globe,—to hear that

" All kingdom? and all princes of the earth

Flock to that light ;"—

To hear

" That eastern Java to the farthest west,

• And Ethiopia spreads abroad the hand

And worships !"

Compare now these inoffensive and quiet auditors,

with the gay multitudes of their own ^ex which ciowd

the resorts of pleasure.— Here, tliey are the peaceful

listeners; there, they are the busy performers. The

others are not, as here, passive recipients of enter-

tainment, but the entertainers, but the exhibitors.

Yet, who among the worldly censures one of these

classes ?—who, among the prejudiced, does not cen-

sure the other ?

So much for the difference in the act ; let us ex-

amine the diffierence in point of time ; for, as in our

pleasurable pursuits, the consumjition of time, that

precious material ol which life is made, forms a very-

considerable object, it cannot be thought unfair to

compare the two classes on this ground.

Did the pursuits of hoth^ in point of health, sobriety

in dress, security of morals, preservation of <lelicacy,

more nearly apjiroach each other than the most stre-

nuous advocate for dissipatioa can pretend; yet the
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prodigious inequalify of the two, as to the waste of

time, must settle the matter at once with those who

know the value of this fugitive, this irretrievable

talent.

Compare then the fe^v hours in the day, and the

very few days in the year, given up by the one to

these serious pleasures, with the uncounted hours of

the countless nights, spent by the other in the anti-

social crowds of turbulent [)leasure— spent, we will

not say in the midnight parties, for that would give a

false impression of the season of those amusements.

The midnight hour was heretofore used proverbially

to express late revelling.—But from the present in-

version of hours, that would give an idea not only

of dulness and vulgarity, but it would also rather de-

signate the hour whencpmj>any met, than when ^hey

parted. Midnight was once the time which closed

the scene of dissipation; it is now that o{ commencing

it. And it is scarcely extravagant to say, that the

morning frequenters of the charitable meetings joia

them not many hours after the others return from the

scene of their unquiet pleasures. In the one case,

no neighbourhood is kept awake by unseason <ble

noise and knockings, no servants are expost-d to

corruptions abroad, ijor roi»bed (f quiet rest at home.

To turn from the metropolis to the provinces.

Compare the little absences from home of la<lies who
inspect the concerns, and give instruction to the

poor, with the long and frequent desertion of another

class, not of h me only, but of country !

Upon the whole, thouuh we would carefully guard

against both, yet we must confess, in the preseut siaie

11
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of things, it is not so much a little excess in zeal in

one quarter, as the visible growth of dissipation in

another, which " has increased, is increasing, and

ought to be diminished ;" and tru'y happy should we
be, if the pen of the ready writers, so frequently em-

ployed against the minor, would occasionally be ex-

erted against the greater excess.

* * * * *

The opening of the nineteenth century has been

a period for the display of extraordinary energies, ex-

erted in every sort of direction. They had been

powerfully exerted in bringing on the late revolu-

tion. All the energies of France, whether in sci-

ence, talent, wit, or wealth, were combined in one

huge engine for the establishment of atheism on the

proposed ruins of Christ and his kingdom. We hope

this grand device was partly foiled, even there. In

the general assault simie skirmishes were fought in

this country; but here a counter-attack was made.

" Michael and his angels fought against the dragon

and his angels, and prevailed."—" The accuser of

the brethren was cast down."

Afterwards the human scourge of mankind in the

same loreign country, by a singular energy of cha-

racter, aided by an unprecedented combination of

circumstances, to which the previous contemjd of re-

ligion had le«l the way, projected the most exorbitant

enterprises, and accomplished them by the most suc-

cessful perseverance in every species of political and

moral mischief. In imitation of one whom the enor-

mity (f his crimes would almost warrant us in calling

hb grand inspirer, his labours were perhaps more
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energetic, because " his time was short." Here

again Michael made a counter attack on the dragon.

For it is to the same powerful energies, exerted in

the contrary direction, that we may ascribe those

numberless noble and beneticial societies at home,

which promise to effect a moral change in the con-

dition, not of one country, not of one Continent, but

of the whole Globe, and by which we hope finally,

through the Divine blessing, *' to beat down Satan

under our fet t."

But this has not only been a period for exerting

the energies of countries and communities. They
have been exerted under different siluatJons by dif-

erent characters, and to opposite purposes, by indi-

viduals; they have lieen remarkably exhibited in

private persons, in a sex where energy is less ex-

pected to break out into fearless action; in Charlotte

Corday, in Madame Roland, and other political en-

thusiasts abroad, all acting with the spirit of the

heroines of pagan Rome, and actuated by a religion

much resenjbling theirs.

At home, the best energies of the human mind

have been exerted to the best purposes, l^y private

individuals also, and exerted without any departure

from modest3\ prudence, and simplicity, the sacrifice

of which would ill repay the accom|)lishment of the

most popular action.

It would be unpardonable in our remarks on well-

directed energies, to (lass over one instance, on which,

we trust, there cannot be two opinions. If some of

the novelties of the present period are its errors, others

are its glory. It is cheering to the wearied pilgrim,
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in traversing the desert of this sinful world, to have

the eye here and there refreshed with a verdant spot,

yielding not only beauty, but fertility.

In alluding to certain recent undertakings which

reflect honour on our country, it would be unjust to

omit one which reflects honour on our sex. Justice,

as well as gratitude, would be wounded, were no

tribute to be paid to the most heroic of women.

The reader will have anticipated, that we allude

to the female Howard. Hers is almost (her sex con-

sidered) a higher strain of Christian heroism. Un-

protected and alone, she dared to venture into scenes

that would appal the sloutest heart, and which the

single j)rinciple alone by which she was actuated

could have sustained hers. With true Christian

courage, she ventured to explore the dreary abodes

of calamity and crime, of execration and despair.

She took "the gauge of misery," not as a matter of

curiosity, or philosophical speculation, but with the

holy hope of relieving it. The favour of Bim who

stopped the mouths of the lions in the prophet's den,

stopped those of these scarcely less savage beings.

Her mild demeanour awed their rebellious spirits into

peace.

Her visit was not the sudden ebullition of a chari-

table fit. It was the result of deliberate reflection,

and doubtless of fervent pr;<yer. She had long been

prf»j^-(tinsi; the merius how to assist these most despe-

rate and forlorn of human kind. She had conceived

a ho|)e. that what was flagitious might not be incor-

rigi' le ; Hud ndo!'»e«i a well-digested plan for their

religious instruction.
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But she knew human nature too well, not to know

that r»'li^ious instruction would be very inefficacious,

without correcting iuveteralely bad habits. Together

with a few pious and able associates of her own sex,*

she instituted a school of reform and industry, found

manual employment for those who had never worked,

and Christian instruction for those who had never

been taught. The lips that had been seldom 0{)ened

but to blasi)heme their Maker, were taught to praise

Him; the hands hitherto employed in theft were

emjdoj^ed in honest labour. Infants, in a doubly-

lamentable sense, born in sin, and bred in vice, were

snatched from a destruction which had appeared in-

evitril>le, and put into a train of improvement. Tiie

gloomy mansion which had lately been a scene of

horrof, only to be exceeded by those more dreadful

future mansions to which it was conducting them,

changed its face. The loathsome prison, which had

witnessed nothing but intoxication and idleness; had

heard no sounds but those of reviling and of impre-

cation, gradually became a scene of comparative

decency, sobriety, and order.

If ever a charity of so extensive and public a

nature could have been pleaded as some excuse for

the remission of domestic duties, this might have

been considered as the one exempt case, but it was

not so. If she stole some hours from her family to

visit the prison, she stole some hours from sleep to

attend to her family.

* AmoDg these Mrs. Steinkopff stands in the first rant.

11 *
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Happily, goodness is contagious as well as sin.

We may now say in a good sense, " Behold liow

great a matter a little fire kindleth !" Distant places

have caugnt the flame. The bright example is

already imitated by other ladies in some of our great

towns, and will probably take a still more ample

range.

May we conclude this part of our subject by ob-

serving, that ladies of other religious professions would

do well to copy, in certain res|)ects, the example of

the females of the society to which this distinguish-

ed lady belongs ;—giving into no habits of dissipation,

they have time ; addicted to little exjjeuse in per-

sonal decoration, they have money; and the time and

money thus snatched from vain and frivolous pur-

poses, are more wisely directed together into the same

right channel of Christian benevolence.

ON HIGH PROFFSSION AND NEGLIGENT
PRACTICE.

There has seldom been a period in which there

was more talk of religion, than that in which we

live; and we are disposed to believe, that the abun-

dance of the heart in this instance produces its usual

effect upon the lips. But it must also be observed,
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that, in an age of much vital religion, as it must be

acknowledged this is, there will nalnrally be not a

little false profession, or, at best, in m;n»y professors,

more external show than inward piety—a religion

that is sometimes more distinguished by peculiar

phrases, and hot contention about opinions, than by

much devotedness of heart and life.

One of the causes to which the growth of crime

among our poor has been assigned, is the growth of

our population ; and some have undertaken to prove,

that it is not because they are worse, but because

they are more. This same way of judging may,

perhaps, be applied to the apparent growth of error

in religion—that it is to be ascribed to its vast in-

crease. As there is numerically a larger population

in the religious ranks, may there not be naturally ex-

pected a larger proportion of error ?

We now, therefore, venture a few remarks on ano-

ther class of Christians, whose intenitons, we hope,

are not bad, though their charity is narrow, and

their information small. We will ilistinguish them

by the name of Phraseologists. These are persons

who, professing lo believe thfi whole of the Go3/>eI,

seem to regard only one half of it. They stand quite

in opposition to the useful and laborious class whom
we last considered. None will accuse these of that

virtuous excess, of that unwearied endeavour to pro-

mote the good of others, on which we there animad-

verted. These are assi<iuous hearers, but intliffer-

ent doers; very valiant talkers for the truth, ImH re-

miss workers. They are more addicted lo hear ser-

moas, thau to profit by them.
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Their religion coMsists more iti a sort of spiritual

gossippiug, than in holiness of lilV. Tney ililigeiUly

look out after the faults of oihers, InH are raiher

lenient to their own. Thev accuse of being legal,

those who act more in the sei vi«e of Chrisii.uuly,

and ilispute less about certain opinions. Tliey t>ver-

look essentials, antl debate rather tiercely on, at l:est,

doubtful points of doctrine; and form their judgment

of the piety of others, raiher from their warmth in

controversy, thnn in their walking humbly with iSIod.

They always exhibit in their conversation the

idiom of a party, and are apt to snspect the sincerity

of those whose higher breeding, and more correct

habits, tliscover a belter taste. Delicacy with thi-m,

is want of zeal; prudent reserve, want of earnestness
;

sentiments of piety, conveyed in other words than are

found in their vocabulary, are suspecltd of error.

They make no allowance for the difference of educa-

tion, hal»its, and society : all must have one standard

of language, and that standard is their own.

Even if, on some doinfs, y(«u hold nearly the same

sentiments, it will not save your credit ; if you do

not express them in the same hinguage, you are in

danger of having your principles sus,!ected. By

your proficiency or declension in this dialect, and not

by the greater or less devotedness of your heart, the

increasing or diminishing consistency in your prac-

tice, they take the gauge of your religion, an«l deter-

mine the rise and fall of your spiritual thermometer.

The language of these technical (/hrislians indisposes

persons of r» finemenu w? o have not had the atlvan-

tage of seeiug religioo under a more engaging form.
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to serious piety, by leading them to make a most

unjust association between religion and bad taste.

When they encounter a new acquaintance of their

own school, these reciprocal signs of religious intelli-

gence produce an instantaneous sisterhood ; and they

will run (he chance of what the character of the

stranger may prove to be, if she speaks in the verna-

cular tongue. With them, words are not only the

signs of things, but things themselves.

If the phraseologists meet with a well-disposed

young person, whose opportunities are slender, and

to whom religion is new, they alarm her by the im-

petuosity of their questions. They do not examine

if her p.'*inciples are sound, but " does she pray ex-

tempore ?" This alarms her, if her too recent know-

ledge of her Bible and herself has not yet enabled

her to make this desirable proficiency. " Will she

tell her experience ?" These iuterrotralions are mride

"without regard to that humility which may mcke her

afraid to apjjear better than she is, and to that mo-

desty which restrains a h)ud expression of her feel-

ings. She does not, perhaps, even know the meaning

of the term, in their acceptance of it.

Do we then ridicule experimeiital religion ? Do
we think lightly of that interior power of Divine

grace upon the heart, which is one c»f the strongest

evidences of the truth of Christinnity ? God forbid
j

But surely we may disapfirove the ireating it with

flippancy and unhallowed f.uniliarity ; we m^y dis-

approve of their discussing it with as little reserve

and seriousness, as if they were speaking of the

state of the weather, or of the hour of the day ; we
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may object to certain equivocal feelings beinac made

the sole criterion of religion—feelinj^s to which those

who have them not may preteod,—which those who

have them may fear to communicate, before they

have acquired a strength and pprmnriency which may

make them more decisive; we may blame such in-

judicious questions to incipient Christians, who bare-

ly know the first elements of Christianity.

By the apparent dejjth of their views, and this cant

in the expression, tiie stranger is led to think there

is something unintelligible in religion—some mys-

terious charm, w hich is too high for her ^apprehension.

They will not hold out to liec the consoling hope

of progressive fdety ; for, with them, growth in grace

is no grace at all,—the starting post and the goal are

one and the same point. One «f these consequence*

probably follows: she either falls into their peculiar

views, or she is driven to seek wiser counsellors, or

is led, by the hopelessness of attaining to their sup-

posed elevation, to give up the pursuit of religion al-

together.

These technical re'igioiiists ars so far from en-

couraging favourable tendencies, and "• the day of

small things," that (hey have no patience with per-

sons professing hope and despise every advance short

of assurance.

To judge of them by their conversation, they seem

to have as (irm a certaijity of tiieir own security,

as of the danger of all the rest ot thf world; that

is, of all those who do not see with their eyes, hear

with their ears, and discuss in their language. You

would suppose salvation a very easy att.MnmenI, to

see them got so much above hopes or fears.
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Surely eternal happiness is not so cheap a thing,

as that any should plead their ri; ini to it on slight

grounds. Some who talk confidently oi this certain-

ty, do not give strong indications in their life, of

their havinijj entered in at *' the straight gate" which

leads to it.' If it cost as lew SHcriiices, and required

as little diligence, as some exhi;>it, there would not

be so many who need doubt of their admission. Seek,

strive, run, tight, labour, know thyself, humble thy-

self,—^are imperatives not quite so easily or so gene-

rally obeyed, as to render " (he narrow way" a very

crowded avenue. Self knowledge, self-denial, self-

abasement, are safer symptoms than undoubting con-

fidence and exulting security.

The desire of hearing and speaking much on reli-

gious subjects, though Christian duties, are less un-

equivocal marks of improvement, than whether we

love money less, and our neighbour more ; whether

there is any abatement in our pride, any victory over

our passions; whether we are more disposed to con-

quer our own will, and to suhmit to that of God.

A growth in candour and charity, in kindness and

forbearance, in meekness and self distrust, will i"'e the

probable consequence of a close examination into

our present deticiency in these amiable graces.

To these persons, the exclusive cr< «iil of their in-

dividual preacher is at least as valuable a considera-

tion, as the glory of that God whom it may be his

constant aim to glorify; and ihey do not think they

exalt him sutTicieotly, if it be not done at the ex-

pense of others ."tmong his brethren, to whom he per-

haps looks up with reverence. There is a wide dif-
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ference between the kindness of praise and the gross-

Dess of aduhition ; between afifection and worship
;

between gratitude and idolatry.

Since the human mind is so constituted as some-

times to require remission from its stricter engage-

ments; since it feels the need of relaxing into some

intervals of pleasure ; it is no unimportant object to

enquire what pleasures are dangerous, what are safe,

and w hat may even be made instructive, even where

improvement is not the professed object.

The persons in question have little turn for books;

might it not usefully till many a vacant gap were

they to devote a little of their leisure to rational read-

ing ? There is much valuable literature which oc-

cupies an intermediate space between strictly reli-

gious and frothy books. History well-cliosen travels,

select biographical works, furnish not only harmless,

but profitable reading. The study of these would

improve their views; and by expanding their minds

furnish them with topics for general conversation and

useful reflection. It would enlarge their charity, by

letting them see that many authors are cot wicked,

though they do not confine their works to religious

discussion.

Whatever invigorates our capacity of receiving

knowledge, whatever adds new and sound ideas to our

stock, is not to be despised as useless, or rejected as

sinful. Be it observed, however, that general litera-

ture must not be allowed to absorb our time, nor in-

terfere with what is of indispensable obligation; yet,

if it be clear from every «hing liiiht, sceptical, or

uQsouud, it safely fills up the otherwise idle ioter-
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valsofa religious life which without it is liable to

sink into meaner recreations, and inferior pursuits.

0!)jecfs of the first importance cannot he exciu?ive-

\y pursued even by higher capacities than those we

are considering It is particularly necessary, there-

fore, for these last to supply their leisure with occu-

pations which will furnish useful information, and

matter of pleasing communication. For if the most

elevated*^ minds require the relief of change, much

more does the ordinary and uncultivated intellect

It has but few imasjes, which are soon exhausted, and

must sink into weariness if it be not replenished by

new ones.—Reading, such as we [)resume lo recom-

men<l. might prevent the vacant mind from brooding

over mysteries, which it has pleased the God of all

wisdom, as well as all goodness, to hide from more

enlightened minds than those we are contemplating.

The want of something better to do, the want of re-

sources of a higher order between the duties of the

highest, reduces many persons to the most trifling

ways of getting rid of time. They who allow of

no intermediate reading between a sermon and a play,

are often engaged in conversations, to which the most

frivolous dialogues ever written would afford no ade-

quate parallel ; and they who would think it a sin

to be studying the history of their country, are fre-

quently, and perhaps eagerly inquiring into the gos-

sip of their own village, and contributing new anec-

dotes to its idle annals.

Many books are useful, that are not professedly

religio'is, for we have minds as well as souls. We
may be well instructed for the purposes of this world,

12
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without invading cu the more important business of

another.

If then they would adopt sober literature, in ex-

chansje for indolent trifling, their miods would im-

prove in vigour, and their tempers in cheerfulness

and candour. Every unoccupied mind lays itself

open to the incursion of more dangerous enemies

than those it intends to avoid ; such a mind takes

refuge in what is more injurious than the supposed

evil, into which it congratulates itself that it has not

fallen. A lively " Spectator" of Mr. Addison, or a

grave " Guardian" of Bishop Berkeley, would be a

pleasing resource. An " Idler" or a '' Rambler" of

Dr. Johnson, might preserve them from realising

those characters in their own persons. Such writers

would teach them the knowledge of mankind, and

let them into many a snug secret which lies un-

molested in their own heart. Such books might cor-

rect their taste, without deducting any thing from

their stock of piety, except perhaps the phrases

which disfigure it ; would give them a relish for bet-

ter society, and thus turn their waste moments to

some profit. Be it observed, we speak of persons

who have much leisure ; those who have little, should

give that little to the one Supreme object.

These religionists delight to speak of themselves

as a persecuted people ; so that a stranger not ac-

customed to their dialect, and having been in the

habit of hearing the term applied to imprisonment,

anathema, and proscription, is rejoiced when he after-

wards finds it meanfe no more than a little censure,

and not a little ridicule ; the latter perhaps more fre-
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quently drawn on them by IheiF quaint phrases, in-

judicious language, and oddity of manner, than meant

to express any contempt of religion itself.

We do not pretend to say, that there is not slill

to be encountered that lighter species of persecu-

tion which consists in reproach, suspicion, and con-

tempt; that there is not still an inferior kind of spiri-

tual martyrdom, which those who would live godly

in Christ Jesus must be content to suffer; a perse-

cution which touches not the life but the fame: but

this affects only Christians of a higher strain than

th )se whom we are considering
;
persons who di> not

draw on themselves censure by their indiscretion, but

by their strictness in principle, and their su{>criorily

in praciice. This reproach, however, they esteem a

light evil, and are contented that as it was with the

mister, so it must be with the servant. It is well*

however, if attack makes even them more discreet, and

reproach more humble.

In short, the religion of the phraseologisis is easy,

their acquisitions cheap, their sacrifices few, their

stock smdl, but always ready for production. 'J'iiis

stock is rather drawn from the memory than the

mind; it consists in terms rather than in ideas; in

opinions.rithnr than in i)rinci[)les ; and is brou. hi out

on all occasions, without regard to time, place, person,

or circumstance.

It has been triumphantly asserted, but probably

with more confidence than truth, that the children

of pious persons are not, in general, |)iously e<lucat-

ed. We have known too many iustances to the con-

trary to admit the charge.
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Though a good man*s religion cannot be always

transmitted with his estate, yet much has been done,

and is actually doiiis;, towards this transmission: and

if it is sometimes found that the fact is as has been

asserted, it is, we suspect, chiefly, though perhaps not

exclusively, to he found in the class we have been

considering;. It is perhaps in consistency with some

tenets they maintain, that they neglect to prepare the

ground, to sow the seed, and labour to eradicate the

weeds ; believing that education is of little use; trus-

ting that whatever is good must come from above,

and come in God's own time.

We, too, know that whatever is good must come

from above ; and that of whatever is uood, God is

the giver : but we know also, that the ripening suns,

and the gracious showers, and the refreshing dews,

which descend from heaven, are not intended to

spare t'tie labour of cultivation, but to invigorate the

plant, to fill the ear, to ripen the grain, and thus, with-

out superseding, to reward and bless the labours of

the cultivator.

AURICULAR CONFESSION

1 HKRE are certain topics which are almost too serious

to be overlooked in an undertaking of this nature,

and are yet almost too delicate to be touched upon.
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Though we are far from thinking auricular con-

fession ihe worst part of another church, yet we

do not wish to see it introduced into our own, es-

pecially under the circumstances to which we are

about to allude.— There are certain young ladies of

g<w5r; talents, and considerable cultivation, who have

introduced, what we might be almost tempted to call

the coquetry of religion.—To the friendship ot men
of superior reputation for abilities and f)iety,—fre-

quently to young men,—they insinuate themselves,

by making a kind of a false contidence. Un»ier the

huml)le guise of soliciting instruction and obtaining

comlort, they propose to them doub.ts which they do

not en.ert iia. disclose ditficultits which <.\o not really

distress them, 9sk advice wl^ich they prohahiy do

not intend to follow, and avow sensibilities with which

they are not at all troubled.

This it is to be apprehended, is a kind of pious

fraud a little stratagem to be thought better than they

are, by the lowiy atfectation of appearing to be worse.

Th^y ask for consolation which they do not need,

for they are really not unhappy; but it is gratifying

to engage attention, and to excite interest. These

fanciful atfli<*,(i.>!is, th«se speculative disc >ntent8, aftef

having, to the sympathising friend, appeared to be

removed, are poured, with an air equally contrite,

and a mind equally at ease, into the ear of the next

pious, and polite listener; though the penitent had

gone away from the first confessor more than ab-

solved, the mourner more than comforted.

This coafideniial ooening of the mind, this warm

pouring forth of liie soul, might be perfect!^ right

12*
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and proper, were the communication confined to one

spiritual director. For, here, the axiom is reversed;

here, in the multitude of counsellors, there is not

safety, but danger. If the perplexity be real, if the

distress sincere, why not confide it to the bosom

of some experienced female friend, of some able, and

a^f-rf divine? There all would be right, and safe;

there confession would bring relief, if relief and not

admiration be wanted ; and where the feeling of con-

trition is genuine, admiration will not be sought^

If the young persons in view were not really es-

timable, we should not have taken the liberty to

guard them against this temptation to vanity and

egotism. To vanity, because they go away not

only with comfort, but exultation. To egotism, be-

cause they go away with an increased tendency to

mnlie self their subject.

A celebrated cour*^ maxim-monger, who was

deeply read in human nature, though he did not

derive his knowledge from the best sources, nor al-

ways turn it to the best account, has however given

a sound caution, from which communicative young

jTersons might glean a lesson :
" Never talk of a/owr

self, neither of your good nor your bad qualities."

it is true the Christian will know the above ad-

monition to be carried too far. He who considers

that the soul is liable to diseases as well as the body,

will allow the necessity for a spiritual as well as

bodily physician. Now if a patient must, in order

to obtain relief, tell his case to a practilione'- for the

* Le Due de la Rocliefoucault.
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body, is it to be forbidden that the languishing and

dejected soul should lean for advice on a moral coua-

sellor, " An interpreter, one of a thousand ?"—But if

the graces of the person or manner, or the hope of at-

tracting undue attention, add nothing to the skill or

worth of the adviser in one case, let us take care they

do not influence our choice of the confidant in the

other.

The writer has been induced to hint at the abuse

of this practice, from actual instances, in which un-

sound confidence, and a piety too artificial, by excit-

ing kindness and awakening sympathy, have led to

ill-assorted connexions, formed on a misconception

of the real state of mind of the confessing party.

These remarks are by no means intended to apply

to that Christian communion at once so profitalile

and so delightful. When the intention is simple,

the heart sincere, the motive pure, and the parties

suitable, such intercourse cannot but be warmly re-

commended. The advantage is reciprocal. The

doubting and distressed spirit receives the counsel

and the consolation it seeks; while the pious coun-

sellor gains a deeper knowledge of the human mind

in its varieties, by the communication of the wants,

the difficulties, and the sense of sin in the contrite

heart. In other religious intercourse, where there

is a nearer approach of character, the heart is warmed

by the expansion, and improved by the interchange

of pious sentiments. The prophet even annexes to

it a reward : " They that feared the Lord spake

often one to another; and the Lord hearkened and

heard it, and a book of remembrance was written
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before Him fo them that feared the Lord, and that

thought upon His name."

UNPROFITABLE READING.

We have already ventured to allude to the dis-

proj)ortionate quantity of human life wliich is squan-

dered in the ever multiplying haunts of public dis-

sipation : hut as this5 is an evil loo nolori(»us to re-

quire any fresh animadversion, we sh.ill not stop to

insist on the excess to which it is Cfirried, but shall

advert to another, which if less ostensible, is scarcely

less mischievous—we ;.llude to the increased and in-

creasing prevalence of idle reading.

For whether a large proportion of our proliation-

ary being—time, that precious talent assigned us for

providing for the treasures of elerniiy,—be consum-

ed in unprofitable reading at home, or in frivolous

diversi ns abroad, the effect on t!ie state of the mind

is not very dissimilar. 1 he difference between pri-

vate excess nnd public intoxication, is not very ma-

terid Hs to its effects on the individual : the chief

difference lies in ihe e;\am;>le and the expense?; for

the mind is nearly as much unfilled lor sober duties

by the one, as by the other.
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It is the same princi[)le which influences the in-

veterate novel reader, and the never wearied pursu-

er of public dissipation ; only ifs oj)eralion is diffe-

rent in different temjiers. The active and lively

trifler seeks to lose reflection in the hustling crowd
;

while the more indolent alienates her mind from

Avhat is right, without any exertion of the body.

—

In one it is the imagination which is acted upon ; in

the other, the senses. In one sense, indeed, the do-

mestic idleness is the worst ; because it wraps itself

up in its own comparative merit, and complacently re-

poses on its superior sobriety; for, if the spirits nre

more agitated in the one case, in the other they sink

into a more perilous indolence. The scenes acted

over by the imagination in [)rivate, have also a su-

periority in mischief over those of actual, busy g?»ye-

fy in others, as being more likely to be retained,

and repeated. Instances, however, are not rare, in

which a thorough manager contrives to make both

meet. In this union the injury is doubled.

But it will be urged by the too ready advocates,

that a/Z these books are not wicked. It is readily

granted. Many works of (iclion may be rea<l with

safety, some even with profit ; but the constant fa-

miliarity even with such as are not exceptionable in

themselves, relaxes the mind that wants har<lening,

dissolves the heart which wants fortifying, stirs the

imagination which wants quieting, irritates the pas-

sions which want calming, and, above all, disinclines

and disqualifies for active virtues, and for spiritual

exercises. The habitual indulgence in such read-

ing is a silent, mining mischief. Though there is no
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act, and no moment, in vrhich any open Rssanlt on

the mind is made, as in Ihe instances previously no-

ticed, yet the constant habit performs the work of a

mental atrophy ; it produces ail the symptoms of de-

cay, and the danger is not less for being more gradu-

al, and, therefore, less suspected.

The general manners are becoming more and

more relaxed. Even the old restraints, which had a

regard to appearances, were not without their use.

The writer remembers to have heard Dr. Johnson re-

prove a young lady in severe terms, for quoting a

sentiment from Tom Jones—a book, he s^id, which,

if a mo<lest lady had done so improjier a thing as to

read, she should not do so immodest a tiling as to

avow.

Many instances might be adduced to prove, that

the age is gradually grown less scrujiulous. We will

give only one. Another young lady, indei)endent and

rich, atiout the same time was t^mi'ted to send for

Rousseau's Ht^ioise. A very little (jrogress in the

work convinced her, that it was neither safe for her

to read, nor, having read it, cou.d she either modest-

ly confess it, or conscientiously deny the perusal, it

quesiiofKMJ. Her virtue conquered her curiosity;

she sent away, unread, a tiook which may nyw be

seen lying openly on the tables of many who would

be shocked at the sli<ilitest imputation on the delicacy

of their minds, or the scrupulousness of their mor-

als.

But to limit the evil of idle reading to the single

article of time:— It is, perh j*s not too much to as-

sert, that if the hours spent by the higher and middle
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classes in this profitless perusal could be counted,

they would, probably, far exceed in number those

spent by the gay in more ostensible and public dissi-

pation. Nay ; we are almost tempted to say, that if,

to the account of time dissipated by the latter, were

added the hours spent by both classes in acts of de-

votion and serious reading, perhaps the total aggre-

gate would be exceeded in number by the hours

thrown away in the retirement of idle readers.

We are the more earnest on this subject, from

being in possession of some facts which evince be-

yond any persuasions, which confirm beyond any

arguments, the perils which we may be thought too

warm in deprecating. Amof)g the overflowing num-

ber of fictitious writings, not a few are there in fhe

English, and still more and worse in the French and

German schools, in which the intrigue between the

already married hero and heroine is opened by means

so apparently innocent, and conducted so gradual-

ly, and with so much plausibility, as, for a time, to

escape detection. Vicious scenes are artfully kept

out of sight, while virtuous principles are silently,

but systematically undermined, till the imagination,

that notorious corrupter of the heart, has had time

to prepare the work of destruction. Such fascina-

ting qualities are lavished on the seducer, and such

attractive graces on the seduced, that the images in-

dulged with delight by the fancy, carry on the reader

imperceptibly to a point which is not so far from

their indulgence in the act as some imagine. Such

soothing apologias for an amiable weakness, that is,

in plain English, for the breach of the seventh Com-
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matulmpnf, are made by the \\riter, that the reader

begins to think her jiKlgment is convinced, as well

as her inclination gratified; and the polluted mind,

brought into the state, of all others, the least willing,

and the leasit ixUU-, to resist [iractical crime, is ready

to exclaim, with the sat} rist of political vices,

That not to be corrupted is the shame.

Thus the violation of as aw fed a prohibition as

an)' in the decalogue, is softenecr down into a par-

donable weakness The stabbing the peace and

honour of the husband, and the barbarous desertion

of the innocent babes, or the still deeper wound given

to the grown up daughters, is reduced to a venial

fault, for which the irresistibleness of the temptation

is shamelessly, but too successfully pleaded.

In tracing the effect, almost exclusively, of the

unrestrained indulgence in these soothing pictures of

varnished corruption, we could, were it prmlent,

produce actual instances of this breach of solemn

vows, this total abandonment of all the |)roprieties, and

all the duties of life : and it is too probable, that, be-

sides the known instances to which allusion is here

made, others mieht be adduced as having imbibed

from the same sources the rudiments of moral mise-

ry, which has alarmingly swelled the recent list of

divorces, and thus render it more than probable, that

the circulating library is no unfrequtiil road tp Doc-

tors' Commons.

There are distinctions and gradations maintain-

ed by the aquaoderera of time in their several ways..
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of which the well-employed do not perceive the dif-

ference. Many who would turn with contempt from

the card-table, (hink little of giving days and nights

to these pernicious, or, at best, unimproving fictions

—

an exchange without being an improvement; for the

volumes do not, like the cards, confine the mischief

to the time they are in the hands, but, as we have

observed, often leave impressions behind them when

the others are forgotten.

How gladly should we limit these observations to

persons whose time is turned to little account, and

spent with little scruple, in any amusement which

is not obviously corrupt! But it is with real reluc-

tance we talie the liberty to animadvert on the same

error, though not carried to the same excess, in per-

sons of a higher strain of character, persons of cor-

rect manners and considerable attainmenis. Do not

many such tolerate in their families abundance of

reading which, to say the least, is not improving,

and of which, frequently, this would be too gentle

a censure? Even where the books contain little

that is coarse or corrupt, still it must be repeated,

the prodigious quantity of life they consume must ex-

ceedingly deduct from that which would otherwise be

allotted to more wholesome studies/

And this is not all.—We hear passages, not the

most pure in point of delicacy, and quite unequivocal

in point of impiety, repeated with enthusiasm by-

young ladies, from the works of a noble, but pro-

fligate an<l infidel poet : a poet rich in abused gf nius,

and abounding in talents, ungratefuily employed to

dishonour Him who ghve them.—Bui from the same

18
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air lips, we hear little of Milton and of Spenser,

of Cowper and of Young, of Thomson and of Golds-

ufiith, of Gray and of Beattie, names once dear to

every lover of enchanting song. Nor need we look

back exclusively to departed genius, for the inno-

cent and refreshing delights of poetry.—The muses

have living votaries, who pour forth strains at once

original, mellifluous, and chaste.

What shall we presume to say to sober minded

parents, even to grave clergymen, who not only do

not prohibit the authors of the school in question ; who

not only do not restrain their daughters from being

students in it, but who not unfrequently introduce, as

part of the family reading, poetry, which if it con-

tain not the gross expressions, and vulgar wickedness

of the wits of Charles's days, is little less profane in

principle, or corrupt in sentiment ? There is some

knowledge which it is a praise not to know ; and the

vice in this case being somewhat " refined through

certain strainers," furnishes at once a temptation and

an apology.

It may be urged, in vindication of this remissness,

that as soon as young persons get out of their parents'

hands, they will naturally choose their books for

themselves. This is granted.—But is not every year

which prolongs their precious innocence, a year gain-

ed ? May not, within that period, the nascent liber-

tinism be checked, the ardent imagination fixed to

other pursuits, the sentiment of virtue kindled, the

taste for purity confirmecl, and the nabil and love of

prayer established? And above all, is it not a pity

that they should be able hereafter to plead as an
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apology for their intimacy with such books, that

they were introduced to them by a fond and careful

parent ?

May we not take the liberty to ask of worthy, but,

in this instance, injudicious parents, is this practice

quite consistent with the command given to fathers,

even under a (barker dispensation, that they should

not limit the improvement of their children to any

set hours, but that they should " teach them diligent-

ly, silting in the house, and walking by the way,

rising up, and lying down ?"

THE BORDERERS.

JVeligion, and the world, used formerly to be con-

sidered as two different regions, situated separate and

apart from each other. They seldom maiulained

much unnecessary intercourse. One party sliudder-

ed at the strictness and severity of the other; which,

in its turn, kept aloof from a communication which it

feared might coutaminate its own purily.

Between them lay a kind of neutral ground, which,

though it divided them, was however occasionally

passed during any short interval of peace, for offices

of necessity, of business, or of kindness; oifices

which, nevertheless, produced at do time entire re-

conciliation.
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This neutral territory has been lately seized upou

and occupied by a third party, a civil, obliging, and

accommodating people, who are so perfectly well-

bred, as to be desirous of keeping well with their

neighbours on both sides the boundary. They are

invited to inlimacy by4he gratifications held out by

the one, and the reputation conferred by the other

;

[>res:nt indulgence tempts on the left, future hope on

the right. The present good, however, is generally

too powerful a competitor for the future. They
not only struggle to maintain their own interest in

both countries, but are kindly desirous of accommo-

dating all differences between the belligerent pow-

ers. Their situation, as l)orderers, gives them great

local advantages on both sides. Though they keep

on the same good terras with both, they have the

useful and engaging talent, of seeming to belong ex-

clusively to that party in which they happen to find

themselves.

Their chief difficulty arises when they happen

to meet the inhabitants of both territories together

;

yet so ingenious are they in the art of trimming, that

they contrive not to lose much ground with either.

When alone with one party, they take care never

to 9pe;5k warmly of the absent. With the worldly

they smile, and perhaps good-naturedly shake their

head at some little scruples, and some excess of strict-

ness in the absent party, though they do not go the

length of actual censure.

When with the religious colony, they tenderly la-

ment the necessity imposed on them of being obliged

to associate so much with neighbours from whom,
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they confess, there is not much to be learned, while

they own there is something to be feared ; but, as they

are quite sure their inclination is not of the party,

they trust there is no great danger. They regret,

that as they must live on terms with the world, they

cannot, without a singularity to which ridicule would

attach, avoid adopting some of their manners and cus-

toms.—Thus they think it prudent to indulge in the

same habits of luxury and expense ; to conform to

many of the same |)ractices, doubtful at the best

;

and to attend on some places of diversion, for which,

indeed, they profess to feel no great relish, and which,

for the sake of jjropriety, are rather submitted to than

enjoyed !
" One would not be [)articular, one does

no good by singularity."

By an invariable discretion, they thus gain the

confidence and regard of both parties. The old

settlers on the fashionable side are afraid of losing

them, by opposition to their occasionally joining their

enemies; while the religious colonies are desirous of

retaining them, and rendering them service by cour

tesy and kindness, still charitably hoping their in-

tentions are right, and their compliances reluctant.

-—Thus their borders are every day extenditig, and

their population increasing. As they can speak, as

occasion req-jires, the language of both countries,

they have the advantage of appearing to be alway*

at home with each, who never suspect that the same

facility in the dialect of the other, equally secures

their popularity there.

In one res[iect, they carefully comply with the

Apostle's injunction, applying to it, however, a mean-

13*
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ing of their own, " They let their moderalion be

known unto all men." They scrupulously avoid ex-

tremes. They keep a kind of debtor and creditor

account with religion and the world, punctually pay-

ing themselves for some practice they renounce, by

adopting some other which is a shade or two lighter :

between these shades they discriminate nicely ; and

the pride they feel in what they have given up, is

more sincere than the gratification at what they

retain.

Thus, though hovering on the borders of both

countries, they do not penetrate into the depths of

either The latitude they happen to be cast in varies

according to circumstances. An awakening sermon

wil! drive them, for a time, beyond the usual geogra-

phic?.! degree; an amusing novel, or a new Canto

of Childe Harold, will seduce them to retreat.

—

Their intentions however, they flatter themselves,

are generally on the right side, while their move-

ments are too frequently on the other.

But though their language can accommodate itself

to both parties, their personal a|)pearance is entirely

under the direction of one of them. In their exter-

nal decorations they are not behind the foremost of

their fashionable friends ; and truth obliges us re-

luctantly to confess, that their dress is as little con-

fined within the bounds of strict d« licacy, as that

of women the rest of whose conduct is more excep-

tionable. The consequence is not unnatural; for to

those who must do like other people, it is also neces*

sary to look like other people. It does, however,

seem a little incongruous, to bear the language of
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©ne of the countries s|»oken, even with a strong

accent, hy ladies in the full costume of the other.

These borderers are frequently disposed to be be-

nevolent, partly from a warm temperament, partly

from a conviction that charity is a duty. They pro-

fess to give whatever ihey can spare, but of that

proportion they allow vanity, and not piety, to be the

arbiter. If personal ornament, if habits of luxury, did

not swallow up their money, charily would have it.

Charity is the next best thing to self-gratification.

Should they continue their present course, and

their numbers increase, or, as is commonly the case,

should continual motion accelerate progress, the land-

marks of separation between the several countries

will insensibly be lost, and it will be ditficult to

define the exact limitations of the invading neigh-

bours.

It has frequently been regretted that an amicable

accommodation between the adverse parties could

not be accomplished by the interference of this in-

termediate region. But whenever it has been at-

temi)ted, it has not always been successful. The
coalition, it has been found, could not readily be

brousjht about. Prejudices on the one part, and ri-

gorous demands on the other, have hitherto perpe-

tuated the separation.

Terms of peace, indeed, cannot easily be made

where one side expects so many sacrifices, and where

the other has so much that must be [jarted with.

The worldly territory having, tseyond al( comi-arison

th«^ '^rger f»oi)ul;ition, is of course the stronger, and

therefore most likely to hold out.
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But though no act ual flag of truce has yet been

sent out for a general peace, yet alliances are fre-

quently contracted between individuals of the hostile

countries, but on very unequal terms; for it unfortu-

nately happens that the party froni the m»»re correct

side, " who come out to visit the daughters of the

land." have been seduced by the cheerful musick,

splendid banners, an<l gay attractions of the other;

and have been prevailed U[)on to settle in the ene-

my's camp. To them it more frequently happens

that they gradually forget all they learnt in their fa-

ther's house, and insensibly adopt the manners of the

strange country, than that they bring over the other

party to their side. It may, therefore, perhaps be

safer not to contract these ?/n/jo/i/ a//m«ce.v, till there

is a conquest obtained by the small territory over the

great one; ao event which, if we may judge by the

present state of the parties, seems at a very consider-

able distance.

But enough, and perhaps the scrupulous Christian

will say, too much, of this light manner of treat ing^

a serious subject. We acknowledge the charge ; we

bow to the correction : confessing that we scdpcely

knew how to a()proach this important and interestirig

class of persons, without the thin veil of something

between (iction and fact, between allegory and true

history. We felt an almost sinful relurfance to say

any thing which might seem revolting to those pleas-

ing chrirdclers who have shown some disposition to

religion, who love its disciples, without having cou-

rage to imitate them.—But r«al concern for their
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best interests will not allow thosevvho assume to ad-

vocate the cause of Christianity, to conceal the dis-

tance at which Ihey at present appear to stand from

its constraining po\7er, and from iis practical con-

sequences.

Perhaps your creed is not very erroneous. Proba-

bly the rectitude of your religious friends, whose

doctrines are sound, and the indifference of your

fashionable friends, who " care for none of these

things," have preserved you pretty clear from errors

of opinion. Whilst the occasional society of the

pious has kept your sentiments in order, the amuse-

ments of the worldly have indemnified you for the

severities of the other quarter. But opinions do little

tin they are ripened into principles. It is reputable

to say with one party, " straight is the gate and nar-

row is the way ;" but the company of the other lets

you see that it is not so easy to enter in at that gate,

and to walk in that way, as you had flattered your-

self you should have found it.

To you the world is by far the most formidable

foe of the triple alliance, of (he three confederate

enemies, which the Scripture tells us war against the

soul. We have presum^^d that your opinions may
not be very erroneous, but there are moral as well

as speculative heresies, of which worldliness is the

originating principle, and in which it is the practical

operator. The would is the grand h* resiarch.

—

There are many more who " love the world, and

the things of the world," than who care whether

doctrines are true or false. While they themselves

are let alone to follow their own devices ; while
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they are left undisturbed to their own pursuits; you

may propound, or controvert, or adopt any opinion,

lound or heretical, with equally little danger, with

equally Tittle benefit to them.

To the devotee of pleasure there is something harsh

and repulsive in doctrines and dogmas ; to take part

with them would be going out of the way : while

to those who can contrive to make right opinio-^T

live on friendly terms with wrong practices, it would

be a gratuitous folly to add to the faults of conduct the

errors of speculation.

Id this aflfeciionate remonstrance, we allude not

to what might be called palpable and tangible offen-

ces ; these the decorums of their condition set them

above any temptation to commit. We speak not

of any disbelief or contempt of religion ; these are

not the immediate perils of their position : it is not

infidelity but indifference—a disinclination to Chris-

tianity, not as opposed to unbelief, but as it contra-

dicts the maxims, the mannei-s, the habits of their

associates.—Their dar»ger consists in a supreme at-

tachment to present objects, and a neglect of such

as are future; it consists in preferring the pleasures

and the interests of the world to the service of Him
who made it. They are governed by other princi-

ples than those of that gospel which has proclaim-

ed that " the friendship ot the world is tnmily against

God." They are influenced by its opinions, misled

by its example, enslaved by its amusements; they

fear lest any deviation from its prescribed code should

bring (heir good sense and good tiste in question
;

lest withdrawing frooi its practices should bring on
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them the imputation of narrowness or enthusiasm.

—

In snort, they go with " the muUitude that keep iioli-

day," not, indeed, in the scriptural sense, but ia

direct conformity to the vulgar acceptation of that

term.

Worldly allurements find in the unrenewed heart

a willingness to meet them, a disposition accommo-

dated to them by temperament, a readiness to pursue

them, increased by habit. The naturkl henrt is al-

ready on the world's side. Before the world has time

to begin its attack, the citadel is disposed to yield.

Before the assault is made, there is a mutual 2;ood

understanding, a silent connivance between the be-

siegers and the besieged. As soon as the trenches

are opened, the disposition to parley and to submit

is nearly the same act.

You appeared, hov\ever, to take the first step in

what is right, by occasionally joining religious society,

and by the pleasure you expressed in it. By that

introduction you seemed not undesirous of ranging

yourself partly on that side. Having broken through

that tirst obstruction, it was hoped that every subse-

quent step would have become less irksome.

That religion has its difficulties, we do not pre-

tend to deny ; but, with a hearty concurrence of

the will, nurtured by cordial prayer, strengthened by

a full reliance on the Saviour, and sustained by the

aid of His Spirit, which is offered you, the difficulties

will daily diminish. Rest not, then, in that low state

of religion which is satisfied with the hope of escap-

ing punishment ; calculate not how small a measure

may suffice to effect that escape. Search not out
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for an imaginary intermediate sfafe between the child-

ren of wrath and the children of God. Rest not tiU

you have attained that entire consecration of heart,

whose object, aim, and end, is eternal life. For-

get not that they who run in a race, though they

may come closer to the gaol, yet, if they come short

of it, fail of the prize as comfiletely as those competi-

to'^s w hose distance is greater ; and, if we come short

of heaven, whether we lose it by more or fewer steps,

th^• Inilure is equally decisive, the loss equally irre-

para!jle.

Those worldly persons with whom you associate

are intrenched on every side by numbers ; they

therefore act as if they thouii;ht that the evil, suppos-

ing it to be evil, which is shared among so many, can-

not be injurious to the individual; forgetting that

every man must bear his own burden, and suffer for

his own sin ; for, though multitudes may give coun-

tenance to your errors here, they will not answer

for you hereafter.

Do not follow those who have no settled course of

their own— who are hurried to and fro by every

breath of custom—whom fashion leadeth whitherso-

ever it listelh. The persons against whom we would

guard you, though contident, are not without their

fears; but it is worth observing, that their fears sel-

dom lie on the same side wilh their dangers. They

fear not great practical errors ; these they soften

down and treat with complacency ; these are tenderly

mentioned as the infirmities of nature—weaknesses

to which we are all liable. Almost every excess in

personal gratification is thus kindly palliated :
" Why
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did God give us both the disposition and the means

to indulge it, if indulgence were a sin ?" There is

but one excess they guard against—an excess, in-

deed, of which they are in little danger,—we mean

a high degree of religion ; for surely excess is little

to be feared, where the thing has not yet even been

entered u{)on !

Be assured, that whatever serves to keep the heart

from God, is one and the same spirit of irreligion,

whether it ap[)ear in the shape of coarse vice, or

whether it is softened by the smoothness of decorum,

and the blandishments of polished life. We are far

from comparing them together, as if they w^ere

equally injurious to society, or equally offensive to

decency ; but we must compare them together as

equally drawing away the heart from the worship and

the love of God. Courteousness, which is unaccom-

panied by principle, will stand the most courteous

in no stead, with Him who is a discerner^of the

thoughts and intents of the heart.

Some of these well-bred persons, who exercise this

large and liberal candour towards practical offences,

and treat with tenderness certain vices, not thought

disreputable by the world, and who even put a fa-

vourable construction tOn things very unjustifiable in

the sight of God, lose all their kindness, put no fa-

vourable interpretation, when sound religion is in

question. They are, indeed, too discreet to repro-

bate it under its own proper name, but the ready ap-

pellation of enthusiasm presents itself—is always at

hand to vindicate the hastiest judgment, and the

most contemptuous construction.

14
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But (hough we Ihink far better things of you,

•whom we are acichessiag, yet may you not, in this so-

ciety, be tempted to disavow, or, at least, to con-

ceal, even the measure of piety you actually have,

for fear of exciting that dreaded suspicion, of " being

righteous over much ?" May not this fear, strengiliened

by this society, keep you back till your |)ious tenden-

cies, by being suppressed, may giadually come to be

extinguished ?

We are ready to acknowledge, and to love, all

tliat is amiable in you ; but we must not forget, that

the fairest and most brilliant creature, the most en-

gaging manners, and the most accomplished mind,

stands in the same need of repentance, forsaking of

sin, redemption by the Son of God, and renovation

by His Si)irit, as the least attractive. The more

engaging the manners, and the more interesting the

acquirements, the more is it to he lamented, that those

very attractions, by your complacenc}' in them, may

have stood between you and heaven,—may, by your

resting in them, have been the cause of your not

pressing towards the mark for the prize of your high

calling of God in Christ Jesus.

Bear then in mind, that you may be pleasing to

others, while you have an un?/inctitied heart; that

politeness, though it may put on the appearance of

humility, is but a poor imitation of that prime grace ;

that good breeding, though the beautiful decoration

of a pious mind, is but a wretched substitute for the

want of it.

Be assured, however, at the same time, that true

religion will in no wise diminish your natural or ac-
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quired graces ; so far from ii, those graces will be

more estimable; (hey will be even more admired,

when they are known not to be the best things you

have. When you set !ess value on (hem yourself,

they will be more pleasing to others; who, though

they will not estimate them above their worth, will

not depreciate them below it.

We are persuaded that you are too reasonable to

expect that Christianity will change its character,

or lower its requirements, or maive the straight gate

wider, or the narrow way broader, or hold cut false

colours, in order to induce you to embrace it. It is

DOt that easy and superficial t'ning wliich some sup-

pose, as requiring little more than a ceremonious at-

tendance on its forms, and a freedom from the gross

violation of its commands. This may be nominal,

but it is not saving Christianity. It is not that

spiritual, yet practical religion, for which the Son

of God endured the cross, that He might establisk it

in the hearts of His followers,—which He is pleading

with His Heavenly Father to establish in your heart.

He did not suffer that His children might be excused

from self-denial; nor that, because He was holy,

they might be negligent. He suffered, that " the

women that are at ease niiglit rise up; that the care-

less daughters might hear His voice, and give ear un-

to His Word."

If you are disj)osed to think that what you must

give up is great, compare it with what you will gain,

and you will be ashamed of your miscalculation
;

you will think the sacrifice as small as the objects

sacrificed were worthless; for Christianity, though a
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self-denying principle, j'et denies you nothing which,

even now, adds to your real happiness. It only

disenchants you from an illusion, and gives you sub-

stantial peace in exchange. It will rob you of noth-

ing which good sense and sound reason do not con-

demn, as well as the New Testament.

Perhaps j'ou have just religion enough to render,

you occasionally uneasy. The struggle between the

claims of the world and your casual convictions, is

far from being a happy state. The flattery which

delights, misleads ; the diversions which amuse, will

not console : the prospect which promises, disap-

points. Continue not, then, " working in the fire for

very vanity." Labour not to reconcile two interests,

which, spite of your endeavours, will eyer remain ir-

leconcileable.

A life governed by Christianity differs in every

thing from the worldly system. It is free from the

turbulence and the agitation of its pursuits : it has

none of the anxieties and jealousies of its compe-

titions; consequently none of the lassitude and the

vexation of its disappointing results. The further

you proceed in its paths of pleasantness, the pleasan-

ter they become. Its difficulties diminish, its delights

increase. It has pleasures of its own; higher and

better; satisfactions which depend not on human

admiration, but on His favour, whom to know is

eternal life.

Continue not, then, to live as if the great end for

which you were sent into the world was already ac-

complished. Continue not to act as if you thought

you had done all for which God gave you an in-
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telligent mind, reasoning faculties, aspiring thoughts,

capacities for endless happiness. Let not those pow-

ers which were meant to fit you, not only for the

society of angels, but for the vision of God, be any

longer wasted on objects the most frivolous ; on

things which at best, must end when this world

ends. Oh ! renounce pursuits, some of them below

a rational, unsuited to an accountable, and altogether

unworthy of a never-ending being ! Renounce them

for objects more becoming a candidate for an inheri-

tance among the saints in light, better adapted to an

immaterial, immortal spirit, and commensurate with

eternity.

14
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ON THE CORRUPTION OF HUMAN NATURE.

The most original French writer of our own time, but

who employed his powerful talents to the most perni-

cious purposes, abruptly begins his once popular work

on education with this undeniable truth,—'* Ail is

good as it comes out of (he hands of God, all is cor-

rupted in the hands of man."

In his first position, this sceptic bears a just tes-

timony to tlie goodness of his Creator; but (he second

clause, his subsequent application of it, though also

a truth, is not the whole truth. He ascribes all the

evils of man to the errors of his insti(u(ion.

Now, though it cannot be denied that many of

his faults are owing to a defect in education, yet his

prime evil lies deeper, is radical, and must be traced

to a more remote and definite cause.

Had the writer been as enlightened as he was in-

genious, he would have seen that the principle of

evil was antecedent to his education; that it is to be

found in the inborn corruption of the human heart.

—

If then, from an infidel, we are willing to borrow an

avowal of the goodness of God in the creation of man,

we must look to higher authorities to account for his

degeneracy, even to the sacred oracles of GoU him-

self.
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The subject of man's apostacy is so nearly connec-

ted with the subject of Prayer, being indeed that

which constitutes the necessity of this duly, that some

mention of the one ought to precede any discussion

of the other. Let, then, the conviction, that we are

fallen from our original state, and that this lapse

furnishes the most powerful .incentive to prayer,

furnish an apoiog^ fvf. i«txLit>a; a few preliminary

remarks on this doctrine.

The doctrine is not the less a fundamental doctrine,

because it has been abused to the worst purposes
;

some having considered it as leaving us without hope,

and others, as lending an excuse to unresisted sin.

—

It is a doctrine which meets us in one unbroken series

througliout the whole sacred volume; we find it from

the third of Genesis, which records the event of

man's apostacy, carried on through the history of its

fatal consequences in all the subsequent instances

of sin, individual and national, and running in one

continued stream from the first sad tale of woe, to

the close of the sacred canon in the Apocalyptic

Vision.

And, to remove the groundless hope, that this

quality of inherent corruption belonged only to the

profligate and abandoned, the Divine Inspirer of the

sacred writers took especial care, that they should

not confine themselves to relate the sins of these

alone.

Why are the errors, the weaknesses, and even the

crimes of the best men recorded with equal fidelity,?

Why are we told of the twice repeated deceit of the

father of the faithful ? Why of the single instance
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of vanity in Hezekiah ? Why of the too impetuous

zeal of Elyah ? Why of the error of the almost per-

fect Moses ? Why of the insincerity of Jacob ?

Why of the far darker crimes of the otherwise holy

David? Why of the departure of the wisest of men

from that piety, displayed with sublimity unparalleled

in the<)edicatioo of the Temple? Why seems it to

have been invariably studied, to record with more

minute detail the vices and errors of these eminent

men, than even those of the successive impious kings

of Israel, and of Judah ; while these last are generally

dismissed with the brief, but melancholy sentence, that

they did that which was evil in the sight of the

LonI ; followed only by too frequent an intimation,

that they made way for a successor worse than them-

selves ? The answer is, that the truth of our univer-

sal lapse couid only be proved by transmitling the

record of those vices, from which even the holiest

men were not exempt.

And as these atfecling details unanswerably es-

tablish the truth of the doctrine, so they are not

recorded for barren doctrinal information. They are

recorded to furnish Christians of every age with salu-

tary caution, with awful warning.

Surely the best man among us will hardly venture

to say, that he is more holy than Abraham, Moses,

David, or Peter. If, then, these saints exhibited such

eviilences of not having escaped the universal in-

fection, will not every reflecting child of mortality

yield to the conviction, that this doctrine is as true as

the history which has recorded it ? Will he not pro-

ceed further to say, " How then shall 1 be high-miod-
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ed ? How shall I not fear ? How shall I deny the

cause of the evil tendencies of my own heart, the sins

of my own life, the thoughts of foolishness, and the

actings of iniquity within myself ?" And will not

siich serious encjuiry, by God's grace, acting on the

study of the characters of these highly eminent, but

not perfect worthies of old times, patriarchs, pro-

phets, and saints, lead the enquirer, through the re-

demption wrought for all, and faith in the operation

of the blessed Spirit, to that effectual repentance

and fervent prayer, to wlich, in this same Divine

history, such gracious promises are made ?

Had the Holy Scriptures kept back from man the

faithful delineations of the illustrious characters to

which we have referred, ihe truth of the doctrine in

question, though occasionally felt, and in spite of his

resistance, forced upon him, would not have been

believed; or, if believed, would not have been ac-

knowledged.

It is, then, one great end of the oracles of Divine

truth, to humble man, under a sense of his inherent

and actual corruptions. The natural man feels it

repugnant to his pride to suppose this doctrine is

addressed to him.

It is very true, that this all important doctrine

of human corruption, is, like many other truths, both

in the natural, moral, and spiritual world, liable to

certain speculative objections, and metaphysical diffi-

culties.—Laying hold on these, which, often, a child

might discover, and no philosopher be able to an-

swer, even upon merely philosophical subjects, we

excuse ourselves altogether from studying the Divine
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book ; and fearful, in secret, of the discoveries we

should make, pretend that its Author has left truth

so obscure, as to be impervious to human eyes ; or

so lofty, as to be above human reach.

But is it not making God unjust, and even the

author of that sin which he charges on ourselves,

to suppose that he had put truth and knowledge

out of our reach, and then threatened to punish us

for failing in that which he himself had made im-

possible? Is it probable that He, whose eyes you

say are so pure, that he cannot look upon iniquity,

should tolerate it, by tying our hands, and blinding

our eyes, and thus abandon us to the unrestrained

dominion of that which he hates ?

The only real question which concerns us in our

present imperfect and probationary state, is this :

—

Are the statements of revelation sufficient to esta-

blish this or that doctrine ? And is the doctrine so

established a sufficient ground for the duties required ?

If this be answered in the affirmative, then to ask for

fewer difficulties, clearer light, or stronger motives

to action, is only to enter a vain contest with Al-

mighty wisdom, and Divine supremacy. Our pre-

sent disobedience proves that more light would only

increase our guilt, stronger motives would only ren-

der us more inexcusable. We should reject then

what we neglect now.—To refuse what we now have,

is not for want of light, but of eyes : not for want

of motives, but of faith ; not for want of rules, but of

obedience ; not for want of knowledge, but of will.

Let us then pity those blind eyes which do not see,

and especially those wilful eyes which will not see.

15
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The christian revelation, as far as respects its

professed practical purpose, is brought within the

reach of the plainest understanding. We speak of

the Gospel itself, and not of those meta{)hj^sical

perplexities with which the schools have endeavoured

to meet metaphysical objections ; we speak of the

fundamental truths onwhich God has made salvation

to depend. The unlettered Christian lays hold on

those truths which the philosopher misses. The
former looks to the Holy Spirit for his teacher,

the latter to his own understanding. The one lives

bolily, and thus, " by doing the will of God, he comes

to know of the doctrine whether it be of God."

Christianity hangs on a few plain truths; " that

God is, and that he is the rewarder of all that seek

him ;" that man has apostatised from his original

character, and by it has forfeited his original des-

tination ; that Christ came into this world and died

upon the cross to expiate sin, and to save sinners

;

that after his ascension into Heaven, he did not leave

liis work imperfect.—He sent his Holy Spirit, who

performed his first office by giving to the Apostles

miraculous powers. His offices did not cease there
;

he has indeed withdrawn his miraculous gifts, but

he still continues his silent but powerful operations,

and that in their due order,—first, that of convinc-

ing of sin, and of changing the heart of the sinner,

before he assumes the gracious character of the Com-

forter. What need, then, of heresies to perplex doc-

trines, or of philosophy to entangle, or of will-wor-

shippers to raulti[)ly them ?^
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We do not deny that there arc, in Christianity,

high and holy mysteries; but these "secret things/*

though Ihey " belong to God," have their practical

uses for us; they teach us hu«iiijly, the prime Chris-

tian grace ; and they exercise faith, the parent attri-

bute of all other graces.

This religion of facts, then, the poorest lislners

in the aisles of our churches understand sufTicientiy,

to be made by it wise unto salvation. They are

saved l)y a practical belief of a few simple, but

inestimable truths.

By these same simple truths, martyrs and confes-

sors, our persecuted saints, and our blessed reformers,

were saved. By these few simple truths, liOcke, and

Boyle, and Newton, were saved ; not because they

saw their religion through the glass of their philoso-

phy, but because theirs was not " a philosophy, false-

ly so called;" nor their science, "a science of

opposition ;" but a science and a ]>hilosoj)hy which

were made subservient to Cliristianity, and because

their deep humility sanctified their astonishing powers

of mind. These wonderful men, at whose feet the

learned world is still satisfied to sit, sat themselves at

the feet of Jesus. Had there been any other way but

the cross by which sinners could be saved, they, per-

haps, of all men, were best qualified to have found it.

The wise and the weak, the illiterate and the learn-

ed, cannot, indeed, equally discuss or expound these

doctrines, but they are equally saved by them.

—

In view of the simj)Ie means of salvation, talents

lose their superiority, learning its dignity, and power

its pre-eminence. While the sober Christian keeps
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on his safe, because prescribed course ; the wise,

and the disputer of this v.orld, bj^ deserting it fall

into absurdities which plain men escape ; they make
the difficulties tiiey do not find, and wander in the

endless mazes of presumptuous deviation.

To return, then, to the particular doctrines under

consideration :—Let us believe man is corrupt, be-

cause the Bible tells us he is so. Let us believe that

such were so by nature, even the best, since we learn

it from the Divine source. Let us, from the same

authority, trace the disorder to its source from a

fallen parent, its seat in a corrupted heart, its ex-

tent through the whole man, its universality over

the entire race.

All are willing to allow that we are subject to

frailties, to imperfections, to infirmities ; facts com-

pel us to confess a propensity to crimes, but worldly

men confine the commission of them to the vulgar.

But to rest here v»'0uld lead us to a very false esti-

mate of the doctrine in question, contrary to the de-

cisive language of Scripture ; it would establish cor-

ruption to be an accident, «ind not a root. It would,

by a division of offenders into two classes, deny that

all offences are derived from one common principle.

Among the higher ranks there is little temptation

to the commission of certain sins; murder is rare,

fraud uncommon, robbery not found, yet the inborn

principle is the same in all. Circumstances, rank,

education, example, reputation, give advantanges to

one class, which, had they changed places, might

have led to the vices so common in the other;

while, had the notorious offenders against the laws
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and the Divine law-giver, changed sitiialions with

their superiors, we shouhl then have heard only of

their imperfections, ihcir infirmities, their frailties.

Temptation does not make the sin, it lies ready in

the heart. Accident does not create the propensity,

it oidy brings it into action. It destroys the plea

of exemption from natural corruption, but it does not

put that corruption into the heart. It was lliere be-

fore, ready, without the grace of God, ready, with

out the restraint of religion, ready, without the bridle

of an enlightened conscience, to break out into any

excess. Yet there are many flagrant olTences against

God and against human laws, which the high-born

and the high bred frequently commit with as little

scruple as the lowest. The frequency of duelling,

the breach of the seventh commandment, two of-

fences frequently found in the same company, gam-

ing, the violation of the Sabbath, with other enormi-

ties, would alone sufficiently prove the principle to

exist, independently of rank, education, or fortune.

Are not what, by way of distinction, we may call

the metaphysical or spiritual sins, which are cherished

without loss of character—is not ambition, which

knows no bounds—envy, which knows no rest

—

avarice, which destroys all feeling—-jealousy, which

is its own tormentor—ill tem[)er, which is the tor-

mentor of others—ungoverned anger, which is mur-

der in its tirst seed ; are not all these equally to

befound in the high born and the low-bred ? Again,

is not sensuality in the great, which, in the case of

the poor, mi:;ht have produced unfair means to in<lulge

it—is not the love of splendour and ostentation, which

15*
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are thought to add dignity to the rich, tlie very princi-

ple \i?hich leads the necessitous to forgery, the crime

for which so many are now suffering capital punish-

ment ?

If then men would examine their own bosoms as

closely, as they censure the faults of others loudly,

we should all find there the incipient stirrings of

many a sin, which, when brought into action, by the

temptations of poverty, of ignorance, of unresisted

passion, produce consequences the most appalling.

—

Let us then bless God, not that we are better than

other men, but that we are placed by Providence

out of the reach of being goaded by that temptation,

stimulated by that poverty, which, had thej- been our

lot, might have led to the same termination.

Let then the fear of God, the knowledge of bis

word, and the knowledge of ourselves, teach us that

there is not, by nature, so wide a difference between

ourselves and the men we abhor as we fondly fancy
;

that there is not, by nature, a great gulf fixed, that

they who are on this side might not have passed

over to the other. Let us not look to any superior

virtue, to any native strength of our own, but let us

look with a lively gratitude to that mercy of God

which has preserved us from such temptations ; to

his unmerited goodness, which has placed us in cir-

cumstances that have put us above necessity—" the

devil's plea." But, above all, let us look to that pre-

venting and restraining grace which is withheld from

none who ask it, and we shall not be so very for-

ward to say, contemptuously, to the worst of our

fellowcreatures, " stand by, 1 am holier than thou.''
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A thorough belief in this doctrine would lead us to

pray more fervently to be delivered in " ail time of

our wealth, as in all time of our tribulation."

It is not enough that God has revealed the way of

salvation, he must also incline us to accept it. It is

this gift, and this acceptance, which makes the dis-

tinction between the best men and the worst. With-

out this all powerful grace, Latimer might have led

Bonner to the stake ; with it, Bonner might have as-

cended the scaffold a martyr to true religion. With-

out this grace, Luther might have fattened on the

sale of indulgences ; and with it, Leo the Tenth

might have accomplished the blessed work of the

reformation.

FALSE NOTIONS OF THE DIGNITY OF MAN,
SHEWN FROM HIS HELPLESSNESS AND DE-
PENDENCE.

JVTan is not only a sinful, he is also a helpless, and

therefore a dependent being. This offers new and

powerful motives for the necessity of prayer, the

necessity of looking continually to a higher power,

to a better strength than our own. If that Power
sustain. us not, we fall ; if He direct us not, we wan-

der. His guidance is not only perfect freedom, hut

perfect safety. Our greatest danger begins from the

moment we imagine we are able to go alone.
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The self sufficiency of man, arising from his ima-

2;inary dignity, is a favonrite doctrine with the nomi-

nal Christian. He feeds his pride with this per-

nicious aliment. The contrary opinion is so closely

connected, indeed is so intimately blended, with the

suhjecl of the preceding chapter, that we shall have

the less occasion to extend our present observations

to any length.

We hear much, and we hear falsely, of the dignity

of humMn nature. Prayer, founded on the true prin-

ciples of Scripture, alone teaches us wherein our

true dignity consists. The dignity of a fallen crea-

ture is a perfect anomaly. True dignity, contrary

to the common opinion, that it is an inherent excel-

lence, is actually a sense of the want of it; it con.

sists not in our valuing ourselves, but in a continual

feeling of our dependence upon God, and an unceas-

ing aim at conformity to his imnge.

Nothing but a humbling sense of the sinfulness of

our nature, of our practised offences, of our utter help-

lessness, and constant dependence, can bring us to

fervent and persevering prayer. How did the faith

of the saints of old flourish under a darker dispensa-

tion, through all the clouds and ignorance which ob-

scured their views of God. " They looked unto

Him and were enlightened!" How do their slender

means and high attainments reproach us !

David found that the strength and spirit of nature

which had enabled him to resist the lion and the

bear, did not enable him to resist his outward temp-

tations, nor to conquer his inward corruptions. He

therefore prayed, not only for deliverance " from
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blood guiltiness," for a grievously remembered sin,

be prayed for the principle of piety, for thefountain

of holiness, for " the creation of a clean heart," for

" the renewing of a right spirit," for " truth in the

inward parts," that tlie "comfort of God's help

might be granted him." This uniform avowal of

the secret workings of sin, this uniform dependence

on the mercy of God to pardon, and the grace of

God to assist, render his precatory addresses, though

they are those of a sovereign and a warrior, so

universally applicable to the case of every private

Christian.

One of our best poets—himself an unsuccessful

courtier—from a personal experience of the mortify-

ing feelings of abject solicitation, has said, that if

there were the man in the world whom he was at

liberty to h ^te, he would w ish him no greater punish-

ment than attendance and dependence. But he ap-

plies the heavy penalty of this wish to the depen-

dants on mortal greatness.

Now, attendance and dependence are the very es-

sence both of the safety and happiness of a Christian.

Dependence on God is his only true liberty, as at-

tendance on Him is his only true consolation. The

suitor for human favour is liable to continual disap-

pointment ;—if he knock at the door of his patron,

there is probably a general order not to admit him.

In the higher case, there is a special promise, that

" to him that knocks it shall be opened." The human

patron hates importunity ; the Heavenly Patron in-

vites it. The one receives his suitor according to

his humour, or refuses his admission from the caprice
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of the moment; with the other " there is no variable-

ness nor shadow of turning :" " Come unto me,"

is his uniform language.

The man in power has many clairaanls on his fa-

vour, and comparatively few boons to bestow. The

God of Power has all things in His gift, and only

blames the solicitor for coming so seldom, or coming

so late, or staying so little a while. He only wishes

that his best gifts were more earnestly sought. When
we solicit an earthly benefactor, it is often upon the

strength of some pretence to his favour—the hope of

some reward for past services : even if we can firo-

duce little claim, we insinuate something like merit.

But when we approach our Heavenly Benefactor, so

far from having any thing like claim, any thing like

merit to produce, our only true, and our only accep-

table plea, is our utter want both of claim and

merit —is the utter destitution of all that can recom-

mend us
;
yet we presume to ask favour, when we

deserve nothing but rejection; we are encouraged to

ask for eternal happiness, when we deserve only

eternal punishment. Though we have nothing to

produce but disloyalty, we ask for the privilege of

subjects ; though nothing but disobedience to offer,

we plead the privileges of children—we implore the

tenderness of a father.

In dependence on God there is nothing abject

;

in attend^ance on Him, nothing servile. He never,

like the great ones of the world, receives the suitor

with a petrifying frown, or, what is worse, never

dismisses him with a cruel smile and a false promise.

Even if the petitioner to human power escape
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the vexation of being absolutely rejected ; even if

his suit be granted, the grant, it may be, is accom-

panied with a mortifying coldnt-ss, with an inlelli-

gible hint that the donor expects to be no further

troubled. The grant may be attended with such a

tedious deh^y, as may make it no t)ene{it. The boon

granted does not, perha;»s, prove so valuable as the

applicant expected; or he finds he might have spent

the long season of his attendance, his waiching, and

his waiting, to better purpose; or he ujight have

employed his interest in another quarter, in obtain-

ing something more important ; or, after all, he may

have received it too late in life to turn it to the

profitable account he had expected.

But the Almighty Donor never puts off His

humble petitioner to a more convenient season. His

Court of Requests is always o|»en. He receives

the [)etition as soon as if is ofifered; He grants it as

soon as it is made; and. though He will not dis[)ense

with a continuance of the application, yet to every

fresh apf)licHtion He promises fresh support. He
will still be solicited, but it is in order that He may
still bestow. Repeated gifts do not exhaust His

bounty, nor lessen His power of fulfilment. Repeated

solicitation, so far from wearying His patience, is an

additional call for His favour.

Nor is the lateness of the petition any bar to its ac-

ceptance: He likes it should be early, but He rejects

it not though it be late.

With a human benefactor, the consciousness of

havino: received former favours, is a motive with a

modest petitioner for preventing his making an ap-
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plication for more ; while, on the contrary, God even

invites us to call on Him for future mercies, by the

powerful plea of His past acts of goodness—" even

mercies which have been ever of old." And as past

mercies on God's part, so, to the praise of His grace

be it said, that past offences on our own part are no

hindrance to the application of hearty repentance or

the answer of fervent prayer.

The petitioner to human power, who may formerly

have offended his benefactor, contrives to soften his

displeasure, by representing that the oflfeoce was a

small one. The devout petitioner to God uses no

such subterfuge. In the boldness of faith, and the

humility of repentance, he cries, " Pardon my ini-

quity, for it is greaV^

It is no paradox, then, to assert that dependence

on God is the only true safety ; dependence upon

Him, the only true freedom—freedom from doubt,

and fear, and sin ; freedom from human dependence
;

above all, freedom from dependence on ourselves.

—

As pardoned sinners, through the redemption wrought

for them, find, in the renewed nature, a restoration

to that dignity they had forfeited, so those who are

most destitute of the dignity which arises from this

dependence, missing the reality, deceive themselves

with the shadow.

He who does not believe this fundamental truth,

on which the other doctrines of the Bible are built,

—even he who does nominally profess to assent to it

as a doctrine of Scripture ;
yet, if he does not ex-

perimentally acknowledge it; if he does not feel it

in the convictions of his own awakened conscience,
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in his discovery of the evil workings of his own heart,

and the wrong propensities of his own nature, all

bearing their testimony to its truth—such a one will

not pray earnestly for its cure—will not pray with

that feeling of his own helplessness, with that sense of

dependence on Divine assistance, which alone makes

prayer efficacious.

Of this corruption he can never attain an adequate

conception, till his progress in religion has opened his

eyes on what is the natural state of man. Till this

was the case, he himself was as far from desiring the

change, as he was from believing it necessary. He
does not even suspect its existence, till he is in some

measure delivered from its dominion.

Nothing will make us truly humble, nothing will

make us constantly vigilant, nothing will entirely lead

us to have recourse to prayer so fervently or so fre-

quently, as this ever abiding sense of our corrupt na-

ture,— as our not being able to ascribe any disposition

in ourselves, to any thing that is good, or any power

to avoid, by our own strength any thing that is

evil.

16
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THE OBLIGATlOiV OF PRAYER UMVERSAL-^
REGULAR SEASONS TO BE OBSERVED.—THE
SCEPTIC AND THE SENSUALIST REJECT
PRAYER.

Among the many articles of erroneous calculation,

to \Tliich so much of the sin and mis?Tj- of life may

be attributed, Ihe neglect or misuse of prayer will not

form the lightest. The prophet Jeremiah, in l»is im-

pas?ioned address to the Almighty, makes no distinc-

tion between those \vho acknowledge no God, and

those who live without prayer. " Pour out thy fury,

O Lord, upon the heathen, and upon the families that

call not upon thy name."

Some duties are more incumbent on some persons,

and some on others; depending on the diiference of

talents, wealth, leisure, learning, station, and oppor-

tunities; but the duty of prayer is of imperative obli-

gation ; it is universal, because it demands none of

any of the above requisites; it demands only a willing

heart, a consciousness of sin, a sense of dependence, a

feeling of helplessness. Those who voluntarily neg-

lect it, shut themselves out from the presence of their

Maker. " I know you not," must assuredly be the

sentence of exclusion on those who thus " know not

God." Nothing, it is true, can exclude them from

His inspection, but they exclude themselves from his

favour.
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Many nearly renounce prayer, by affecling to

make it so indefinite a thing, as not to require regu-

lar exercise. Just as many, also, unhallow the Sab-

bath, who pretend they do nothino; on week-days,

which they should fear to do on Sundays. The truth

is, instead of sanctityini? the week-days by raising

them to the duties of Sunday—which is, indeed^ im-

r>racticable, let men talk as Ihey please— they dese-

crate the Sunday to secular purjjoses, and so contrive

to keeo no Sunday at all.

Stated seasons for iadispensible employments, are

absolutely necessary for so desiultory, so versatile a

creature as man. That which is turnetl over to any

chance time is seldom done at all ; and those who

despise the recurrence of appointed times and sea-

sons, are only less censurable than those who rest in

fhem.

Other duties and engagement shave their allotted

seasons; why, then, should the most important duty

in which an immortal being can be employed, by

being left to accident, become liable to occasional

oraission, liable to increasing neglect, liable to total

oblivion ?

All the other various works of God know their ap-

pointed times ;—the seasons, the heavenly bodies, day

and night, seed-time and harvest,—all set an example

of undeviating regularity. Why should man, the only

thinking, be the onl}^ disorderly, work of Almighty

power ?

But whilst we are asserting the necessity of sea-

sons of prayer, let us not be suspected of attaching

undue importance to them ; for all thtse are but the
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frame-work, the scaffolding, the mere mechanical and

subsidiary adjuncts ; they are but the preparation

for Christian worship ; they remind us, they intimate

to us, that an important work is to be done, but are on

part of the work itself.

They, therefore, who most insist on the value of

stated devotions, must never lose sight of that grand,

and universal prime truth, that wherever we are, still

we are in God's presence ; whatever we have is His

gift ; whatever we hope is his promise ; feelings which

are commensurate with all time, all places, and limi-

ted to no particular scenes or seasons.

There is in some, in many it is to be feared, a

readiness to acknowledge this general doctrine, which

miscalled natural religion teaches ; but who are far

from including in their system the peculiarities, the

duties, the devotions of Christianity. These are de-

corous men of the world, who, assuming the charac-

ter of philosophical liberality, value themselves on

having shaken Oif the shackles of prejudice, supersti-

tion, and system. They acknowledge a Creator of

the universe, but it is in a vague and general way.

They worship a Being, " whose temple is all space ;"

that is, every where but in the human heart. They

put nim as far as possible from themselves. Believ-

ing that He has no providential care of them, they

feel on personal interest in Him. God and nature

are with them synonymous terms. That the creation

of the world was His work, they do not go the length

of denying ; but that its government is in His hands,

is with them very problematical.
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Iti any case, however, lliey are assured that a

Being of such immensity requires not (he littleness of

superstitious forms, nor the petty limitations of stat-

ed seasons, and regular devotions; that he is infin-

itely above attending to our paltrj" concerns, though

he himself anticij}ated this objection, when he con-

descended to declare, "He that offereth me thanks

and praise, he honoureth me."

One says, he can adore the Author of nature in

the contemplatio.a of his works ; that the mountains

and the fields are His altar for worship. Another

says, that his notion of religion is to deal honestly

in his commerce with the world; both insist that

they can serve God any where, and every where.—

.We know they can, and we ho()e they do ; but our

Saviour, who knew the whole make of man, his levi-

ty, instability, and unfixedness, and who was yet no

friend to the formalist or the superstitious, not only

commands, at the hour of prayer, our entering into

the closet ; but our shutting the door, a tacit reproof

perhaps of the indevotion of the Sadducean, as well

as the publicity of the Pharisaic religion, but cer-

tainly, an admonition of general obligation.

This, indeed, is not the place to ^nter on that mass

of concurring evidence which so irresistibly confirms

the especial truth of Christianity. But is it not ex-

traordinary that these men who overlook, or rather

enquire not into, that accumulation of evidence in

the exhibition of miracles, and the fulfilment of pro-

phecy—that is, who tlo not read the Bible,—should

not at least attend to one species of evidence more

immediately within their reach, and more intelligi-

16
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ble to common observation ; we mean the confirma-

tion derived to the proofs of Scripture, from the his-

tory of the worhl, from their avowal of moral evil,

their careful cultivation, where it suits them, of habits

of an opposite nature, their practical and prudential

maxims, where they have an end to pursue, an inter-

est to gain. Do not similar. rules, applied to Chris-

tian principles, and delivered in the Divine record,

prove clearly that our Divine teacher " knew what

was in man ?"

In treating of prayer, it would be a superfluous la-

bour to address unbelievers with the same arguments

or [jersuasions which we would humbly propose to

such as aver, with whatever degree of conviction,

their belief in Christianity. It would be folly toad-

dress them with motives drawn from a book which

they do not believe, or do not read. With those who

are ignorant of the first principles of religion, or those

who reject them, we have no common ground on

which to stand. St. Paul, with his usual discrimina-

tion, has left us an example in this as well as in all

other cases. With the philosophical Athenians he

confined his reasonings to natural religion. To the

Jev;ish king, Agrippa, who " believed the prophets,"

in telling the story of his own conversion, he most

judiciously introduced the great doctrines of remis-

sion of sins and justification by faith.

If the Pyrrhonist in question were to see a genuine

christian character delineated in all its dimensions,

marked with its fair lineaments, and enlivened by

its quickening spirit, such, for instance, as is exem-

plified in the character of St. Paul, he would consid-
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er it as a mere picture of the imagination ; and would

no more believe its reality than he does that of Xeno-

phonV Prince, the Stoic's Wise Man, Quintilian's

Perfect Orator, or any other Platonic or Utopian re-

presentation. Or could he be brought to believe it

actual existence, he would set such a man far above

the necessity of prayer; he would emancipate him

from any such humbling practice ; he would enthrone

him in his own independent worth ; for how should

he ever suspect that such a man would ever pray at

all, much less would be in prayer more abundant, in

humiliation more profound, in self renunciation more

abased ?

Is it not probable that some of those enquiring

minds, who adorned the porch and the academy, as

well as those more favoured men who saw the future,

through the dim and distant perspective of prophe-

cy, would have rejoiced to see the things which you

see, and have not believed ?

How gratefully would many of these illustrious

spirits have accepted advantages which you overlook

!

How joyfully would they have received from Him

who cannot lie, the assurance that if they would seek

of Him that truth after which they " were feeling,"

they should tind it ! How gladly would that sublime

and elegant spirit, whose favourite theme was pure

spiritual love, have listened to the great apostle of

love ; to him who caught the flame, as he leaned

on the bosom of his affectionate master

!

How would this same exalted genius, who taught

the immortality of the soul to the bright, yet blind,

Athenians—he, whose penetrating mind rather gues-
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set!, than knew what he taught—whose keen eye

caught some glimpses of a brigliter state through

the darkness which surrouudetl him—how would he

have gloried in that iight and immortality which the

gospel revelation has brought to light !—but with

what unspeakable rapture would he have learned that

He who revealed the lite could give it, that He who

promised immortalily could bestow it ! With what

obedient trHnsr)ort would he have heard this touching

apostrophe, at once a strong rejjroof and a tender in-

vitation—" Ye will not come unto me that ye might

have life 1"—Ye philosophising cavillers, who live

in the meridian splendour of this broad day, " how

will i/ou escape, if you neglect so great salvation ?"

But if pride, the dominant intellectual sin, keeps

the sceptic aloof from the humiliating duties of de-

votion ; the habitual indulgence of the senses, in

another class, proves an equal cause of alienating

the heart from prayer.

The man absorbed by ease and enjoyment, and

sunk in the relaxing softnesses of a voluptuous life,

has a natural distaste to every thing that stands in

opposition to the delights of that life. It is the

smoothness of his course which makes it so slippery.

He is lost before he feels that he is sinking. For

whether we plunge at once from a precipitous height,

or slide down from it on an inclined plane, still,

while there is a yawning gulf at the bottom, our de-

struction is equally inevitable.

The systematic but decorous sensualist is one

whose life is a course of sober luxury, of measured in-

dulgence. He contrives to reconcile an abandon-
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ment of sound principle with a kind of orderly prac-

tice. He enquires rather what is decent than what

is right, what will secure the favourable opinion of

the world, esi)ecially his own class, rather than what

will please God. His object is to make the most

of this world. Selfishness has established its throne

in his heart. His study is to make every thing and

every person subservient to his own convenience, or

pleasure, or profit, yet without glaringly trespassing

on the laws of propriety or custom.—Self is the source

and centre of all his actions; but though this go-

verning principle is always on the watch for its gra-

tification, yet, as part of that gratification depends on

a certain degree of reputation, it frequently leads

him to do right things though without right motives

;

for the main-spring sometimes sets the right a-going as

well as the wrong.

He goes to church on all public occasions, but

without devotion
;
gives alms without charity ; sub-

scribes to public institutions without being interested

in their prosperity, except as they are frequently suc-

ceeded by a pleasant dinner and good company, and

as the subscription list of names he knows will be

published. He lives on good terms with different,

and even opposite classes, of men, without being at-

tached to any ; he does them favours without affec-

tion, knowing that he shall have occasion to solicit

favours in return, for he never does a small kindness

without a view to asking a greater.

He deprecates excess in every thing, but always

lives upon its confines.
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Prayer enters not into his plan—be has nothing

to Msk, for he has all in himself— thanksgiving is

still less his practice, for what he has he deserves.

He has read that " to enjoy is to obey," and he

is always ready to give this cheerful proof of the most

unlimited obedience. He respects the laws of the

country, especially such as guard {)roperly and came,

and eagerly punishes the violators of both. But as

to the laws of God. he thinks they were made to

guard the possessions of the rich, to punish the vici-

ous poor, and to frighten those who have nothing; to

lose. Yet he respects some of the commandments,

and would placard on every post and pillar that

which says " thou shalt not steal ;" whilst he thinks

that whici] says " thou shalt not covet" might be ex-

punged from the decalogue.

If you happen to speak of the helplessness of man,

he thinks you are alluding to some paralytic; if of

his dependence, to some hanger-on of a great man;

if of his sinfulness, he adopts your opinion, for he

reads the Newgate calendar. But of sin, as an in-

herent principle, of the turpitude of sin, except as it

disturbs society, he knows nothing ; but religion as

a principle of action, but prayer as a source of peace

or a ground of hope, he neither knows nor desires to

know. The stream of life glides smoothly on with-

out it; why should he ruffle its placid flow ? why

should he break in on the course of enjoyment with

self-imposed austerities ? He believes himself to be

respected by his fellowmen, and the favour of God

is not in all his thoughts. His real character the

great day of decision will discover. Till then he

will have two characters.
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" Soul take thine ease, thou hast much goods laid

up for thee," is perhaps the state of all others which

most disqualifies and unfits for prayer. Not only the

apostrophe excites the bodily appetite, but the soul

is called upon to contemplate, to repose on, the sooth-

ing prospect, the delights of that voluptuousness for

which the " much goods are laid up." Thou fool

!

that soul which thou wouldest quicken to such base

enjoyment, that soul shall this night be required of

thee.

Thus we see what restrains prayer in these two

classes of character. The sceptic does not pray,

because he does not believe that God is a hearer of

prayer. The voluptuary, because he believes that

God is such a one as himself, and because he has

already gotten all that he wants of Him. His gold,

and the means of gratifying his sensuality, would not

be augmented by the dry duties of devotion ; and

with an exercise which would in crease neither, he

can easily dispense.

ERRORS INT PRAYER, WHICH MAY HINDER ITS

BEING ANSVVEREU.—THb: PROUD MAN'S PRAY-
ER.—THE PATIENT CHIUSTI AN.—FALSE EX-

CUSES UNDER THE PRETENCE OF INABI-

LITY.

xVll desire the gifts of God, but they do not desire

God. If we profess to love him, it is for our sake :
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when shall we begin to love him tor himself? Many
who do not go the length of omitting prayer, but pray

merely from custom, or education, frequently complain

that they find no benefit from prayer; others, that

they experience not the support and comfort promis-

ed to it. May not those who thus complain, and

who perhaps are far from being enemies to religion,

find, on a serious examination of their own hearts

and lives, some irregularity in desire, similar to that

just meutioued, to be the cause of their discontent,

and alleged disappointment ?

We are more disposed to lay down rules for the

regulation of God's government, than to submit our

will to it as he has settled it. If we do not now see

the efficacy of the prayer which he has enjoined us to

present to him, it may yet be producing its effect in

another way. lufifiite wisdom is not obliged to in-

form us of the manner, or the time of his opera-

tions; what he expects of us is to persevere in the

duty. The very obedience to the command is no

small thing, whatever be its perceptible effects.

Under the apparent failure of our prayers, the

source of our repinings must be looked for in the fact

of our own blindness and imperfection ; for the de-

clarations of the gospel are sure; their answer must

be found in the grace of God in Christ Jesus, for his

mercies are infallible. Wherever there is disap-

pointment, we may be assured that it is not because

he is wanting to us, but because we are wanting to

ourselves.

The prophet's expression, " the iniquity of our holy

things," will not be thoroughly understood except by
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those who thus seriously dive into tlie recesses of

their own Iieart, feel their deficiences, mark their

wanderings, detect and himent their vain imagina-

tions and impertinent thoughts. It is to be regret-

ted that these worldly triOes are far more apt to in-

trude on us in prayer, than the devout affections ex-

cited by prayer are to follow us into the world.

Business and pleasure break in on our demotions J

when will the spirit of devotion mix with the con-

cerns of the world ?

You who lament the disappointment of your re-

quests, suffer a few friendly hints.—Have you not

been impatient because you receive not the things

that you asked, at your own lime ? How do you

know that if you had persevered God might have

bestowed them in His time ? He certainly would,

had He not in His wisdom foreseen they would not

have been good for you; and, therefore, in His mercy

withheld them. Is there not some secret, unsus-

pected infi<le!ity lurking behind -such impatience ?

Is it not virtually saying, there is no God to hear,

or that He is unfaithful to his promises ? For is it

not absolute impiety to insinuate an accusation that

the Supreme Judge of men and angels is capable

of ijijustice, or liable to error ? Gotl has pleasure

in the prosperity of His children. He neither grants

nor denies anything which is not accurately weighed

and measured; wliich is not exactly suited to their

good, if not to their request.

If we praj^ aright, it may [)lease God not only to

grant Ihat for which we pray, but (hat for which

we do not pray. Supplicating for the best things,

17
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we may receive inferior and unrequested things, as

was the case with Solomon in his prayer for wisdom.

God wili not forget our labour of love. If he does

not seem to notice it at present, he may lay it by

for a time when it may be more wanted.

In praj^er we must take care not to measure our

necessities by our desires; the former are few, the

latter may be insatiable. A murmuring spirit is a

probable cause why our petitions are not granted.

—

The certain way to prevent our obtaining what we

desire, or enjoying w hat we have, is to feel impatient

at what we do not receive, or to make an improper

use of what has been granted to our prayers.

Or you may perhaps address God with sinister

and corrupt views ; as if you had left his omni-

science out of his attributes; as if you thought Him.

such an one as yourself; as if He might be entrap-

ped with the " secret ambush of a specious prayer."

Your design in the application of the boon you

solicit may not be for his glory. It may be the prayer

of ambition, cloked under the guise of more exten-

sive usefulness ; it may be the prayer of covetousuess,

under the pretext of providing for your family. It

may be the prayer of injustice, a petition for success

in some undertaking for yourself, to the circumven-

tion of another's fairer claim. God, in mercy to our

souls, refuses the gift which would endanger them.

Thus, then, if we ask and receive not, because we

ask deceitfuUy or blindly, we must not wonder if ou r

prayers are not answered. Or, if we obtain what we

solicit, and turn it to a bad account, or to no account

at all, we must not be surprised if Divine grace is

withheld, or withdrawn.
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The same ill results may be expected if we ask

formally, or carelessly. Who has not felt, that there

is a kind of mechanical memory in the tongue, which

runs over the form, without any aid of the under-

standing, without any concurrence of the will, with-

out any consent of the affections? For do we not

sometimes im|)lore God to hear a prayer, to which

we oursplves are not attending ? And is not this

presumptuiiusly to demand from him that attention,

which we ourselves are not giving to our own re-

quests, even while we are in the act of making them ?

A mere superficial form, hy lulling the conscience,

hardens the heart, "^i'he task is performed, but in

what manner, or to what result, is not enquired.

—

Genuine prayer is the homage of the soul to God,

and not an expedient to pacify Him.

If you observe the form, but forget the dispositions

it is inten<1ed to produce, it is evident the end of

such prayer is not answered. Yet be not so far

discourageil by feeling no sensible effect from prayer

as to discontinue it; it is still a right thing to be

found in the way of duty.

But, [)erhaps, you neglect to implore (he Spirit of

Christ towards the direction of your prayers, and His

intercession for their acceptcince. As there is no

other a«me through which we can be Siived, so there

is no other through which we can be hefird : we must

not sever his mediation from his atonement. All

His divine oifiees are not only in perfect harmony,

but in inseparable union.* Or, perhaps you have

* We oh«prve witli regret, that, in many forms of prayer, the

aid of bis mediation is much more frequently implored, than the
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used the name of (he Redeemer for form'-sake, or as

an accustomed close to your petitions, without im-

ploring his efficacious grace in changing your heart,

as well frs in pardoning your sins.

Perhaps you Ihinii it a sufficient qualification, for

acceptable prayer, that you are always forming good

intentions ; now, though these make up the value of

good actions, yet good intentions, not acted upon

when occasion invites and duty calls, will not lessen,

but inflame the reckoning. For dors it not look as

if you iiad resisted the offer of that Holy Spirit,

which had originaily prompted the intention ? And
may it not induce him to withdraw his blessed influ-

ences, when they have been both invited and re-

jected ?

Do you never, by unwholesome reading, fill the

mind with images unfavourable to serious exercises ?

The children of the pure and holy God should l^eed

on the bread of their father's house, and not on the

husks of the prodigal.

Do you never use profanely or lightly, that name,

\Yhich is above every name? He who made the ear,

shall he not hear ? and if he has heard, during the

day, his awful name used by the thoughtless as an

expletive, or by the impious as an interjection, or an

imprecation, \vi!l he in the morning be. called on as

a saviour, and in the evening as an intercessor ?

But no profession of faith however orthodox, no

beneflts of Ills death and merits. He is, indeed, our divine Inter-

cessor, but hi3 mere intercession is not the whole source of our depen-

dence on him.
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avowal of trust ia Christ however confident, uo in-

treaty for the aid of the Spirit however customary,

will avail, if it be not such an influential faith, such

a practical trust, such a living devotedness, as shall

be productix e of holiness of heart and life, as shall

tend to produce obedience to the commands, and

submission to the will of God. This is an iDfallic)le

test, by which you may try every doctrine, every

principle of the gospel. We do not mean the truth

of them, for that is immutable; but your own actual

belief, your own actual interest in them. If no such

effects are visible, we deceive ourselves, and the

principles we defend, are not those by which we are

governed.

Prayer is so obviously designed to humble the

proud heart of the natural man, by giving him a feel-

ing sense of his misery, his indigence, and his help-

lessfiess, that we should be unvvilli?ig to believe,

that even the proudest m in can c.irry his pride to

the Throne of Grace, except to supplicate deliver-

ance from it
;
yet such a character is actually drawn

by him who knew the thoughts and intents of the

heart of man, and a little consideration will teach us,

that the " two men who went up into the temple to

pray," were not intended as individual portraits,

hut as specimens of a class.

The proud man does not perhaps always thank

God that he is not guilty of adultery, or extortion,

to which vices he may have little temptation; nor

does he glory in paying tithes and taxes, lo which

the law would com tel him. Yet is he never dis-

posed, like the Pharisee, to proclaim the catalogue

17*
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uf his own virtues ? to bring in his comparative

claims, as if it were a good thing to be belter than

the bad ? Is he never disposed to carry in his eye,

(as if he would remind his maker of his superiority,)

certain persons who are possibly less the objects of

Divine displeasure, than he, by his pride and sel-

fishness may have rendered himself; although his re-

gularity in the forms of devotion may have made

him more respectable in the world, than the poor,

reprobated being whom he praises God he does not

resemble. It is the abasement, the touching self con-

demnation, the avowed poverty, the pleaded misery

of the tiestitute beggar that finds acceptance. It is

the hungry whom God's mercy fills with good things,

it is tile rich in his own conceit, whom his dis-

pleasure sends empty away.

Whenever you are tempted to thank God that you

are not like other men, com;)are your own corulition

with that of the atHicted and the bereaved among

your own friends; compare yourself with the para-

lytic on his couch, with the blind beggar by the way-

side, with the labourer in the mine; think on the

wretch in ihe g:al!»:^ys; on the condemned in the dun-

geons of despoliG governments; on the miserable be-

ings in our own prisons, those loathsome abodes of

sin and wretchedness. Above all, think, and this is

the intolerable acme of sin in the inflictor, and of

misery in the suiTerer; think on the wretched negro

chained in the hold of a slave ship I Think seriously

on these, and put pride into your prayer if you can.

—

Think on >hese, not to trium .h in your own supe-

riority, but to adore the undeserved mercy of God.
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in giving you advantages to which you have no high-

er claim, and let your praise of yourself be converted

into prayer for them.

For there are no dispositions of the heart which

are more eminently promoted by prayer, than con-

tentment and patience. They are two qualities of

the same colour, but of ditferent shades, and are

generally, when found at ail, found in the same breast*

Both are the offsjjring of genuine religion, both nur-

tured by cordial prayer. The cultivation of the one,

under easy circumstances, prepares for the exercise

of the other under more trying situations. Both

emanate from the same divine principle, but are drawn

out by different occasions, and varying circumstances.

Content is the tranquillity of the heart, {)rayer

is its aliment; it is satisfied under every ilispensa-

tion of Providence, and takes thankfully its allotted

portion, never enquiring whether a little more would

not be a little better; knowing, that if God had so

judged, it would have been as easy for him to have

given the more as the less. That is not true con-

tent, which does not enjoy as the gift of infinite wis-

dom what it has, nor is that true patience, which

does not suffer meekly the loss of what it had, be-

cause it is not his will that it shouhl have it longer.

The contentment of the irreligiuus man is a[)athy,

his patience either pride or insensibility. The lan-

guage of the patient man under trials is, it is the

Lord.—Shall a living man comjilain, is his interro-

gation ? " A good man," says Solomon, *' is satisfied

from himself" Here the presumptuous might put ia

his claim to the title. But his pretension arises from
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his mistake, for his satisfaction is 7vith himself, that of

the Christian with Providence ; it arises fr<.m the

grace of God sned abroad in his heart, which is be-

come a perennial spring of consolation an(! enjoy-

ment ; and which, by {lersevering pr. ver. is indented

into his very soul. Conten* knows how to want and

how to abound ; this is the lan2;urtH;e of njuanirnity :

*' shall I not receive evil from the hand of the Lord

as well fis good," this is the languuiie of patience in

speaking of providence. Content is always praising

God for what she possesses; patience is always Jus-

tifying Him for what she suffers. The cuhivation

of the one efifec.'Ui!ly prepares us for the exercise of

the other. But these dispositions are not inherent

in the human heart. How are they generated ? by

the influences of the Holy Spirft. How are the}'*

kef>t alive ? by heartfelt devotion.

The prosperous man of the world, exulting in

any recent success, m-y acknowledge, " the Lord

gave," but it is only Christian patience can say, '•' the

Lord taketh away," and even bless Him for the re-

sumption of His gift. The contented, patient Chris-

tian, has the same keen feelings, the same fond at-

tachments with other men, for, though his passions

are regulated by religion, they are not totally ex-

tinguished.

Under the pressure of any aflaiclion, thi/ will be

done, Hs it is the patient Christian's unceasing prayer,

so is it the ground of his unvarying practice. In

this brief jietition he finds his whole duty com[>rized

and exiiressed. It is the unprompted r- (juest <W his

lips, it is ihki motto inscribed on his heart, it is the
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principle which regulates his life, it is the voice

which says to the stormy passions, " Peace ! be still
!"

Let others expostulate, he submits. Nay, even sub-

mission does not adequately express his feelings.

—

We frequently submit, not so much from duty as

from necessity ; we submit, because we cannot help

ourselves. Resignation sometimes may be mere ac-

quiescence in the sovereignty, rather than conviction

of the wisdom and goodness of God ; while the patient

Christian not only yields to the dispensation, but

adores the dispenser. He not only submits to the

blow, but vindicates the hand which inflicts it; " the

Lord is righteous in all his ways." He refers to the

chastisement as a proof of the affection of the chas-

tiser. " I know that in very faithfulness thou hast

caused me to be afflicted." He recurs to the thought-

lessness of his former prosperity. "Before I was afflic-

ted I went astray," and alludes to the trial less as a

punishment than a paternal correction. If he prays

for a removal of the present suffering, he prays also

that it may not be removed from him, till it has been

sanctified to him. He will not even part from the

tricU till he has laid hold on the benefit.

Perhaps the impediment which hinders the benefit

of prayer in characters ajiparently correct, may be

the fatal habit of indulging in some secret sin, the

private cherishing of some wrong proj;ensity, the en-

tertaining of some evil imagination. Not being ac-

customed to control at other times, it intrudes, when

you would willingly expel it; for a guest which is

unreservedly let in at other seasons, and cordially

entertaiiied, will too frequently break in when you

desire to be alone.
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The Scriptures are explicit on this suhject. It is

not merely the comniitting actual siu that ruins the

comfort growing out of prayer; the divine prohibi-

tion runs higher; its interdiction is more intimately

interior; it extends to the thoughts and intents of the

heart. The door of heaven is sh\jt against prayer

under such circumstances. " If 1 regard iniquity in

my Jieart, the Lord will not hear me." A clserished

corruption in the mind is the more likely to inter-

pose between God and the soul, because it does not

assume the shape and buik of crime. A practical

ofifence, the effect of sudden temptation, is more likely

to be followed by keen recientance, deep self-ahase-

inent, and fervent application for pardon; whereas to

the close bosom-sin, knowing that no human charge

can be brought against it, the soul secretly returns

"with a fondness facilitated by long indulgence, and

only whetted by a short separation. Vain, covetous,

malignant, im[)ure thoughts, habtually f(»stered by (he

imagination, are more likely to start out iiuo action,

are a murt* probai)!e |.re,'ar;uion for a bolder sin,

than ma:iy who indulge them believe or intend.

It WHS, perhaps this acute, exiferimental feeling

which |pd David to pray to be delivered from "se-

cret sins;" these, he was proliably conscious, had led

to those '' presumptuous sins," which had etttangkd

his soul and em!)ittered his life; and whose dominion

he so frequently and fervently deprecates. This, it

is to be feared, may be the case with some, whose

language and exterior cause them to he nmked with

the religious; these Mje. at leasf, the dangers to which

they are most exposed. It is, therefore, that oui
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Lord connects, in indissoluble union, watching with

prayer.

Perhaps, when the conscience is more than usually-

awakened, you pray with some degree of fervour to be

delivered from the guilt and punishment of sin.

—

But, if you stop here, your devotion is must imperfect.

If you do not also pray to be delivered from its pow-

er and dominion over your heart and life, you do

not go much further than the heathens of old. They
seem to have had a strong feeling of guilt, by their

fond desire of expatiating it by their sacrifices and

lustrations.

Of their terror of its punishment we have many
intimations in their fables; for what is fable tons,

was probably to them obscure history, or wild tradi-

tion worked up into an absurd but amusing mythology.

The eternity of their punishments is strongly implied

in the insatiable thirst and ungratified appetites of

Tantalus; his misery augmented by that flowing

water and those tempting fruits which hung in his

sight and mocked his appetites, not unlike the anguish

of Dives, which was rendered more intolerable by

beholding the blessedness ot those on the other side

of the great gulf. The profitless toils of Sisyphus,

and of the daughters of Danaus, vhose ever failing

efforts prove their labours to be infinite and their

punishment eternal. The wheel of Ixion, which, as

it was to be perpetually in motion, so the punishment

was to have no end; a doctrine not so strongly held

by many Christians, as it seems to be implied in this

blind mythology.
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Will you not then be most unweariedly fervent

in prayer to the God of mercy, for deliverance from

the dominion of that sin which, if not forsaken as well

as lamented, will be inevitablj^- followed by that pun-

ishment which you deprecate, and which will never

end ? But such is the love of present ease, and the

desire of respite, that you think, perhaps, it is better

not " to be tormented before the time." How many

now in a stale of irreversible misery wish they had

been tormented sooner, that they might not be tor-

mented for ever ! But with you it is not yet too

late. With you the day of grace, which to them is

over, is not yet past. Use it then without delay, in-

stead of persisting in laying up fresh regrets for eter-

nity.

But too many deceive themselves, by imagining

that when they have pronounced their prayer, the du-

ty is accomplished with the task, the o.ccult medicine

beins taken, the charm is to work of itself. They
consider it as a duty quite distinct and unconnected

with any other. They forget that it is to produce

in them a principle which is to mix with all the oc-

currences of the day. Prayer, though not intended as

a talisman is yet proposed as a remedy. The efifect

of its operation is to be seen in assisting to govern

the temper, in bridling the tongue, in checking, not

only calunjny but levity, not (Mily impure, but vain

conversation.

But \Ve have a wonderful talent at deceiving our-

selves. We have not a fault for which we do not

find an apology. Our ingenuitj' on this head is in-

exhaustible. In matters of religion men complain
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that they are weak, a complaint they are not forward

to urge in worldly matters. They lament that their

reluctance to pray arises from being unable to do

what God, in his word, expects them to do. But

is not this virtual rebellion, only with a smooth face

and a soft name ? God is too wise not to know ex-

actly what we can do, and too just to expect from

us what we cannot.

This pretence of weakness, though it looks like

humility, is only a mask for indolence and a screen

for selfishness.

We certainly can refuse lo indulge ourselves in what
pleases us, when we know it displeases God. We can

obey his commandmejils with the aid of the infused

strength which He has promised, and which we can

ask. It is not He who is unwilling to give, but we
who are averse to pray. The temptations to vice are

strengthened by our passions, as our motives to vir-

tue are weakened by them.

Our spiritual enemy would not be so potent, if we
ourselves did not put arms into his hands. The
world would not be so powerful an enchantress, if we
did not assist the enchantment, by voluntarily yield-

ing to if; by insensibly forsaking Him who is our
strength. We make apologies for yielding to both by
pleading their power and our own weakness. But
the inability to resist is of our own making. Both
enemies are indeed powerful, but they are not irre-

sistible. If we assert the contrary, is it not virtually

saying " greater are they that are against us than He
that is for us ?"

18
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But we are traitors to our own cause; we are con-

quered by our own consent ; we surrender, not so

much because the conqueror is powerful, as because

the conquered is willing.

Without diminishing any thing of His grace and

glory, to whom every good thought we think, every

victory over sin we obtain, is owing—may it not add

to our happiness, even in heaven, to look back on

every conflict we maintained with our grand spiritual

enemy, every triumph over the world, every victory

over ourselves ? Will not the remembrance of one

act of resistance then, far sur[)as3 every gratification

now, which the three confederated enemies of our souls

may present to us ?

It is not merely by our prayers that we must give

glory to God. Our Divine Master has expressly told

us wherein His Father is glorified; it is " when we

bring forth much fruit." It is by our works we shall

be judged, and not by our prayers. And what a

final consummation is it that obedience to the will of

God, which is our duty here, shall be our nature hereaf-

ter ! What is now our prayer, shall then be our pos-

session; there the obligation to obey shall become

a necessity, and that necessity shall be happiness in-

effable.

The various evils here enumerated with many

others not touched upon, are so many dead weights

on the wings of prayer; they cause it to gravitate

to earth, obstruct its ascent, and hinder it from pierc-

ing to the throne of God.

i
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GOD OUR FATHER—OUR UNWILLIIVGNESS TO
PLEA8E HIM.—FORMS OF PRAYFR.—GREAT
AND LITTLE SINS.-ALL SIN AN OFFENCE
AGAINST GOD.—BENEFIT OF HABITUAL
PRAYER.

1 HE distinction between the personal nature of

Faith, and the universal character of Charity, as it is

exercised in prayer, are specifically exhibited in the

two pronouns which stand at the head of the Creed

and of the Lord's Prayer. We cannot exercise faith

for another, and therefore can only say, I believe.

But when we ofifer up our petitions, we address thera

to our father, implying that He is the author, go-

vernour, and supporter, not of ourselves only, but of

his whole rational creation. It conveys also a beau-

tiful idea of that boundless charity which links all

mankind in one comprehensive brotherhood. The
plural us, continued through the whole prayer, keeps

up the sentiment with which it sets out, tends to ex-

clude selfishness, and to excite philanthropy, by re-

commending to God the temporal as well as spiritu-

al wants of the whole family of mankind.

The nomenclature of the Divinity is expressed in

Scripture by every terra which can convey ideas

of grandeur or of grace, of power or of affection, of

sublimity or tenderness, of majesty or benignity ; by
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every name which can excite terror or trust which

can inspire awe or consolation.

But of all compellalioDs by which the Supreme

Being is designated in his holy word there is not one

more soothing, more attractive, more endearing than

that of Father; it includes the idea of reconcile-

ment, pardon, acceptance, love. It swallows up His

grandeur in His beneficence. It involves also the

inheritance belonging to our filial relation. It fills

the mind with every image that is touching, and the

heart with every feeling that is affectionate. It in-

spires fear softened by love, and authority mitigated

by gratitude. The tenderest image the Psalmist

could select from the abundant storehouse of his rich

conceptions to convey the kindest sentiment of God's

i»ity towards them that fear Him, was that it resem-

bles the pity of a " father for his own children" In

directing us to pray to our Father, our Divine Mas-

ter does not give the command without the exam-

ple. He every where uses the term He recommends.

" I thank Thee, Oh Father, Lord of heaven and

earth !" and in the 17th of St. John he uses this en-

dearing name no less than seven times.

*' Lord shew us the Father and it sufficeth," was

the ill-understood prayer of the inquiring disciples.

—

To us this petition is granted before it is made-
Does He not shew himself to all as a Father, in

the wonders of his creation, in the wonders of our

being, preservation, and support ? Has he not, in a

morf^ esi»ecial manner, revealed Himself to us as a

Father in the sublime wonders of his word, in the

unsearchable riches of Christ, and the perpetuated
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gift of the Holy Spirit ? Does He not shew Him-

self our Father, if, when we have done evil. He

withholds His chastening hand ; if, when we have

sinned, He still bears with us ; if, when we are deaf

to his call He repeats it; if, when we delay, He waits

for us; if, when we repent, He pardons us; if, when

we return. He receives us; if, when in danger, He

preserves us from falling; and if, when we fall He

raises us ?

We have a beautiful illustration of the goodness

of God as a merciful and tender Father in the deep-

ly affecting parable of the Prodio:al Son. Though

the undone spendthrift knew that he had no possible

claim on the goodness he had so notoriously offended,

yet he felt that the endearing name of Father had aa -

eloquence that might plead forgiveness of his offence,

though he feared not tor a restoration to affection and

favour. But while he only meekly aspired to a place

among the servants, while he only humbly jdeaded

for a little of their redundant bread, he was rceived

as a pardoned, reconciled, beloved child.

Yet the human heart is not easily warmed into

gratitude, or softened into love, or allured to imitation,

because it takes only slight and transient views of the

divine benignity. What God has done for us, and

whit we have really done against ourselves, wilL in

the great day of decision, crown Him with glory,

and ourselves with shame. What we think we do

for our own benefit in temporal concerns is so animat-

ed, s<» earnest, so unremitted—what we are called to

for God—which ultimately, in<ieed, would be done

for ourselves—is so little, so reluctant, so heartless,

18*
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as to bear no sort of comparison. In the former

case, every thing is a gratification; in the latter,

every thing is a sacrifice.

We think much of the smallest instanceof self de-

nial if it be for God; if it be an act of acknowledg-

ment to the most gracious of all Fathers ; if it be a

tribute of homage to the King of Kings, however large

or lasting the promised recompeuce. But we think

little of any present privation of our own, if it insure

to us a longer subsequent enjoyment, though but for a

season.

In speaking of the manner in which we should

address our Heavenly Father, it is to be observed

there may be evident differences in the state, both

of the mind and circumstances, for which the best

written forms of prayer can make no provision. We
ourselves can alone know those varieties, and the pe-

titions which expressly belong to them. We are

sometimes under the influence of particular tempers,

which we wish to cultivate and improve; in this

case, we shall naturally use addresses very diflerent

from those which the prevalence of unfavourable tem-

pers or w rong dispositions require.

As to the outward events in which we are concern-

ed—for accident is a term which has no [)lace in the

Chrlslian's vocabulary—God in every dispt-nsation

is at work for our good. In more prosperous circum-

stancrs He tries our gratitude ; in mediocrity our con-

tentment ; in misfortunes our submission ; and as

every new situation calls into exercise some new

virtue, l.'v consequence it calls for some alteration in

the mode of our devotions. The prayers of yester-
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day and to day will consequently he as different as

the circumstances—these an- some of the advantages

of private, over public prayer.

The great and general topics are, however, of a

fixed, unalterable nature, on which, though we may

be more or less diffuse, according to the state of the

mind, yet the term and spirit will require little varia-

tion. This is more especially the case with respect

to praise and thanksgiving ; and to express these,

the use of stated forms may occasionally come in

with much advantage, as the cardinal points to be

expressed here must be ever the same. Invariably

must the glory and honour of whatever is good be

ascribed to the great source of light and life, the

giver of every good and perfect gift ; and the ad-

dition in secret, of particular clauses of praise for per-

sonal mercies, will not be ditficult to find where grati-

tude is really felt.

A deep sense of his corruptions will powerfully draw

the real penitent to an humbling avowal of sin in

prtiyer; but it is to be feareti that some, who, because

they cannot charge themselves with flagrant offences,

do not consider a contrite confession of the sins of

the heart, and of the daily life, an indispensible part

of their devotions. But God will charge many with

sin who neglect to charge themselves. Did they at-

tend to the remonstrances of a conscience not laid

asleep by neglect, or quieted by palliatives, they

would find that were tlie daily omissions alone, of

even th^ir best days, registered and presented to

them, they would form no inconsiderable catalogue

for repentance.
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There are too mnny who do not consitler that all

sins are equally a breach of the Divine law. With-

out pretending to bring all sins, small and great, to

one common level, we should remember that all sin

is an ofiVnce against a gracious father.

In that profoundly self-abasing prayer of David,

after the commission of (he two black offences which

disgraced his otherwise exemplary life ; though he

deeply felt bis bhrbarouj' treatment of his brave gene-

ral, in first dishonouring his wife, and then exposing

hira to meet inevitable death in the fore-fiont of the

hottest battle—yet, in praying to be delivered frona

this blood guiitiuess, he bequeathed an important les-

son to posterity, when in his lowly prostration at the

throne of God, his first cry was, " against Thee. Thee

only, have I sinned, and done this evil in T% sight,"

plainly declaring, that all sin is, in the first instance,

a sin against God.

While the most worldly are ready enough to ex-

claim against notorious sins, or against any sIijs car-

ried to the greatest excess, to smaller offences they

contrive to be tolerably reconciL-d. They think the

commission of Ihese not inconsistent with the profita-

ble use of prayer in iheir formal way of using this

customary exercise.

They are also sufficiently lenient to certain degrees

of great sins; and various are the modifications and

distin<^tions in their logic, and not over correct the

gradations in their moral scale of degrees. They

do not consider that it is the extirpation, and not

merely the reduction, of ajiy sin, which is to procure

them that peace and comfort for which they some-
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times pray, and which they wonder they do not re-

ceive as an answer to their prayers.

They forget that the evil of sin is not to be mea-

sured by its magnitude only, but by the spirit of diso-

bedience which it indicates towards a generous Fa-

ther,—a Father whose commands are all founded in

mercy and love^ and who considers every voluntary

fault as no light oflfence when committed against

supreme authority, exercised with perfect tenderness.

But it is their reluctance to part with the remain-

ing degrees, their wish to retain these modified sins ;

it is their favourite reserves to which they still cling,

that prevent that peace which is promised to the

victory, i bad almost said to the omnipotence, of

prayer.

For it is not so much the nicely measured quantity,

as the nature of sin, which constitutes its malignity^

and obstructs the benefit of prayer. The inferior

degree which is cherished, will, without earnest sup-

plication to God, be ready to become the excess which

is deprecated, whenever the appropriate temptation

shall present itself. For, however our compassionate

Father may pardon the unpremeditated fault, yet

bow can we expect Him lo forgive any degree of sin

that is allowed, that is even, in a certain measure,

intended to be committed ? Diminution, however,

is a favourable step, if, i>y perseverance in prayer, it

lead gradually to extirpation.

Hal)itual prayer may prove a most effectual check

to any doubtful or wrong action, to which circum-

stances may invite us during the day on which we are

euteriog—the very petition to our Heavenly Father^
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—-''deliver us from evil," forcibly felt and sincerely

expressed, may preserve us from being seduced into

it. And is not tbe praying Christian less likely to

" fall into tem[)tation," than they who neglect to pray

that they may not be led into it ?

The right dispositions of the heart, and the fer-

vour of devotion reciprocally excite each other.

—

A holy temper sends us to prayer, and prayer pro-

motes that temper. Every act of thanksgiving tends

to make us more grateful, antl augmented gratitude

excites more devout thanksgiving.

The act of confession renders the heart more con-

trite, and deeper contrition induces a more humbling

avowal of sin. Each, and all, send us more conlially

to the Redeemer : the more fervent the prayer, the

more entire is the prostration of the whole man at

the foot of the cross.

THE DOCTRINE OF IMPFTED SAXCTIFICATION,
NEWLY ^DOPTEn—TME OLD 0.\E OK PHO-
GRESSIVE SANCTIFICATION NKWLV UE.TFCT-

ED—BOTH DOCTRINES INJIRIOUS TO PRAY-
ER.—ST. PAUL'S CHARACTER.

VV E have hitherto spoken of errors in prayer.

We come now to errors of opinion, which supersede

the necessity of prayer ilself. There are moral as
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well as speculative corruptions gaiuing ground

amongst us, and there is an involution of one in the

folds of the other. When men once indulge them-

selves in any deviation from the course so plainly

marked out, in that only unening road-hook, the gos-

pel of Jesus Christ, they can never be sure where

the first turning off may lead them.

When a m;m, with more ingenuity than sober

judixment, wishes to introduce a novel error; in order

to work sdccessfully, and prevent the suspicion of his

design, he commonly seizes on some ackuowleclged

truiii for his basis. On this truth he raises his own

fanciful superstructure, but with little departure at

first from the avowed design ; so that his gradual de-

viation from it makes the error continue still to look

so much like truth, that ordinary observers will not

easily delect where the old truth ends, or where the

new fabrication totally changes the character of the

original editice.

The great and glorious doctrine of the New Testa-

ment was to exalt the Saviour and to humble the

sinner; the qew doctrine is to exalt the sinner also,

and in that proportion to establish and secure him in

sin. For if the Saviour's righteousness by transfer

becomes so far the believer's righteousness, as to be-

come, in the new language, his own ()e!S0nal holi-

ness, he has in his own pt rson " whereof to glory,"

and any further attainment is anomalous ; or at best

this transfer is even less rafional, and evidently more

removed from common sense as well jis from ciferity,

thiin the (h)clrine of supererogation ilself: for (hat

only teaches that some men were rich in good works
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enough and to spare ; but this, instead of the friendly

disposal of such superfluous wealth, teaches that we

have none worth keeping, and that if we had, there is

a provision made for rendering it utterly useless.

A distorted truth then, is worse than an original

falsehood, because it deceives the injudicious and

ill-informed by retaining some little vestige of the

truth they had been taught to venerate. Thus, they

who pretend to add new glory to the character and

offices of Christ, are in effect dishonouring by mis-

representing him. It is a fearful fact, that the holiest

doctrine maybe perverted, till, instead of its being

the source of salvation, it becomes a fountain of im-

piety. Instead of humbling the sinner, it confirms

him in sin ; instead of purifying, it corrupts; instead

of sobering, it inebriates; and lands him on a daring

and presumptuous confidence. Instead of promoting

the cause of God, as it professes, it advances that of

Satan. It is a false light which leads to utter dark-

ness, for " if the light which is in thee be darkness,

how great is that darkness
!"

This error is so much worse than any other sin,

as by fair and legitimate deduction it renders all vir-

tue anomalous, and consequently all prayer ridiculous.

Virtue cannot be needed, where to be like minded

with Christ is replaced, or made synonymous with

having his holiness substituted for our own ; and

prayer cannot be upheld in any one of its essential

qualiti'is, where no room is left in the heart for self-

distru&t, meekness, lowliness of spirit, the fear of

offending God, and the sense of dependence on him

for " more grace."
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Much has also been advanced in favor of another

kindred doctrine, a doctrine with which St. Peter

must have been utterly unacquainted, when he ex-

horted his converts to " grow in grace and in the

knowledge of Jesus Christ." The preceding opinion

having encouraged the new proselytes, for they can

create as well as destroy, has called another into

existence, that there is no such thing as progressive

sanctijication. This novel doctrine, if practically

adopted, would not fail to contribute its full share

to the extermination of any remains of moral good-

ness, which its precursor might have left behind.

It may indeed deserve some little toleration, when

its founder shall have been able to produce one

individual child of Adam, who is already as good

as he oujjjht to be, or even as he might have been.

If this doctrine be true, a large portion of Scrip-

lure must be abandoned to the clippers and mutila-

tors of the sacred volume; for what becomes of the

gracious promise of being " renewed from day to

day ?" what of the precept " to increase and abound

more and more ?" what of the incessant inculcation

of this command, repeated in all the various forms

which language could supply ; a command of which

neither the variety of the illustration, nor of the

language which conveys it, ever alters the idea,

an idea which, like a golden thread, runs through the

whole fabric of the New Testament.

We have been accustomed to hear that fervent

prayer, through the influence of the Divine Spirit, is

the grand instrument of this renewal ; and it is on

this ground that we have ventured to introduce the

19
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su!>Jccf here, as connected with the general design ol"

these pages. But the present doctrine completes

what the former had commenced, and renders prayer

wholly inapplicable to all spiritual ends :,it leaves

us nothing to implore, but merely temporal advan-

tages; to ask for things only which will end when

this life ends. It would abolish the necessity of every

petition in the Lord's prayer, except that for our daily

bre.id.

Why will not those who profess to make the Bible

the only rule of their faith and practice, learn from

that Bible, that diffidence and reverential awe, a

frank avowal of their own ignorance, a humble with

liolding from intruding into unrevealed things, and

devout gratitude for the glorious things which are

revealed, best become blind, ignorant and dependent

creatures ?

I-f this newly invented doctrine were true, what

would become of the useless interval of life, useless

as to all possibility of improvement, which is the great

end of life, the interval between the decisive moment

of complete sanctification and our closing scene ?

The unanswerable argument in favour of progres-

sive holiness, is the progress itself. The man to

whom it was asserted, that there was no such thing as

motion, made the most definitive answer,—he got up

and walked.

Every advance of the Christian inclines him to

push on to still further advances. But under the

inHuence of this stationary principle the busy current

of fife would become a stagnnnt p. ol. It is motion

which gives the sense of s{»iritual, as well as natu-
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ral life. It is progress which gives the sustaining

feeling, not of independent, but of infused strength.

—

Hope, which is the pulse of spiritual life, would not

only intermit, but stand still. " Is this all," would

the disappointed Christian say ? " Shall I never be

more holy than I now am ? I do not find the right

sort of rest in being a fixture." Torpor is not ease,

numbness is not relief It is exercise, not indo-

lence, which induces safe and wholesome repose.

New difficulties, fresh trials, unknown tempta-

tions may yet assail us in our mortal journey, which

will require new applications to the Throne of Grace

for support. With that support promised to prayer,

though " Alps on x\lps arise," we need not be dis-

couraged. For if our progress be an upward, it is an

onward path, and the acclivity diminishes the higher

we ascend. Difficulties may be great, but with (he

grace of God they will not be insuperable. God is

not only strong, but Strength. Yet let us not aim

at an ascent above our promised support. In as>

piring to reach a visionary elevation, we lose the

height we had actually gained.

It is curious to observe, how naturally one inven-

tion involves another. We find an instructive illus-

tration of this truth in a Pagan fable. Dietlalus was

not only made a prisoner himself in ihe labyrinth of

his own projecting, but like the projectors of the

new theological metaphysics, he was no sooner in-

volved in its mazes, than he went on to stu<ly a new
and still wilder contrivance. But his next inven-

tion, his wings of wax, in which he trusted to secure

his flight, in their ultimate result betrayed their in-
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sufficiency. His incautious companion, by mount-

ing above the prescribed region of safety, exposed

his artificial wings to be melted by the sun, as a pun-

ishment for approaching it too nearly. His fate was

the inevitable consequence of his temerity.

If we were completely and instantaneously sanctifi-

ed, such a state would boldly contradict the character

of our human condition, every where described in

Scripture, namely, that life is to the end a journey,

a conflict, a race, a warfare, whereas in the new

scheme all would be peace; the Christian would have

no more to tempt, no more to fear, no more to re-

sist, in short, earth would be heaven.

Every thing that is great is progressive. The no-

blest things are the longest in attaining their per-

fection. This analogy subsists in nature, and in

grace. Surely, then, there is no assignable period,

when our virtues will be incapable of addition ; when

our duties will be finished ; when our piety will have

soared to such a pitch as to render a higher eleva-

tion impossible, as to render prayer, not only unneces-

sary, but absurd.

Saint Paul's conversion was imleed instantanreous,

but it was miraculous. Yet, though it was attended

with circumstances peculiar to itself; though the

shining light from heaven surrounded him ; though,

to evidence the miracle, he heard the voice of the

Lord Jesus himself; though his natural sight was

taken from him. preparatory to the opening of his

spiritual eyes; though his change was of this dis-

tinguished character, yet did he stop short there? So

far from it, he only began to cry out, " Lord, what
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wilt thou have me {o do?'' Thus we see, that the

instautaneous conversion was prayer; practical

prayer; prayer which involved doing; prayer which

denoted progress.

If ever progressive sanctification was exhibited in-

the life, as well as writings, of any one man more

than another, it was in this heroic champion of di-

vine truth. If ever one man more than another had

a right to depend on his own safe state, it was the

divinely illuminated Saint Paul.

Yet did ^e spend his after-life in self satisfaction

and indolent security ? Did he ever cease to watch,

or pray, or labour? Did he ever cease to press the

duty of prayer on his most established converts ?

—

Did Af, in Ihe confidence of supremely eminent gifls,

ever cease himself to pray ? Were his exertions

ever abridged; his self-denial ever diminished ? Did

he rest satisfied with present, though supe-rnatural

attainments ? Did he remember the things which

were behind ? Did he live upon the good he had

already done, or the grace he had already received ?

Did he count himself to have attained ? Did he stop

in the race set before him ? Did not he press for-

ward ? Did not his endeavours grow with his at-

tainments ? Did not his humility, and sense of de-

pendence outstrip both ? \^ he feared being a cast-

away, after the unutterable things he had seen and

heard, and after the wonders he had achieved, siiall

the best man on earth be contented to remain as he

is ? If it were attem|)ted. the most sanguine man on

earfh would tind it to be impossible; nothing either in

nature or in grace " continueth in one stay/* He
19*
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who does not advance, is already gone back. This

glorious, because humble Apostle, went on in pro-

gressive sanctification, he continued to grow and to

pray, till he at length attained to the measure of the

stature of the fulness of Christ.

But what enabled this unparalleled man to main-

tain, to the end, this painful conflict ? It was the

same support which is still offered to the meanest

Christian, It was humble, fervent, persevering

prayer. It was the spirit of supplication, infused

and sustained by " the renewing of the Holy Ghost,"

and presented through the divine Mediator.

And what the A[)ostie did in his own person, we
repeat, he unAveariedly pressed upon all his converts.

He exhorted them to pray for themselves, and for

each other, in the same spirit in which " he bowed

his own knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christvthat they might be strengthened with might

by his spirit in the inner man ;—that Christ might

dwell in their hearts by faith:—that they might be

rooted and grounded in love ;—that they might know

the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge;—that

they might be tilled with all the fulness of God."

It is obvious why God does not give us the full

measure of his grace ; it is in order that we may be

iudiiced to pray for it ; and that prayer which we are

commanded continually to repeat for greater degrees

of grace, is a standing proof of that imperfection

in us which requires it ; is a perpetual intimation,

that we stand in need of fresh supplies, and larger

measures of this superinduced strength than we have

yet attained.
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A sincere Christian must know, because he must

feel, that he is an imperfect Christian; and to rest

satisfied in a state of imperfection is not " fighting

the good tight," is not " finishing our course" in the

way our beginning promised As we advance, Provi-

dence assigns us new employments, new trials.

—

Sanctification will never have reached its ultimate

point, without that persevering progress which the

Scriptures every where inculcate. Do we not rob

ourselves of the reward promised to those who strive

to go on unto perfection, if we ^^re stopped short by

the fatal delusion, that we have already reached it ?

There is a fearful denunciation in the Apocalypse,

and it is made the closing passage of the sacred

canon ; it is made a fence, as it were to shield divine

truth from the additions and mutilations of bold in-

truders; no less than a tremendous menace, that " to

him who adds unto these things, God shall add to

him the plagues written in this book. To him that

takes away, God shall take away his part out ot the

book of life."
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CHARACTER OP THOSE WHO EXPECT SALVATION
FOR THEIR GOOD WORKS—OF THOSE WHO DE-
PEND ON A CARELESS NOMINAL FAiTH.--BOTH
THESE CHARACTERS CNFAV(»URABLE TO PRAYER.
—CHRISTIANITY A RELIGION OF LOVE WHJCH CIS-

POSES TO PRAYfjR, EXHIBITED IN A THIRD CHA-
RACIER.

We proceed now to make some observations on

two different classes of Christians, who, without ne-

glecting prayer, obstruct its efficacy by certain opi-

nions in immediate connexion with their practice ;

opinions, which, thi»ugh in direct opposition to each

other, yet, if Christianity be true, are neither of them

safe.

The one, with a pretence of faith, profess to

know God; but in works, in a great measure, deny

Him ; the other are working out their own salvation,

but it is without fear or trembling; they work in

their own strength, without looking unto God to ena-

ble them " to will an<] to do of His good pleasure.

"

While multitudes are ruining themselves by a

fatal reliance on the merit of their own works, it is,

perhaps, not saying too much to assert that more

are undone by a loose, traditional, unexamined de-

pendence on the Saviour. If mnny are wrong who
think to fjurchase heaven by rheir own industry, more

err by this cheaper mode of an indetiQite and care-
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less reliance on the ill-understood promises of the

Gospel. If we cannot, of these two evils, determine

which is greatest, it would not be difficult to prove

that both are equally unfavourable to fervent prayer.

The careless liver who trusts in an unfounded hope,

deceives himself, because he thinks his trust, though

he never enquires into it, looks more like grace.

Good works are rather less likely to deceive al-

ways, because those who maintain their superiority

as a doctrine, cannot but see how far they fall

themselves in practice, short of their profession; so

far as to render it evident, that good works are with

much greater sedulity performed by that sound class

of Christians, who utterly reject any confidence in

the performance of them. The former make salva-

tion the easiest possible acquisition; the other be-

lieve it to be difficult, but fancy that the difficulty-

is to be overcome by a few more good deeds; which,

shall we say, is the more misleading opinion ?

Yet it must be confessed, that in this age of spe-

culative religion, many do not sufficiently insist on

these indispensible indications of a true and lively

faith. For, after all, are not the riaht acliojis of a

consistently holy life, the most unequivocal outward

signs of an inwanl and spiritual grace ? Not to

insist on th<'m, is to despise the value of those sub-

stantial evidences which our Lord himself n\:<i\e the

criterion by which to judge of men,— • by their fruits

ye shall know them " The tree of life is no barren

tree ; it bears all manner of fruits.

There is indeed less necessity than ever to decry

good works. Men are not so violently addicted to
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theni, as, by the warnings given against them, one

might be led to suppose. To exalt good works as the

procuring cause of salvation, is to put thera in the

place of Christ. To depreciate good works, is to de-

preciate such a life as Christ has given us both

the command, and the example to lead ; that com-

mand, of which the language was always one, "if ye

love me, keep my conimaodments ;" and that example

which preseuts such a tissue of holy actions, as

nothing but Divinity could exhibit, yet enlightened

and assisted humanity may and must aspire to imitate.

With this command and this example, devotion

was always indissolubly connected.—Previously to

giving his Divine pattern for the due performance of

prayer, he alluded to the actual duty as already well

understood and regularly practised ; for doubtless

he had habituated them to the duty, before he said,

" 7vh€ti ye pray,"—" After this manner therefore pray

you."

Faith is the princij)le which first led the sinner to

apply for grace and mercy to the Redeemer of sin-

ners. It is the same principle, which, by its gradual

operation, leads to the renewing of his nature, the

purifying his heart, and the sanctifying his conduct.

This faith, with its practical consequences, must be

sought for, by the only means through which it can

be obt<jned, the influence of the Holy Spirit on

humble, fervent, spiritual prayer.

But there is another, and, it is to be feared, a

large class, who<lo2;ood without being good. Though

this may be too frequently the case; though it is

the motive which determines on the quality of the
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action, yet, if the best action will not save the best

miin, there is little hope of its efificacy towards the

salvation of a bad one.

Perhaps the man in question is charitable; but his

charity may be stimulated by his vanity—a too

common, but most misleading motive. Perhaps he

does a deed of bounty from the too usual hope that

this good action may be thrown into the opposite

scale against a bad one
;

perha')S he ho{)es that his

acts of benevolence may atone for the irregularities

of a disorderly life—but, be this as it may, do not

discourage his giving, let him continue to give, the

act may improve the principle, he may in time detect

the difference of his internal feelings in the per-

formance of a good and a bad action. Perhaps the

repetition of his good deeds may lead to a diminution

of his bad ones. The passion of sliarae sometimes

operates usefully, and every passion being under the

control of God, may eventually be made the instru-

ment of good.

And who does not remember instances in which

the frequently repeated bounty was the unprompted

feeling of a compassionate and liberal heart, of a heart

tender and kind, though yet unsanctified by religion?

Yet who would restrain the right action ? Who
would forbid the gentle deed of charity ? Who would

wish to aggravate his, perhaps awful account, by

withholding his hand? Who would willingly add

this omission of what is right to his aggregate sum

of what is wrong "^ Who would not even hope that

it may prove a leading step to what is better ? Who
would not hope that, as good principles naturally
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tend to good actions, yet though it is reversing

the usual order, for the stream to lead back to the

fountain, yet who knows but the repetition of good

actions may not only deter him from such as are bad,

but may put his mind into such a frame as may lead

him to examine the true principle of action, and

thus to find, that though he has unhappily begun at

the wrong end, that the right end is not even yet un-

attainable ? Who can say that he may not be brought

to examine his own heart, and be thus brought to

the exercise of cordial prayer; by that he will be

taught to know that " if any man will do the will

of God, he shall know of the doctrine.whether it be

of God."

Our compassionate Redeemer cherished every

hopeful appearance. When he saw some symptoms

of goodness in the young Ruler " He loved him."

But his amiableness was not religion. Though his

obedience to the commandments was less defective

than that of many a high professor; like others,

who confidently trust in their own merit, he enquired

not it is to be feared, so much for improvement, as

from a sense of conscious integrity and the hope of

commendation—he enquired what was yet wanting

to the perfection of his character.

He who knew all things, already knew that his

love of money was greater than his love of God.

—

Here he saw that this promising character was vulner-

able. The one thing he wanted was more than the

many things he possessed. He failed in the trial.

He had some concern about his soul, but more about

his money ; " he went away sorrowing," because
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he could not secure the one without the sacrifice of

the other.

This is, with us, as much a test of character now,

as it was then. It is not until we see a man acting

in direct opposition to hi^ predominant sin that we
can venture to hope that he is renewed in the spirit

of his mind, that he is even got on right ground.

—

Zaccheus, who probably set out worse than the ruler,

obtained this grand victory which the other missed.

This promising young man, in proclaiming his

obedience to the commands, did not, however, boast

of his devotion; yet, in so moral a character, we
cannot suppose that prayer was aitogeiher neglected

—but it must have been that prayer of which our

Lord says *' this people drawelh nigh unlo me with

their mouth, and iionoureth me with their lips, but

their heart is far from me." Had it been sincere

prayer, it would have been influential prayer. No
slave to avarice can worship God in spirit and in

truth, and it is such that the Father seeketh to wor-

ship him. While the heart remains unchange«i, the

temper unsanctitied, and the life unfruilful, the pray-

er has not been " the effectual fervent prayer which

availeth much."

But there is a third character, who, thinking both

the others lately noticed to be wrong, is determined

himself to be right. He divides the <litferenc0, and

adopts half of the scheme of each. He approves of

works, but doubts their unassisted efficacy to obtain

salvation. He honours the Redeeinfr. and places

confidence in His sacrifice ; but it is not a full, en-

tire, unmeasured, confidence. He thinks the Sa-

20
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viour so far competent towards effecting part of his

salvation that he cannot be saved wilhout him, but

dares not trust Him with the whole. So, without

intending to be profane, he enters into a kind of

partnership with Him whose blood was made a full,

perfect, and sufficient oblation, and satisfaction for the

sins of the whole world. He proposes to contribute

his own share to a contract of his own making, trust-

ing that, as the Saviour knows he is not perfect,

He will graciously supply whatever is deficient in

his services, and make up what is lacking lo their

perfection, he himself continuing to be the working

partner.

But, if he be a thinking and a feeling character, if

he be sincere in his desire after divine truth, though

ignorant of its true nature, he at length begins io

find that the plan, which he once thought so admira-

bly contrived, does not answer. He finds that his

spiritual interests do not advance. He begins to

discover that his faith is cold, everi his work is slug-

gish, and its progress unsatisfactory. His exertions

want the inspiring principle, they want a genuine

faith. He begins to discover, that even his good

actions, on which he had been accustomed to rest

half his salvation, are exceeded by those persons

wlto do more, and put no trust in them.

He at length, through the influence of divine grace,

begins to discover, or rather to feel, that while one

party is exclusively exalting failh and the other

works, both seem to have forgotten, or rather not

to have known, that there is a third, a heavenly

principle, a sacred cement witiiout which their se-
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paration might be eternal, and even their junction

would be imperfect. This sacred principle is love.

He nmv knows, experimentally, that Christianily is

a religion ol the affections, a sentiment of the heart

—that it demands and confers that charity vvilhout

which faith is dead, and works are vain. It is that

heavenly sentiment, the love of God in Christ shed

abroad in the heart, w/thout which he that livelh

is counted dead—that principle, without which the

gift of prophecy, of mysteries, and all knowledge

are unavailing—without which, giving all the goods

to the poor, and even the body to be burned, will

not profit— it is that iniiestructible attribute, which,

when prophecies shall fail, and tongues shall cease,

and knowledge vanish away, will never fail— it is

that perfect thing which shall subsist when " that

which is in part shall be done away." Love will

survive when faith shall become sight, and hope shall

be fruition. It shall constitute our happiness whtjn

we shall know God " even as we are known."—We
shall possess it in its plenitude, when we shall awake
up after His likeness. For love, like every other

holy disposition, is but an emanation of the perfections

of God, a spark from the original flame, an assimila-

tion to his nature; since God is love.

In faith there may be fear; in works there may be

constraint; but the inspiring, invigorating, ejidearing,

princi[»le of love changes the fearful slave into the

affectionate child ; transforms Him whom we had

degraded as a hard master into a tender father.

—

This love makes labour light, service freedom, de-

pendence safety, duty delight, sufferings easy, obe-
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dience pleasure, submission choice. By the warmth

with which he now cultivates this " Unction from

the Holy One," he will be rendered more meet for

that fulness of joy which is at His right-hand for

evermore.

He has now completely found his own utter in-

sufficiency for this great work. He is in the situa-

tion of the newly converted apostle, who had doubt-

less previously exercised a regular but formal devo-

tion, but it never would have been said of him before

—" behold he prayeth !" He begins with lowly pros-

tration to besiege the throne of grace ; he now prays

with a fervour he never felt before. He goes on to

feel, not only its necessity, but its efficacy
;
gradually

acknowledges its transforming power, and in time

becomes sensible that its consolations are neither

few nor small.

He now sees objects with other eyes, the visual ray

is purged ; to his rectified optics—" trees are become

men." He now exclaims, " not of works, lest any

man should boast." But though he has left off boast-

ing, he is so far from having left off working, that he

is far more active In good deeds, than when he

trusted they would carry him to heaven; superin-

duced humility has completely let him into the se-

crets of his own heart. He feels wants and desires

of which he was never before sensible; and wants

felt readily tind tongue, a readily suggest unbidden

prayer, unprompted praise. Prayer is become the

very breath of his being; praise is so much his de-

light, that he almost forgets it is his duty. It is no

longer his task, but his refreshment. What lately
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seemed a necessary drudgery, the severe injunctioo

of a hard master, is now the pleasant service of aa

affectionate child.

He is deeply grieved at the time he has lost, but

lie is no less disposed to retrieve than to lament

the t)H8t. He has found that the soul will not be

saved where the heart is not renewed. Of that

renewal, by the influence of the Divine Spirit, he is

become more and more sensible in his devotional

exercises. With a deeper sense of imperfection as

he becomes less imperfect, he is yet sensible of new

dispositions, of new energies, of a heart to trust, and

a will to obey. He feels an increasing desire of con-

formity to his Divine Saviour, and such a growth

in grace, that with him to will and to do is almost

become the Srime thing.

All the faculties which God has given him are

filled with the idea of God.—He retains Him in his

memory by the recollection of His mercies—he re-

tains Him in his understandmg^ by meditating on

His perfections. By this intelligent faculty he re-

flects on what God is in himself, in His word, and to

His own soul. In his will, he loves God, and laments

that he ever loved any thing in comparison of Him.

Thus all his intellectual powers, voluntarily as it

were, press into the worship of God, or, in the fewer

and better words of the Psalmist, he summons them

all to assist in his devotions, saying, " Let all that

is within me praise the Lord."

20*
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PRAYER.—THE CONDITION OF ITS ATTEND-
ANT BLESSINGS. USELESS CONTENTION
ABOUT TERMS.

JVIrn contend more about words than about thino;s.

A mi&undrrstaading respecting them causes more dis-

putes thari the subjects of which they are the siirns.

In spetdiiiig, for instance, of (he connexion between

prescribed duties and promised blessings, are there

not certain inoffensive and well-meaning words which

seem to have brought more reproach on those who

use them than their harmless, if not legitimate cha-

racter, may be thought to deserve. One of thenr,

indeed, might expect more gentle treatment on the

single ground that it is very frecjuently to be foun(i in

the Holy Scriptures.

The obnoxious terms to which we here allude are

rewards and CGndilions. We have in general, avoid-

ed the use of them, not for any harm discoverable

in them when used and understood in the scrijjtural

sense, but for fear of creating an idea contrary to

what was intended to be conveyed. In the legal

sense they are very exceptionable, for in the one case

we deserve nothing from God, and in the other we

can do nothing of ourselves.

We do not j)resume lo make conditions with God,

but He condescends to propose them to us. In thii

latter case, it is free grace imposes the reasonable
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condition : his free grace bestows the unmerited re-

ward.—Are not aii the promisfs of the Gospel con-

ditionaP? The beatitudes include boih the condition

and the reward. Our blessed Saviour, in his ser-

mon, multiplies, and individualizes his promises.

—

He gives us a string of articles of blessedness and

recompence; the specitic recom[ience to the specific

duty; amongst others, mercy to the merciful; the

kingdom of heaven to those who are persecuted for

righteousness' sake; the vision of God to the pure iu

heart.

The Holy Spirit consecrates the doctrine of re-

wards, by teaching the Apostle to connect it even

with the very being of Omnipotence. " God 15/'

and it immediately follows, that " he is a rcwarder

of them that seek him." Surely this is a condition,

as much as the threat that he will punish those " who

know not GocK" Every where, and particularly in

the Psnlms. prayer is made the condition of obtain-

ing. In asking, seeking, and knocking, the condi-

tion and the reward most appropriately meet.

To those who come to the Redeemer, he has de-

clared that " they shall in no wise be cast out."

—

Their coming is the condition of their being accepted.

" Rest," again, is the consoling promise which he

makes to "the heavy laden" who come to him.

—

"He that honoureth me I will honour," is both a con-

dition and a reward. What is the promise of par-

don to repentance, but a condition ? The negative

denunciation is a contlilion. " Ye will not come

to me, that ye might have life." " Without holiness

no man shall see the Lord; without faith it is ina-

posiible to please God." Do not these imply the
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blessings attfiuiing the contrary temper? State

the question thus: Shall we be heard, if we do not

pray ? Shall we be pardoned, if we do not repent?

*' Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, the things

which God hath }»re pared for them that love him."

It is the love of God then, which is the condition

of obtaining those things which the heart of raan

cannot conceive.

All the promises made to faith are conditions,

as are those made to holiness. The good and faith-

ful servants who well employed their ten and five

talents, were rewarded by having their talents

doubled; the punishment of their unprofitable com-

panion was a conditional punishment. He had made

no use of what was committed to him.

Why is that bright variety of promises, *' to him

that overcometh," repeated with such unwearied it-

eration, in the sublime visions of the saint at Pat-

mos ? What is it but a beautiful concatenation of

conditions and rewards, closed with that joyful cli-

max, "he that overcometh shall be a pillar in the

temple of the Lord, and shall go no more out."

If language more clear can be found, if assurances

more explicit can be given, if promises more distinct

can be produced, we confess v.e know not where

to look for them. Did not Moses himself, the most

disinterested of men, look to the recompense of the

reward? And did not a greater than Moses, "fop

the joy that was set before him endure the cross,

despising the shame ?"

Promises like these were the support, and joy, and

triumph, of his immediate apostles, and of their
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remotest successors; of Ridley, of Latimer, aud Craa-

mer. They will still be the consolation of the

Christian sufferer for righteousoess'-sake to the end

of time.—Let us not then forfeit our inheritance by

slighting the promise.

" This is a reward wholly of grace in respect of

our deserving, but of justice, on account of the pur-

chase of it by the sacred treasure of Christ's blood,

and the unchangeable tenor of the Gospel, wherein

God promises heaven to all obedient and true be-

lievers."

The things may be called by other names, but they

amount to the same meaning.—There is a proud

disinterestedness which would seem to intimate, that,

because we deserve nothing we expect nothing. Our

expectation, it is true, arises entirely from God's

goodness, and not at all from our merit. It arises

especially from his fidelity, which leads him to make

good his own engagement. He has Himself said,

" faithful is He that has promised."

This view of the subject deducts nothing from

that free salvation purchased for us by the death of

the Redeemer. We repeat, it de<luct3 nothing from

the sovereignty of God. All the promises are the

gracious offers of an amnesty by an insulted King,

who condescends to offer a treaty to his rebellious

subjects. We deserve nothing <.t his hands. He
owes us nothing. Punishment we do indeed deserve

*' if He were extreme to mark what is done amiss;"

yet He declares that punishment is his straii<;e work.

He has reversed the attainder, by the sacrilice of

his Son, The attainted rebel, iu stead ol disput-
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ing abqut the terms of reconciliation, instead of

pro[)osin^ terms of his own, thankfully accepts what

the king: offers. Though our pardon hangs on a

firm belief in the great truths he has revcctled, let us

not so explain these as to hazard or ne^ilect the du-

ties he has enjoined us to perform. If our faith,

though sincere, is often weak, let us remember,

that cur obedience is even more imperfect than our

failh; and let us, b}' fervent and unremiJting praye r

labour at once to build up our faith which is weak,

and to perfect our obedience which is d«. ftctive.

God not only pardons as a meroful king, He

enacts laws as a wise legislator; s(i!l the old revolu-

tionary principles are conlinually breaking out; to

check which, the sovereign proposes terms as proofs

of our allegiance.—He does by no means annex

salvation to them, but He requires them as marks

of our repentance, as confirmations of our loyalty.

He requires them as evidences, both of our faith

and of our submission. By the infusion of a new

spirit of life consequent on His |)ardon, the acquit-

ted rebel adopts a new set of principles which shew

themselves by overt acts, suggested and nourished

by fervent prayer.

We are aware that the term " evidences" used

above, is to many no less revolting, than those

which we have previously lioticed, but by this exces-

sive affectation of disinterestedness and refining

on the promises, we shall come to do away all moral

obligation, we shall attenuate tiie substantial realities

of Christianity into a met»gre theory, reduce the fruit-

ful principle of practical religion, to a dry and
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unproductive speculation, a barren thing to which

nothing that is preceptible, palpable, tangible, and

practical, is necessarily appended.

On the other hand, it is but k)o notorious, that the

terms here humbly attempted to be vindicated and

restored to their true signification, are too frequently

made the sum and sutistance, the whole of religion,

till the spirituality oi the Gospel, and the great pecu-

liarities of *he religion of Jesus, are smothered in

the heap of frigi<l human ethics.

It is by the promises annexed to these conditions,

that the Christian is gradually brought to consider

prayer not merely as a duty, but to valu-^ it as a privi-

lege ; and the more earnestly he cultivates this

spirit of supplication, the more deeply will it enable

him to penetrate into the recesses of his own heart.

The more he discovers the evils which he there

finils, he will be so far from being deterred by the

discovery, from approaching to the fountain of mer-

cy, that it will lead him to be more diligent as well

as more fervent, in his application there.—Noth-

ing so faithfully iliscovers to us our spiritual exi-

gencies, nothing can quicken our petitions for

their relief so powerfully, as the conviction of their

actual existence.— In this full conviction, in this ear-

nest application, the Christian at length feels the

efficacy of j)rayer in its consolations, its blessedness,

in its transforming power.
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VAIN EXCUSES FOR THE NEGLECT OF PR4Y-
ER.-^THE MAN OF BUSINESS.—CASE OF
NEHEMIAH.—PRAYER AGAINST THE FEAR
OF DEATH.—CHARACTERS TO WHOM THIS
PRAYER IS RECOMMENDED.

1 HERE are not a few, who offer apologies for the

neglect of spiritual duties, by saying they believe

them to be right, but that they are tempted from

the exercise of them by idleness, or business, by

company, or pleasure. This may be true, bui tempta-

tions are not compulsions. The great adversary of

souls may till the fancy with alluring images of enjoy-

ment, so as to draw us away from any duty, but it

is in our own choice to indulge, and through grace

to repel them. He may act upon the passions through

outward objects, which introduce them to the mind

through the senses, but the grace of God enables all

who faithfully ask it, to withstand them.

If we were not at liberty to reject temptation, sin

would be no sin. It is the offerof the grace of resist-

ance not used, which makes the offender to be with-

out excuse. All the motives and allurements to

sin, would be ineffectual, would we keep up in our

minds what are its "wages"—death; death spiritual,

death eternal !

Of all the excuses for the neglect of prayer, the man

of business jnstifirs his omission to himself, by the

most plausible apologies.—Many of this class, active
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for themselves, and useful to the world, are far from

disijuting either the propriety, or the duty of prayer;

they are willing however, for the present, to turn

over this duly to the clergy, to the idle, to women

and chiUlreo. They allow it to he an important

thing, but not the most important. They acknow-

ledge, if men have time to spare, they cannot sjiend

it S»etter; but they have no time. It is indeed a du-

ty, hut a duty not to be compared with that of the

court, the bar, the public office, the counting house, or

the shop.

Now, in pleading for the importance of the one, we

sho(d<l be the last to detract from that of the other.

We only jilead for their entire coinpatibilily.

We pass over tht* instance of Daniel, a man of

business and a statesman, and of many other public

characters, recorded in Scripture, and confine our-

selves to the example of Nehemiah. He was not

only an officer in the court of the greatest king of the

East, but it was his duty to be much in the royal

presence. He was, on a particular occasion, under

deep affliction; for Jerusalem was in ruins! On a

certain day his sadn^^ss was so great, as to be visible

to the king, at whose table he was attending.

The monarch enquired the cause of his sorrow,

and what request he had to make.—He instantly

" prayed to the God of heaven," doubtless to strength-

en him, and then made his petition to the king for

no le&s a boon, than to allow him to rebuild the walls

of the sacred city. His prayer precedeil his request.

It was that prayer, which gave him courage to pre-

sent that petition, and which perhaps induced the

21
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sovereign to grant it. What a double encouragement

is here given to the courtier, both to pray to God,

and to speak truth, to a king !

Though the plea of the man of business for his

own particular exemption, can by no means be grant-

ed, yet it is the sense he entertains of the value of

his professional duties, which deceives him. It leads

him to believe, that there can be no evil in substi-

tuting business for devotion. He is conscious that

he is industrious, and he knows that industry is a

great moral quality. He is rightly persuaded, that

Ihe man of pleasure has no such plea to produce.

—

He therefore imposes on himself, with the belief that

there can be no harm in substituting a moral for a

religious exercise ; for he has learned to think highly

of morality, while he assigns to religion only an in-

ferior degree in his scale of duties.

He usually goes to church once on the Sunday

;

but it does not at all infringe on his religious system

to examine his accounts, to give a great dinner, or

lo begin a journey on that day.

Now it is a serious truth, that there is no man

to whom prayer is more imperatively a duty, or

more obviously a ^necessity, than to the man of

business; whether in the higher or the middle clas-

ses of society. There is no man who more stands

in need of quieting his anxieties, regulating his tem-

pers, cooling his spirits by a devout application for

the blessing of God ; none to whom it is more ne-

cessary to implore the divine protection for the duties,

or preservation from the dangers of the scene in

which he is about to engage; none to whom it is
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more important to solicit direction in the difficulties

which the day may produce; none on whom it is

more incumbent to solicit support against the tempta-

tions which may be about to assail him ; none to

whom the petition lor an enlightened conscience, an

upright intention, a sound probity, and an undevia-

ting sincerity, is of more importance.

What is so likely as prayer to enable him to stand

prepared to meet the accidental fluctuations in his

afifairs, to receive without inebriation, a sudden flow

of (jrosperous fortune, or to sustain any adverse cir-

cuiiistance with resignation ?

-Even persons in more retired situations, even

those who have m'^de considerable advances in reli-

gion, cannot but acknowledge how much the ordi-

nary and necessary cares of daily life, especiallj^ how

much any unexpected accession to them, are likelj'^

to cause absence and distraction in their devotions:

•—how much then ought they, whose whole life is

business, to be on their guard against these dangers,

to double their vigilance against them, and to implore

direction under them.

Were the Christian soldier accustomed never to

engage in the moral battle of daily life, wiihout put-

ting on this panoply, the shafts of temptation would

strike with a feeble and erring blow ; they would

not so deeply pierce the guarded heart. And were

fervent humble daily |)rayer once conscientiously

adopted, its effects would reach beyond the week-

day engagements. It would gradually extend its be-

nign influence to the postponing of settling accounts,

the festive dinner, and the not absolutely necessary
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journey, to oue of those six days in which we are en-

joined to labour. It would lead him to the habit of

doing " no manner of worli" on that day. in which

the doing of it was prohibited by the great Lawgiver

in his own person.

We have more than once alluded to the diversities

of character, occasional events, difference in the state

of mind, as well as of circumstances, which may not

only render the prayer which is suitable to one man

unsuitable to another, but unsuitable to the same

man under every alteration of circumstances.

But among the proper topics for prayer, there b
one which, being of universal interest, ought not to

be omitted. For by whatever dissimilarity of charac-

ter, capacity, profesion, station, or temper, the con-

dition of man, and, of course, the nature of prayer, is

diversified—there is oue grand point of union, one cir-

cumstance, one condition, in which they must ail

meet; one state, of which every man is equally cer-

tain ; one event which hp.j)j}eneth to all,
—" it is

appointed unto every man once to die." The rug-

ged road of sorrow, the (lowery {)atii of pleasure,

as well as

" The paths of glory, Ic-ad but to the grave."

In praying, therefore, against the fear of death, we

do not pray against a contingent but a certain evil ;

we pray to be delivered from the overwhelming dread

of that house which is appointed for all living—we

are put in mind that all w ho are born must die !

" The end of all things is at hand." To what

purpose does the apostle convert this awful procla-
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mation ? Does he use it lo encourage gloomy tem-

pers, to invite to unprofitable melancholj' ? No: he

USPS the solemn admonition to stir us up to moral

goodness—therefore, " be sober"—he does more, he

uses it to excite us to religious vigilance,—" and

watch unto prayer."

Some men, and they are not the best men, talk

boldly of death, especially while they sup|)ose it to

be at a distance ; but this boastful heroism is a very

equivocal symptom of their being in a proper state

to meet it. Others of a less confident, but not more

serious cast of mind, take pains to keep it as far as

possible from their thoughts, lest the indulging such

gloomy rt^flections should make them uneasy, and

embitter their present enjoyments. They banish it,

indeed, from their thoughts, as they do other unplea-

sant subjects ; but it is no proof that we do not fear

a thing, because we manage to keep it out of sight;

on the contrary, the efifort betrays the very fear which

it denies.

There is an inconsistency in the character of man,

80 pre()Osterous, that we should not believe it, if we
did not feel as well as see it. We continue eagerly

to catch at the things which are always sliding from

us, and which no grasp of ours can retain, whilst we

forget the things that are not only hastening to meet

US, but which will remain with us, not through time

only, but eternity.

Others are afraid to think of death for the same rea-

son, that they are afraid to make their will, lest it

should bring it nearer : but we know that it will keep

21*
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up the remembrauce without accelerating the ap-

proach ; lainliiarlty with the thought is the best means

of conquering the fear. It is not pusillanimity, but

prudence, so to fear death as to fear to meet it in aa

unprepared state of mind; and that fear will always

be safe and saiutary, which leads to the preparation.

Prayer against the fear of death, by keeping up in

us a constant remembrance of our mortality, will help

to wean us fro.ii a too intimate attachment to the

things we are so soon to quit. By this habitual pre-

paration to meet our Judge, we shall be brought to

pray more earnestly for an interest in the great In-

tercessor; and to strive more effectually against every

offence which may aggravate the awful ness of that

meeting.—Above all, such a prayer will more empha-

tically remind us that it was sin which brought death

into the world, which introduced that original princi-

ple and tirst act of sin, from which all our natural,

evil, and practical offences are derived.

But let us not be accustomed to think of death as

a detached and separate object, as the mere insulated

circumstance of its closing our eyes for ever on all

we have been accustomed to cherish ; let us not think

of it only as a consignment to the narrow chambers

of the tomb, but let us ever connect with the idea

of death, the consoling assurance that, to the real

Christian, its sting is drawn out; this will fill the

heart with boundless love and endless gratitude to

Him who has extracted it. This thought of death,

though it will keep up in the mind the anticipation

of that night, which a» to this world shall know no
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morning, will also keep up the glorious prospect of

that eternal day which shall know no night.

Fervent prayer, that divine grace may prepare

us for death, will, if cordially adopted, answer many

great moral purposes. It will remind every individual

of every class that " the time is short"—that " there

is no repentance in the grave."

To the man of oppulcfice, who heapeth up riches

and cannot tell who shall gather them, prayer will be

a constant memento: it will remind him that he

walketh in a vain shadow, and disquieteth himself in

vain ; it will remind him of laying up treasures where

thieves cannot enter, nor rust corrode.

The habit of praying against the fear of death

would check the pride of youthful beauty, by re-

minding her how soon it must say to the worn?,

Thou art my father, and to corruption, Thou art my
mother and sister.

The Jiian of genius, he who thought that of mak-

ing many books there would be no end; who, in

his zeal to write, had neglected to pray ; who had

thought little of any immortality but that which was

to he conferred by the ap[)lause of <lying creatures

like himself; who, in the vanity of possessing talents,

had forgotten that he must one day account for the

application of them; if hap|)ily he should be brought

to see the evil of his own heart, to feel the wants

of his own soul, how intense will be his repentance,

that he ha<l loved the praise of men more than the

pniise of CJod! how fervently will he pray that his

mercies may not aggravate the account of his sins;

that his talents may not become the instrument of
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his punishment! How earnestly vvil! be supplicate

for pardon, how devoutly will he 'give gi(»ry to

God before bis feet stumble on the dark moun-

tains !"

The man of business, to whom we have already

adverted, who thought his schemes so deeply laid,

his speculations so prudently planned, that nothing

could frustrate them; who calculated that the future

"Was as much in his power as the present, forgot that

death, that grand subverter of projects, might interpose

his veto. This man, who could not find time to pray,

must find time to die—he may at length find—happy

if he ever find it, that he cannot meet his end with a

peaceful heart, and a resigned spirit, without the pre-

paration of prayer for support in that awful period^

•* when his purposes shall be broken off and all his

thoughts perish
"

The man of pleasure, alas! vrhat shall we gay for

him 1 He is sunk to the lowest step of degradation

in the moral scale; he has not even human sup-

ports; he has robbed himself even of the ordinary

consolations resorted to by ordinary men. He has

no stay on which to lay h»ld, no twig at which to

catch, no pretence by which to flatter himself into a

false peace; no recollection of past usefulness; he

has neither served his country, nor benefited society

—what shall we say for him ? If he pray not for

himself, we must pray for him— with God all things

are possible.

The patriot, indefatigable in the public service, dis-

tinguished for integrity, but negh cting the offices of

Christianity ; whose lofty character power had not
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warped, nor cupidity debased, but whose religious

principles, though they had never been renounced,

had not been kept in exercise ; a 8[)iril of rare dis-

interestedness ; a moralist of unblenched honour, but

who pleaded that duty had left him little time for de-

votion ! Should divine grace incline him at last to

seek God, should he begin to pray lo be prepared for

death and judgment, he will deeply regret with the

contrite cardinal, not that he served his king faithfully,

but that his highest services had not been devoted

to their highest object. In this frame of mind, that

ambition which was satisfied with what earth could

give, or kings reward, will appear no longer glorious

in his eyes. True and just to his king, devoted to

his country, faithful to all but his God and himself,

he now laments that he had neglected to seek a bet-

ter country, neglected to serve the King Eternal,

the blessed and only Potentate; neglected to obtain

an interest in a kingdom which shall not be moved.

He feels that mere patriotism, grand as is its object,

and important as is its end, will not afford support

to a soul sinking at the approach of the inevitable

hour, at the view of final judgment.

The Jiero, who, in the hot engagement, surrounded

with the " pride, pomp, and circumstance of war,"

bravely defied death, forgot all that was personal, and

only remembered—nobly remembered, his country,

and his immediate duty ;—animated with the glory

that was to be acquired with his arm, and almost

ready to exclaim with the Roman patriot

;

i*
; What pity

That we can die but once to serve our country
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yet this hero, if he had never made a conscience of

prayer, may he not hereafter find, that the most suc-

cessful instrumentality is a distinct thing in itself,

and will be different in its results, from personal

piety ? May he not find that, though he saved

others, himself he cannot save ?

If, however, in after-life, in the cool shade of

honourable retirement, he he brought through the

grace of God. to habituate- himself to earnest prayer,

he will deeply regret that he ever entered the field of

battle without imjjloring the favour of the God of

battles; that he had ever returned alive from slaugh-

tered squadrons, without adoring the Author of his

providential preservation. If his penitence be sin-

Cere, his prayer will be effectual. It will fortify him

under the more depressing prospect of that death

which is soon to be encountered in the solitude of

his (larkened chamber, without witnesses, without

glory, without the cheering baud, without the spirit-

stirring drum; without the tumultuous acclamation ;

with no objects to distract his attention; no con-

flicting concerns to divide his thoughts; no human

arm either of others or his own, on wiiich to depend.

This timely reflection, this late, though never too

late prayer, may still prepare him for a peacet'ul

dying bed; may lead him to lean on a stronger arm

than his own, or that of an army; may conduct him

to a victory over his last enemy, and thus dispose

him to meet death in a safer state than when he des-

pised it in the field, may bring him to acknowledge,

that while he continued to live without subjection to

the Captain of his salvation, though be had fought

bravely, he had not yet fought the good fight.
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THE CONSOLATIONS OF PRAYER—ITS PER-
PETUAL OBLIGATION.

In additioD to what has already been observed, as

to convenient seasons for prayer, we cannot but re-

mark, that many Christians have been enabled to

convert their trials into blessings, by gradually bring-

ing themselves to devote the hours of wakeful and

even painful nights to devout meditation and prayer.

By doing at first some violence to their inclinations,

they have afterwards found in it both profit and

pleasure. The night has been made to them a season

of heart searching thought and spiritual consolation.

Solitude and stillness completely shut out the world
;

its business, its cares, its impertinences. The mind

is sol»ered. the passions are stilled, it seems to the

watchf(il Christian as if there were in the universe

only God and his own soul. It is an inexpressible

consolation to him to feel that the one Being in the

universe, who never slumbereth nor sleepeth, is the

very Being to whom he has free access, even in

the most unseasonable hours. The faculties of the

mind may not, perha[)s, be in their highest exercise,

but the affections of the heart, from the exclusion of

distracting objects, more readily ascend to their no-

blest object. Night and darkness are no parasites :

conscience is more easily alarmed. It })uts on fewer

disguises. We appear to ourselves more what we

really are. This detection is salutary. The glare
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which the cheerful day li^ht. business, |)leasure, and

company, h:id shed over all objects, is withdrawn.

—

Si^h- oies which, in the day ha(i appeared plausible,

DOW present objections. M^'hat had then appeared

safe. now. at least, seems to require deliberation.

—

Tb^s silent season of selt'-esamiu:ition. is a keen de-

tector of any latent evil, which. I:ke ihe fly in the

box of perfume, m ly Cf»rrupt mu^h that is pure.

T^'ben this communion with God can be main-

tained, it sup(tlies deficiences of devotion to those

Tvbo have little leisure durins" the daj' ; and, by thus

resciiins: these otherwise lost hours, it snatches time

from oS^livion, at once adds to the length of life,

and weans from the love of it.

If the wearied and restless body be tempted to

exclaim ''would Gf)d it were morning," the very

term suggests the most consoling of all images. The
quickened miud shoots forward beyond this vale of

tears, bey out! the dark valley of the shadow of death;

it stretches onward to the joyful morning of the Re-

surrection; ii anticipates that blessed state where

there is no more weeping and no more night—no

weeping, for God's own hand shall wipe away the

tears; uo night, for the Lamb himself shall be the

Ught.

If disqualifying pain, or distressing languor, prevent

the utterance of supplication, patience is itself a

prayer, and a prayer which will not fail to be henrd.

We have a striking instance of an answer to silent

prayer, in the case of Moses. In a situation of ex-

treme distress, when he had not uttered a word, " the

Lord said unto him, I have heard thy crying."
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The tender mercy of our compassionate Father

will make sense, and find meaning in a prayer which

is almost unintelligible to the languid sufferer who

offers it. God wants not to be informed, he wants only

to be remembered, to be loved, to be sought.

If, however, in the conduct of this nightly watch-

ing, and this nightly prayer, your own slock of

thought or expression is absolutely deficient, pro(»hets

and apostles will not only afford you the most encour-

aging examples, but most profitable assistance.

—

More especially the royal treasury of king David lies

open to you ; and whatever are your wants, there

your resources are inexhaustil»le.

What joyful appeals does the psalmist make to

Him to whom the darkness and the light are both

alike ! " Have I not remembered Thee in my bed,

and thought upon Thee when I was waking ?" " In

the niirht," he again exclaims, " I commune with my
own heart, and search out my spirit." And of this

holy practice was he so little weary, that he resolves

to persevere in it. " As long as I live will I mag-

nify Thee in this manner." Similar to this is the

apostrophe of the evangelical prophet—" With my
soul have I desired Thee in the night.**

The Psalms of David exhibit the finest specimen

of experimental religion in the world. They are

attended with this singular advantage and this un-

speakable comfort, that in them God speaks to us

and we speak to Him. This delightful interlocution

between the King of saints and the penitent sinner;

this interchange of character, this mixture of prayer

and promise, of help implored and grace bestowed,

22
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of weakness pleaded and strength imparted, of favour

shown and gratitude returned, of prostration on one

part and encouragement on the other, of abounding

sorrow, and overflowing mercy, this beautiful variety

of affecting intercourse between sinful dust and in-

finite goodness, lifts the abased penitent into the

closest and most elevating communion with his Sa-

viour and his God.

Yet, inestimable as are the Psalms of David, in

every point of view, and esj)ecially for the purpose

here recommended, as a refuge for the suffering

body, the wakeful mind, the praying spirit, and the op-

pressed heart—that very sanctity, and depth of de-

votional feeling, which is their life-blood, may lead

to a dangerous misapplication in the mouth of the ir-

religious. Holy expressions in prayer, and ebulli-

tions of grateful praise, are more easily committed to

the memory, than impressed upon the heart. And

is there not some danger,that not only the mere form-

alist, but even the immoral man may apply to him-

self sentiments, declarations, assurances, and com-

forts, which can only belong to the real Christian?

For instance; the arrogant man, as if, like the der-

vise in the Persian fable, he had shot his soul into

the character he assumes, repeats with complete self-

application, "Lord, I am not high minded ;" the tri-

fler says, " I hate vain thoughts ;" the irreligious,

*' Lord, how I love thy law." He who seldom

prays at all, confidently repeats, "All the day long

1 am occupied in thy statutes." The covetous, in

the words of Paul or David, with as much self com-

placency deprecates avarice, as if the anathema
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against it had ever opened either his heart or his

purse. 0» the other hand, as the hardest substances,

by continual attrition, are at length penetrated, it is

the pleasing task of cliarity to hope, that the habitual

repetition of such feelings, sentiments, and principles

may sink into tlie harcl heart, may lead its possessor

to look into himself, to com})are what he feels witli

what he reads, and by discovering the discrepancy

between his life and his prayers, may open his eyes

on his own danger, till by the grace of God the holy

vehicle ©f his hypocrisy may be made that of his

conversion.

Perhaps you are a doubting, weak, and trembling

penitent; not indeed doubling of the mercies of God,

but of your own interest in them. This feeling may
arise from a deep and humbling sense of your own
sins and infirmities, rather Uian from any criminal

unbelief. Here comes into your relief a whole host

of gracious promises, peculiarly adapted to your

case. The tender images of " the smoking flax,"

and " the bruised reed," the promised acceptance of

" the contrite spirit, and the broken heart." But

beyond all praise is the consoling assurance of our

great High Priest, that " he is touched with the

feeling of our infirmities." Touched with them, not

only when he was " a man of sorrows and acquaint-

ed with grief," but now when he is even " ascend-

ed to the glory which he had with his Father before

the world began."

How soothing is this expression of the Divine

compassion ! It is not barely the hearing or the

seeing, it is the feeling of our infirmities. He was
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in all points tempted like as we are. This is the

most exquisite touch of sympathy; he not only suf-

fered but was tempted ; here indeed the resemblance

has its limitation : for he was without sin. He
knew the condition of *' being tempted," but not

that of yielding to it. It is this feeling of being

tempted, which gives him such an intimate concern

in the feeble, fearful Christian. Re sends the angel

of his presence, and saves them. What a striking

confirmation of the blessed truth, that in all our afflic-

tions he is afflicted, is the awful int;jrrogation,

" Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou,"—not my
church, but " me V

It is a further encouragement to the dejected

spirit, that the Almighty was not contented to

shew his willingness to pardon by single declara-

tions, however strong and full. He has heaped up

words, he has crowded images, he has accumulated

expressions, he has exhausted language, by all the

variety of synonymes which express love, mercy,

pardon, and acceptance. They are graciously crowd-

ed together, that the trembling mourner who was not

sutSciently assured by one, might be encouraged by

another. And it is the consummation of the Divine

goodness, that this message is not sent by his am-

bassador, but that the King of kings, the blessed and

only Potentate, condescends Himself to pronounce

this royal proclamation, " The Lord, the Lord God,

merciful and gracious, long suflering and abundant in

goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, for-

giving iniquity, transgression, and sin !" Forgiving

iruleed, but in consonance with his just demand of re-
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pentance and reformation, " who will by no means

clear the guilty."

The ardent and affectionate Apostle of the Gen-

tiles, within a very few verses, has also represented

the Almighty under every character that is endear-

ing and consoling. He denominates him " the God

of patience and of comfort," " the God of hope and

of peace:" titles which are peculiarly addressed to

all the exigencies of man, and graciously expres-

sive of God's will and power to supply them. There

is an appropriation of the terms to the state of the

fallen children of mortality, calculated to take away

all fear, and to till the vacant room with love, and

peace, and gratitude unspeakable.

Refuse not then to take comfort from the promises

of God, when perhaps you are easily satisfied with the

assurance of pardon from a frail and sinful creature

like yourself whom you had offended. Why is God

the only being who is not believed ? who is not trust-

ed ? O Thou that hearest prayer, why unto Thee will

not all flesh come ?

But though God's pardoning grace knows no

bounds, his sanctifying grace is given by measure,

is given as we use what we have already received.

God seems to reserve in his own hands a provi-

sion for our humility, and thus keeps prayer in full

exercise. The one is progressive in its operation,

the other is full and free, bestowed, not for any righ-

teousness in the receiver, but for that full and per-

fect oblation once made for sin. Is it not a most

fallacious trust to expect that our sins will he blotted

out without that habitual repentance annexed to the

22 *
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promise ? It is vain to offer the bribe of burnt of-

ferings, the thousands of rams, or the rivers of oil.

God desires not to be paid for our pardon, nor pro-

fited by our offerings. He never sells his favours.

The riches of the universe, which are indeed al-

ready his, could not procure the pardon of a single

sinner, but he prescribes the duty, when he promis-

es the pardon. " Repent, that your sins may be

blotted out."

It would therefore supply ample matter for ha-

bitual prayer, had we only the sins of our nature to

lament ; but when to these we add our practical of-

fences, oh, how great is the sum of them ! Yet

though they are more than we can express, they

are not greater than God can forgive; not more

than the blood which was shed for them can wash

out.

But he to whom the duty of prayer is unknown,

and by whom the i)rivilege of prayer is unfelt, or

he by whom it is neglected, or he who uses it for

form and not from feeling, may probably say, Will

this work, wearisome even if necessary, never know

an end ? Will there be no period when God will dis-

pense with its regular exercise ? Will there never

be such an attainment of the end proposed, as that

we may be allowed to discontinue the means ?

To these interrogatories there is but one answer,

an answer which shall be also made, by an appeal to

ihe enquirer himself.

If there is any day in which we are quite certain

that we shall meet with no trial from Providence, no

temptation from the world, any day in which we shall
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be sure to have no wrong tempers excited in our-

selves, no call to bear with those of others, no mis-

fortune to encounter, and no need of Divine assis-

tance to endure it, on that morning we may safely

omit prayer.

If there is any evening in which we have received

no protection from God, and experienced no mercy

at his hands; if we have not lost a single oppor-

tunity of doing or receiving good, if we are quite

certain that we have not once spoken unadvisedly

with our lips, nor entertained one vain or idle thought

in our heart, on that night we may safely omit

praise to God, and the confession of our own sinful-

ness, on that night we may safely omit humiliation

and thanksgiving. To repeat the converse would

be superfluous.

When we can conscientiously say, that religion has

given a tone to our conduct, a law to our actions, a

rule to our thoughts, a bridle to our tongue, a restraint

to every wrong passion, a check to every evil tem-

per, then, some will say, we may safely be dismiss-

ed from the drudgery of prayer, it will then have an»

swered all the end which you so tiresomely recom-

mend. So far from it, we really figure to ourselves,

that if we could hope to hear of a being brought to

such perfection of discipline, it would unquestionably

be found that this would be the very being who

would continue most perseveringly in the practice

of that devotion, which had so materially contri-

buted to bring his heart and mind into so <lesirable a

state, who would most tremble to discontinue prayer,

wlio would be most appalled at the thought of the
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condition into which such discontinuance would be

likely to reduce him. Wha4ever others do, he wi!l

continue for ever to " sing praises unto Thee, O Thou

most Highest; he will continue to tell of Thy loving

kindness early in the morning, and of thy truth in the

night season."

It is true that while he considered religion as

something nominal and ceremonial, rather than as a

principle of spirit and of life, he felt nothing encourag-

ing, nothing refreshing, nothins" delightful in prayer.

But since he began to feel it as the means of procuring

the 'most substantial blessings to his heart; since he

began to experience something of the realization of

the promises to his soul, in the performance of this

exercise, he finds there is no employment so satis-

factory, none that his mind can so little do without

;

none thtU so effectually raises him above the world,

none that so opens his eyes to its empty shadows,

none which can make him look with so much in-

difference on its lying vanities; none that can so

powerfully defend him against the assaults of tempta-

tion, and the allurements of pleasure, none that can

so sustain him under labour, so carry him through

ditSculties; none that can so quicken him in the prac-

tice of every virtue, and animate him in the discharge

of every duty.

But if prayer be so exhilarating to the soul, what

shall be said of praise ? Praise is the only employ-

ment, we had almost said, it is the only duty, in

which self finds no part. In praise we go out of our-

selves, and think cyily of Him to whom we offer it.

It is the most purely disinterested of all services.

—
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It is gratitude without sv)licitHtion, acknowledgement

without petition. Pr.iyer is the overflowing expres-

sion of our wants, prnise of our affections. Prayer

is the language of the destitute, praise of the redet ni-

ed, sinner. If the angelic spirits otfer their praises

exempt from our mixture of infirmity or alloy, yet

"we have a motive for gratitude, unknown even to the

angels. They are unfallen t)eings; they cannot say-

as we can, " Worthy the Lamb, for he was slain for

us."—Prayer is the child ol failh, praise of love.

—

Prayer is prospective. Praise takes in, in its wide

range, enjoyment of present, remembrance of past,

and anticipation of future blessings. Prayer points

the only way to heaven, "praise is already there."

ON INTERCESSORY PRAYER.

The social affections were given us, not only for

the kindliest, but the noblest purposes. The charities

of father, son, and brother, were bestowed, not only

to make life pleasant, but to make it useful ; not only

that we might contribute to the present comfort, but

to the eternal benefit of each other.

These heaven-implanted affeclioss are never

brought into exercise more properly, nor with more

lively feelings, than in intercessory prayer. Our
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friends may have wants which we cannot remove,

desires which we cannot gratify, afflictions which

we cannot relieve, but it is always in our power to

bring them before Go<l ; to pray for them whenever

Tve pray for ourselves. This, as it is a most pleasant

and easy, so it is an indispensible obligation. It is a

duty which brings the social aflfections into their

highest exercise, and which may be reciprocally paid

and received.

The same Scriptures which expressly enjoin that

supplication, prayers, intercession, and giving of

thanks be made for all men, furnish also numerous

examples of the efficacy of intercessory prayer.

—

We need not d\v*-ll on the instance of the rain obtain-

ed by the prayers of Elij h, or the earlier availing

intercessions of Moses, with other public deliverances

efifected in the same manner.

Though the perseverance of Abraham's prayer

did not prevent the extermination of the polluted city,

yet doubtless the blessing he solicited for it return-

ed into his own bosom, and the successive promises

made by the Almighty Judge to the successively re-

duced number of the righteous, for whose sake the

petition for preservation was offered, afford a proof of

the Divine approbation and a striking ertcouragement.

to persist in the duty of intercessory prayer. The

promise of God was not withdrawn. The prayer was

conditional, and could the petitioner have made up

his very lowest complement, the city had been saved.

The interceding heart in any event is sure to gain

something for itself..
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Prayer is such an enlarger of the affections, such an

opener of the heart, that we cannot but wonder how

any who live in ihe practice of it, should be penurioug

in their alms ; or if they do give, should doit " grudg-

ingly or of necessity." Surely if our prayer be cor-

dial, we shall be more ready to aaaist as well as to

love those for whf)m we are in the habit of making

supplication to God. It is impossible to pray sincerely

for the well-being of others, without being desirous of

contributing to it. We can hardly conceive a more

complete species of self-deception than that practised

by an avaricious professor of religion, one who goes

on mechanically to pray for the poor, whilst his

prayer has neither opened his heart nor his purse.

—

He m^y value himself on this, as on other instances,

of his ingenuity, in having found out so cheap a way
of doing good, and go on contentedly, till he hear

those tremendous words of exclusion, '* Inasmuch as

ye did it not to one of the least of these, ye djd it

not to me."

There is a generosity in religion. The same
principle which disposes a Christian to contribute to

the temporal interests of those he loves, inclines him

to breathe his earnest supplication for their spiritual

benefit. Not only does prayer for others promote

natural affection, not only does it soften the heart of

him who intercedes, but it is hoped that they for whom
the intercession is made, may reap the benefit-

But our intercessions must neither dwell in gener-

alities for the public, nor in limitations to the wants

of our particular friends.

The Christian is the friend of every description of

the children of mortality. In the fulness of our com-
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passion for the miseries of mankind, we pour out our

hearts in prayer for she poor and destitute, and we do

well.—But there is another and a larsje class who

are still more theohjects of our pity, and consequent-

ly, should be of our prayers. We pray for those

who have no portion in this world, but do we not

sometirafs forget to pray for those who have their

\vb()le portion in it ? We pray for the praying ser-

vants of God, but perhaps we neglect to pray for

thos"^- who never pray for themselves. These are the

persons who stand most in need of the mercy of the

Almighty, and of our Christian importunity in their

favi»ur.

Is it not affecting, that even into our devotions we

are disposed to carry the regard we too highly in-

dulge of the good things of this life, by earnestly

imploring mercy upon those who want them; and

by forgetting to offer our supplications in favour of

those who are blinded by the too full enjoyment of

them. If the one duty be done, should the other be

left undone ?

Happily we live in an age presenting many in-

stances, where neither high station, nor great riches

impede piety, or obstruct devotion. Yet, it is to be

feared, that the general tendency of rank, and espe-

cially of riches, is to withdraw the heart from spiritual

exercises, more than the hand from pecuniary bounty.

Let us then fervently include among the objects of

our supplication that very pitiable and very necessi-

tous class among the rich and great, if such a class

there be, who live without any sensible feeling of the

presence of God as acknowledged in prayer:—for
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those persons who never entertain a doubt of their

own deserts, even if ihey do not deny Him who is

the giver of the boundless hlessings which lead them

to forg;et Him. Strange! that the very oveifiowing

cup which ought to ensure gratitude shouhl in(tuce for-

getfulnessl Strange ! that prayer to God should be

neglected in proportion to the, magnitude of His

bountit's.

May the writer he permitted to enrich the penury

of her own meagre composilion with a beautiful ex-

tract from one whose unequalled rhetoric was always

warmed by a deep sensibility, and occasionally tinc-

tured with religious feeling—the eloquent and almost

prophetic author of Retlections on the Revolution in

France :

—

*' The English people are satisfied, that to the

great, the consolations of relieifui are as necessary

as its instructions. They too are among the unhap-

py. They feel personal pain and domestic sorrow.

In these they have no privilege, but are subject to

pay their full coiitingent to tl'.e contrilujtions levied

on mortality. They want this sovereign balm un-

der their gnawing cares and anxieties, which being

less conversant about the limited wants of animal

life, range without limit, and are diversified by inrta-

ite combinations in the wild and unbounded regions

of imagination. Some charitable dole is wnnting

to these our often very unhappy brethren, to fdl the

gloomy void that reigns in minds which have notldng

on earih to hope or fear^ somtlhing to relif^ve in

the Udliiig languor and overlaooured lassitude of those

who have nothing to ^lo; something to ejicite an ap-

23
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petite to existence in the palled satiety which attends

on all [)leasures which may be bought, where nature

is not left to her own process, where even desire is

anticipated, and therefore, fruition defeated by medi-

tated schemes and contrivances of delight ; and no

interval, no obstacle, is interposed between the wish

and the accomplishment."

O you great ones of the earth, whom riches ensnare

and prosperity betrays—be largely liberal, even

from self-interest. Not, indeed, expecting to make

the liberality you bestow a remuneration for the de-

votions you withhold. Scatter your suj)erfluities,

and more than your superfluities, to the destilute, if

not to vindicate Providence, yet to benefit your-

selves. Not, indeed, to revive the old pious fraud

of depending for salvation on the praj'^ers of others;

3'^et still you may hope to be repaid, with usurious

interest, from the pious poor, by the very tender

charity of their prayers for you. Their supplications

may possibly be so heard, that you may, at length,

be brought to th« indispensable necessity, and the

bounden duty of praying for yourselves.

As to the commanded duty of praying for our ene-

mies, the most powerful example bequeathed to us in

Scripture, next to that of his Divine master on the

cross, is that of St. Stephen. Even after the expir-

ing martyr had ejaculated " Lord Jesus receive my
spirit," he kneeled down and cried with a loud voice

" Lord lay not this sin to their charge." Let every

instance of Roman greatness of mind, let every

story of Grecian magnanimity be ransacked, and pro-

duce, who can, such another example. Theirs is
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tumour, this is grandeur ; theirs is heroism, this is

Christianity; they (Wed for their country, Jesus for

liis enemies ; thei/ im[)lored the gods for themselves,

Stephen for his murderers.

THE PRAYING CHRISTIAN IN THE WORLD.
—THE PROMISE OF REST TO THE CHRIS-

TIAN.

As the keeping up a due sense of religion, both in

faith and practice, so materi»illy depends on the habit

of fervent and heart-felt devotion, may we be per-

mitted, in this place, to insist on the probable effects

which would follow the devout and conscientious ex-

ercise of prayer, rather than on prayer itself?

As soon as religion is really become the earnest

desire of our hearts, it will iuevitatably f)ecome Ihe

great business of our lives; the one is (he only sa-

tisfactory evidence of the other : consequently the

religion of the heart and life will promote that prayer

by which both have l)een promoted.

They, therefore, little advance (he true interests

of mankind, who, under the powerful plea of what

great things God has done for us in our redemplion

by His Son, neglect to encourage our active services

in His cause. Hear the words of inspiration, *' Be
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Dot slothful"—"run the race"—"fight the good

fight"—"strive to enter in"—"give (iiligenct"

—

"workout your own salvation"—" God is not un-

mindful to forget your labour of love"— *' but when

-ye have done all, say, Ye are un|)rofitabie servants,

ye have done that which was your duty to do."

But if, after we hiive done all, we are unprofitable

servants, what shall we be if we have done nothing?

Is it not obvious that the Hoiy Spirit, who dictated

these exhortations, clearly naeant that a sound faith

in the word of God was meant to produce holy exer-

tion in His cause? The activity in doing good

of the Son of God was not exceeded by His devo-

tion, and both glorkftisly illustrated his doctrines,

and confirmed his divinity. Until we make then

our religion a part of our common life, until we bring

Christianity, as an illustrious genius is said to have

brought philosophy, from its retreat to live in the

world, and dwell among men ; until we have brought

it from the closet to the active scene, from the

church to the world, whether that world be the

court, the senate, the exchange, the public otfice,

the private counting-house, the courts of justice, the

professional departments, or the domestic drawing-

room, it will not have fully accomplished what it

was sent on earth to do.

We do not mean the introduction of its language,

but of its spirit; the former is freijuentiy as incom-

patible with [»ublic, as it is unsuitable to private

business; hut the latter is of universal application.

—

We mean that the temper and dispositions which it

is the object of prayer to communicate, should be
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kept alive in society, and brought into action in its

affairs. That the integrity, the veracity, the jus-

tice, the purity, the liberality, the watchfulness over

ourselves, the candour towards others, all exercised

in the fear of the Lord, and strengthened by the

word of God and prayer, should be brought from

the retirement of devotion to the regulation of the

conduct.

Though we have observed above, that it is rather

the spirit than the language of religion that should be

carried into business, yet we cannot forbear regret-

ting, that we seem to decline much from the sober

usages of our ancestors. Formerly testamentary in-

struments were never made the mere conveyance of

worldly possessions. They were also made the ve-

hicle of pious sentiments, and always at least open-

ed with a devout offering of the soul to Him who

gave it. Indeed it is difficult to imagine how a man

can write the words my last will without a solemn

reflection on that /flii act which must inevitably fol-

low it, and in view of which act he is making it.

May not this alteration in the practice be partly

ascribed to the decline of habitual prayer.*

*I beg leave to strengthen my own sentiments on this head, by

quoting a passage from an eminent and truly pious barrister, with

an extract from the last will of one of the greatest men of our age,

«' Of late years, it has been the fashion (for there is a fashion even

in the last act of a man's life) to omit these solemn preambles. I

confess myself an approver of them, as believing it to be useful to

the surviving relatives of the testator to drav their alteijtion lo the

trerat'ndous consequences of the separation of soul and body at a sea

son of impre^'sibility and reflection " By the following extract, from

the will of the late Mr. Burke, it will be seen, that his sentiments,

23*
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But what fair Ojiportunities have certain of the

great officers of the law, especially in their charges

y

of giving to them a solemnity the most impressive,

by adverting more frequently to the awful trutiss of

Christianity! Even if such awakening appeals to

the conscience should fail of their effect on the un-

happy convicts to whom they are addressed, they

may be of incalculable benefit to some of the nume-

rous persons present. A counsel, a caution, a re-

proof, an exhortation, all on pure Christian princi-

ples, and thus coming from a profession to which it

api'ears not immediately to belong, may, especially

from not being expected, produce consequences the

most salutary. The terribly affecting circumstances

of the moment, the appalling scene so soon to fol-

low, must give an unsj)eakable weight to the most

touching admonition. He who is judging the con-

demned violator of divine and human laws, stands

as a kind of representative of the future judge of

quick and dead, and will himself soon be judged by

Him, a consideration which makes his responsibili-

ly peculiarly tremendous.*"

• on this point, coincided with those above expressed. " First, ac-

cording to the ancient good and laudable custom, of which roy heart

aud underitandlng recognise the propriety, 1 bequeath my soul to

God, hoping for His mercy through the only merits of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ. My body I desire, if I should die at any

place very convenient for its transport thi'her, (but not otherwise,)

to be buried at the church at Eeacoosfield, near to the bodies of my
dearest brother and my dearest son, in all humility praying, that, as

we have lived in perfect unity together, we may together have part

in the resuirection of the just." Roberts on Wills, vol. ii p. 376.

* The late Lord Konyon was neither afraid nor ashaired to intro-

duce both the doclriue and language of Christianity on these coca-
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But to return.—Though we must not, in accom-

modation to the prevailing prejudices and unneces-

sary zeal against abstinence and devotion, neglect the

imperative duties of retirement, praye^, and medita-

tion ; yet, perhaps, as prayer makes so indispensa-

ble an article in the Christian life, some retired,

contemplative persons may apprehend that it makes

the whole ; whereas prayer is only the operation

which sets the machine going. It is the sharpest

spur to virtuous action, but not the act itself. The

only infallible incentive to a useful life, but not a

substitute for that usefulness. Religion keeps her chil-

dren in full employment. It finds them work for

every day in the week, as well as on Sundays.

The praying Christian, on going into the world,

feels that his social and religious duties are happily

comprised in one brief sentence—" 1 \n\\\ think upon

thy commandments to do them." What the Holy

Spirit has so indissolubly joined, he does not sepa-

rate.

He whose heart has been set in motion in the morn-

ing by prayer, who has had his Si)irilual pulse quick-

ened by a serious perusal of the Holy Scriptures, v^ill

find his work growing upon him in regular propor-

tion to his willingness to do it. He is diligently

exact in the immediate duties of tire passing day.

—

Though procrastination is treated by many as a light

evil, he studiously avoids it, because he has felt its

mischiefs.; he is active even from the love of ease, for

he knows that the duties which would have cost hira

sions ; and we have lately seen other valuable instances of the adop-

tion of tills practice.
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little, if done on the clay they were due, may, by the

accumulation of many neglected days, cost him much.

The fear of this rouses him to immediate exertion —
If the case ir. question be doubtful, he deliberates, he

inquires, he prays ; if it be clear and pressing, what

his hand finds to do, he does with all his might, and

in the calls of distress he always acts on bis favourite

aphorism, that giving soon is giving twice.

Abroad how many duties meet him ! He has on his

hands the poor who want bread, the afflicted who want

comfort, the distressed who want counsel, the igno-

rant who want teaching, the depressed who want

soothing. At home he has his fnmily to watch over.

He has to give instruction to his children, and an

example to his servants. But his more immediate,

as well as more ditficult work is with himself, and

he knows that this exercise, well performed, can alone

enable him wisely to perform the rest. Here he finds

work for every faculty of his understanding, every

conquest over his will, for every affection of his heart.

Here his spirit truly labours. He has to watch, as

well as to pray, that his conscience be not darkeneil

by prejudice; that his bad qualities do not assume

the shape of virtues, nor bis good ones engender

self-applause; that his best intentions do not mis-

lead his judgment ; that his candour do not degenerate

into inditference ; nor his strictness inlo l)igotry ; that

his moderation tlo not freeze, nor his zeal burn. He

has to control bis impatience at the defeat of his

nnjst wisely conceived plans. He will find, that ia

his best services there is something that is wrong,

much that is wanting; ^uid he feels, that whatever in

them is right, is not his own, but the gift of God.
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He finds that his obedience is incomplete, that his

warmest affections are languid, perhaps his best in-

tentions not realized, his best resolves not followed

up. In this view, though he is abased in dust and

ashes in looking up to God as the fountain of per-

fection, he is cheered in looking up to him also as the

founlain of mercy in Christ Jesus. He [irays, as well

as strives, that (he knowledge of his own faults may-

make him more humble, and his sense of the divine

mercies more grateful.

He will tind that his faith, even though it does not

want sincerity, will too frequently want energy.

—

He has, therefore, to watch against cold and heart-

less prayer; though, perha[)S, the humility arising

from this consciousness is a benetit in another way.

He feels it difficult to bring ov« ry '' thought into cap-

tivity to the obedience of Christ," yet he goes oq

cheerily, willing to believe that what may be ditlpi-

cult is not impossible. He h«B to struggle against

over-anxiety for temporal things. He has to preserve

simplicity of intention, consistency, and jjersever-

ance. He has, in short, to watch against a long list

of sins, errors, and temptations, which he will tind

heavier in weight, and mt>re in number, the more

closely he looks into his catalogue.

The praying Christian in the world has, above all,

to watch against the fear of men, as he may find it

more easy to endure the cross than to despise the

shame. Even if he have in a good degree conquered

this temptation, he may still tind a more dangerous

enemy in the applause of the world than he found ia

its enmity. He has observed, that many amiable and
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even pious persons, who are got above the more vul-

gar allurements of the worhl, who have surmounted all

the temptations of a mere sensual kind, who are no

longer subdued by its softening luxuries, its seducing

pleasures, its dazzling splendours, nor its captivating

amusements, have not yet quite escaped this danger.

The keen desire of its good opinion, the anxiety for

its applause, ensnares many who are got above any

thing else which the world has to offer. This is, per-

haps, the last lingering sin which cleaves even to

those who have made a considerable progress in

religion, the still unextinguished passion of a mind

great enough to have subdued many other passions.

The danger of the Christian in the world is/row

the world. He is afraid of the sleek, smooth, insinua-

ting, and not discreditable vices ; he guards against

self-complacency. If his afifairs prosper, and his re-

putation stands high, he betakes himself to his only

sure refuge, the ihroSe of God, to his only sure re-

medy, humble prayer. He knows it is more easy

to perform a hundred right deeds, and to keep many

virtues in exercise, than "• to keep himself unspotted

from the world," than to hold the things of the world

with a loose hand.—Even his best actions, which

may bring him most credit, have their dangers; they

make him fear that " while he has a name to live, he

is dead."

Though much above feeling any joy in vulgar ac-

clamation, he is not insensible to the praise of those

who are praised by others; but though not indiffer-

ent to the good opinion of good men, the praise

«ven of the best is not his object : he knows that to
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obtain it, is not the end for which he was sent into

the world. His ambition is of a higher order, it

has a loftier aim. Tlie praise of man cannot satisfy

a spirit which feels itself made for iramorlallfy.

He feels that if he had no sin but vanity, the con-

sciousness of that alone, would be sufficient to set

bim on his guard, to quicken him in prayer, to caution

him in conduct. He does not fear vanity as he fears

any other individual vice ; as a single enemy, against

which he is to be on the watch, but as (hat vice

which, if indulged, would poison all his virtues.—

Among the sins of the inner man, he knows that

" this kind goeth not out but by prayer."—When
he hears it said of any po[mlar, and especially of

any religious, character, " he is a good man, but he

is vain." He says within himself, he is vain, and

therefore, I fear he is not a good man. How many

right qualities does vanity rob of their value, how

many right actions of their reward !

Every suspicion of the first stirring of vanity in

himself, sends him with deeper prostration before

his Maker. Lord what is man ! shall the praise of

a follow creature, whose breath is in his nostrils,

whose ashes must soon be mingled with my own,

which may even before my own be consigned to kind-

red dust, shall his praise be of sufficient potency to

endanger the humility of a being, who is not only

looking forward to the applause of those glorious

spirits which surround the throne of God, but to the

approbation of God himself?

AVhen those with whom lie occasionally mixes,

see the praying Christian calm and cheerful in the
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world, they little suspect the frequent struggles, th^

secrel contlirts he has within. Others see his devout

and conscientious life, but he alone knows the

plague of his own heart. For this plague he seeks

the only remedy ; to prayer, that balm of hurt mindi

he constantly repairs.

The praying Christian endeavours to make even

what to st>me might seem casual expressions in Scrip-

ture, m.itter of improvement. He is not contented

to <levote to the distressed his mere superfluities, he

makes requisitions on his frugality to add to his con-

tributions, and he learns this lesson from the highest

model.

He observes that He who could feed thoiiands by

a word of His mouth, yet took care not to let the

miracle pass without grafting on it a moral maxim

for general use, a religious duty for general practice.

He who could have multi[died to any extent the

twelve baskets as He hud done the five loaves, con-

descended to say, " gather up the fragments that re-

main, that nothing helf»st;" and that he might set

an example of prayer in every possible form. He
had previously blessed the simple but abundant meal,

preseniing, in this single instance, an union of three

great qualities—generosity, economy, and devotion.

The practical Christian oliserves, with grateful

admiration, how Scripture has, as it were, let down

to the plainest apprehension the habitual dutj' of con-

stantly looking to God, by a familiar allusion taken

from domestic life.—The fidelity, the ililigent atten-

tion, -the watchful observance of " the eyes of a

servant looking to the hand of his Master, and the
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eyes of a maiden to the hand of her mistress," is

a simple illustration of the Christian's duty, equally

intelligible to him who serves, and obligatory on him

who is served.

To a worldly man, his own sin appears less than

it is ; to a good man, greater; not that he sees through

a false modium, or aggravates the truth, or forgets

the apostle's direction to think soberly; but while

the nominal Christian weighs his offences in the scales

of the world, the praying Christian brings his to the

balance of the sanctuary. The former judges of sin

only as he sees it in others ; and the worst men in

the rank above the vulgar, do not always appear so

bad as they are. In his own heart, he sees little, be-

cause, with that heart he is not acquainted. Where-

as his own bosom is the very place where the good

man looks for sin, and his perceptions of what is

wrong are so delicate, that he sees it in its tirst

seed; in short, the one thinks himself worse than

others, because he knows himself well; the other

thinks himself better, because he knows himself not

at nil.

When we consider the conflicts and the trials of

the conscientious, watchful, praying, Christian, we
shall estimate aright the value of the consoling pro-

mise of that eternal rest from his labours, which sup-

ports him under them. And though rest is one of

the lowest descriptions of the promised bliss of hea-

ven, yet it holds out a cheering prospect of relief

and satisfaction to a feeling being, who is conscious

of the fallen condition of his mortal nature in all

its weakness and imperfection. Rest^ therefore, is of

24
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itself a promise sufficiently inviting to make him

desire to depart and to be with Christ, even independ-

ently of his higher hope. The joy unspeakable, the

crown of glory, anc! all those other splendid images of

the blessedness of heaven, exalt and delight his mind.

But it is, though with a higher, yet with a more in-

definite delight. He adores, without fully compre-

hending the mighty blessing. But the promise of

rest is more intelligible to the heavy-laden Christian ;

^ he better understands it, because it is so exactly ap-

plicable to his present wants and feelings :—i/i?5 is

not our rest. It ofifers the relief longed for by a weary,

frail, and feverish being. He who best knew what

man wanted, promised to His (\\rcip\es peace and rest,

and His Divine Spirit has represented the state of

heaven under this image more frequently than under

any other, as being in more direct contrast to his

present state—a state of care, anxiety, and trouble,

and a state of sin, the cause of all his other troubles.

Perhaps this less elevated view of heaven may occur

more rarely to persons of high-wrought feelings in

religion, yet to the Christian of a contrary charac-

ter, it is a never-failing consolation, a home-felt so-

lace, the object of his fervent prayer. What a sup-

port to be persuaded that " the work of righteousness

is peace, and the ^SVcl of righteousness is quietness

and assurance for ever !"
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THE LORD'§ PRAYER, A MODEL BOTH FOR
OUR DEVOTIO.V AND 0(JR PRACIICE. IT

TKACHES THE DITTY OF PROMOTING
SCHEMES TO ADVANCE THE GLORY OF
GOD.

It is not customary for kings to draw up petitions

for their subjects to present to tliemselves ; much less

do earthly monarchs consider the act of petitioning

worthy of reward, nor do they number the petitions

so much among the services done them, as among the

burthens imposed on them. Whereas it is a singular

benefit to our fallen race that the King of Kings

both dictates our petitions, and has promised to re-

compense us for making them.

In the Lord's prayer may be found the seminal

principle of all the petitions of a Christian, both

for spiritual and temporal things ; and however in

the fulness of his heart he will necessarily depart

from his model in his choice of expressions; into

whatever laminse he may expand the pure gold of

which it is composed, yet he will still find the general

principle of his own more enlarged aj)plication to

God, substantially contained in this brief but finished

compendium.

Is it not a striking proof of the divine condescen-

sion, that knowing our propensity to err, our blessed

Lord should Himself have dictated our petitions, partly

perhaps as a corrective of enisling superstitions, but
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certainly to leave behind Him a regulator by which

all future ages should set their devotions ; and we
might perhaps establish it as a safe rule for prayer in

general, that any petition which cannot in some shape,

be accommadated to (he spirit of some part of the

Lord's prayer may not be right to be adopted. Here

temjioral things are kept in their due subordination ;

they are asked for in great moderation, as an ac-

knowledgment of our dependence on the Giver. The
request for the Divine intercession we must of course

offer for ourselves as the intercessor had not yet as-

sumed his mediatorial otiice.

There is in this prayer a concatenation of the se-

veral clauses, what in human composition the critics

call concealed method. The petitions rise out of

each other. Every part also is, as it were, fenced

round, the whole meeting in a circle ; for the desire

that God's name may be hallowed, His will be done,

and His kingdom come, is referred to, and confirmed

by the ascription at the close. If the kingdom, the

power, and the glory, are His. tlien His ability to do

and to give, are declared to be intinite.

But, as we have already observed, if we do not

make our prayer the ground of our practice, if we do

not pray as we believe, and act as we pray, we must

not wonder if our petitions are not heard, and con-

sequently not answered.

In the tremendous scene in the Apocalyptic vision,

where the dead, small and great, stand before God,

and the books were opened, and another book was

opened ; the dead were judged out of those things,

which were written in the books ; were judged accord-
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ing—iiot to their prayers, but " their works." Surely-

then Christianity is a practical religion, and in order

to use ariji;ht the prayer our Lord has given^ us, we

must model our life l)y it as well as our petitions.

It we pray that the name of God may be hallowed,

yet neglect to hallow it ourselves, by family as well

as persona! devotion, and a conscientious attendance

on all the ordinances of pul)lic worship, we defeat

the end of our praying, by falling short of its obliga-

tion.

The practical discrepancies between our prayers

and our practice do not end here. How frequently

are we solemnly imploring of God, that " His king-

dom may come," while we are doing nothing to

promote his kingdom of grace here, and consequent-

ly His kingdom of glory hereafter.

If we pray that God would " give His son the

heathen for His inheritance*," and yet make it a

matter of indifference, whether a vast proportion of

the globe shouUI live heathens or die Christians; if

we pray that " the knowledge of the Lord may cover

the earth, as the waters cover the sea, yet act as if

we were indifferent whether Christianity ended as

well as began at home. If we pray that *' the sound

may go out into all lands, and their words unto Ihe

ends of the world," an<l yet are satisfied to keep the

sound within our own hearing, and the words within

our own island, is not this a prayer which goeth

out of feigned lips ?

When we pray that *' His will may be done," we
know thnt His will is, that '' all shouhf be saved, that

not one should perish." When, therefore, we assist

24*
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in sending tiie Gospel to the dark and distant corners

of the earth, then, and not till then, may we con-

sistently desire of God in our prayers, that " His

saving health may be known to all nations."

For we must vindicate the veracity of our prayer

by our exertions, and extend its efficiency by our

influence : if we contribute not to the accomplishment

of the object for which we pray, what is this but

mocking Omniscience, not by unmeaning, but un-

meant petitions ? If we do nothing we are incon-

sistent ; but if we do worse than nothing, if we oppose,

and by our opposition hinder the good which we

do not think proper to support, may we not possibly

bring on ourselves the af)pal!ing charge of being

'* found fighting against God !"

It is indeed an easier and a cheaper way, to quiet

the conscience by that common anodyne, " that the

heathen are very well as they are, that the morals

of the Hindoos are not inferior to those of Christians."

With what sort of Christians these assertors of the

rival innocence of idolators associate, vve will not

pretend to determine. But, allowing that we do not

always send abroad the very best samples of Chris-

tianity, the very best representatives of its practical

etff-cts, allowing also that too many who remain at

home, and who profess and call themselves Chris-

tians, are guilty of crimes which disgrace human

nature, yet Christianity renounces them. Christian

governments inflict on th< m caj'ital punishments.

While among these poor idolaters all the social duties

are trampled on, all the susgeslions of natural con-

science are stifled, rites the most obscene, sacrifices
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the most bloody are offered ; and these crimes are not

only commiUi-'d, but sanctioned, but enjoined; they

do not violate religion, they make a part of it. Surely

then, politically connected with them as we are, and

yet contentedly to leave them in their degraded

state of morals, without any attempt for their improve-

ment, do we not by this neglect virtually pronouuce,

and awfully anticipate their dreadful sentence, " let

him that is unjust, be unjust still, and he that is

filthy, let him be tilthy still."

Again, it is an easier and a cheaper way to throw

the weight o(f our own shoulders by the cool remark,

that '' these things belong not to us. human efforts are

3uperflu;)us; God must bring them about by a miracle."

—Go I, it is true, introduced Christianity by miracles,

but He established it by means. Miracles, indeed,

are His prerogative, but man is his instrument.

—

Had He not sent His gospel and His ministers, it is

probable that the strangers scattered throughout Poa-

tus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Bythinia, and all procon-

sular Asia, had never heard of ("hristianity to this

day, which is, indeed, still the case of too many parts

of that region.

But is it not equally the effect of <livine grace, I

had almost said, is it not equally a miracle, when, ia

the hottest season of the most unrelenting warfare,

in the most calamitous period of unusual scarcity,

when Britain had the whole civilized world in arms

against her, so that she could emphatically say. " there

is none that (ighteth for us but only Thou O God—**

Wiien it might seem i.uskhss enough for any but

Christians to take care of themselves, even then
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BritaiD raised the banner of the cross, not in the

most unprofitable crusade for the most fruitless ob-

ject, but that she might carry the knowledge of

Him who suffered on it, to the ends of the habitable

globe. Not to redeem His sepulchre from infidels,

but to communicate to them the tidings of His re-

surrection, and of redemption through his blood. Is

it not the effect of grace, and still more nearly ap-

proaching to a miracle when in a period imme<liately

subsequent, while their fields were yet red with

slaughter, and their rivers ran blood, their cities plun-

dered, and their kingdoins desolated, God disposed

the hearts of hostile sovereigns, ruling over oppos-

ing nation and the tenacious professors of different

religions, yet as if actuated by one universal feeling,

simultaneously to rise up in one common cause for the

accomplishment of this mighty object—when the first

use they made of the termination of war was to dis»

geminate the gospel of peace; the first tribute they

paid to the glory of God was to publish abroad that

grand instrument of good will to men! Let us not

then indulge groundless imaginations, as if mirrtcies

were wrought to justify indolence ; as if a man were

to be excused the trouble of being the active agent

of Divine Providence.

The miracles wrought at Ephesus seem rather to

have been intended as a confirmation of the truth of

St. Paul's doctrine, than as *he actual instrument of

conversion. Many rejected the gospel who saw the

miracles. The miracles wrought <lid not supersede

the necessity of the apostle's " speaking boldly for the

space of three mouths, disputing and persuading the
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things concerning the kingdom of God. Tliey did

not supersede the necessity at another time, of his

continuing to preach among them, for the space of

two years, the two great doctrines cf his mission,

—

"Repentance towards God, and faith in our Lord

Jesus Christ." Nol* did they prevent his thinking

it his boundea duty to send to the Ej)hesian3 his

exquisite epistle, for (he furtherance of their faith

in the gospel. Here we behohl the union of the

Bible and the missionarj'—of (he gospel sent and the

gospel preaclied.

*' Many," says the sagacious bishop B-itler, " think

there is but one evil, and that evil is superstition;

and we know that the epithets of superstitioiis and

enthusiastic have been unsparingly lavish j,li the

most sober and well-digested plans for the disperK-ioti

of the scriptures abroad. We know that very tri-

fling errors, errors inseparable from all great un-

dertakings, every petty indiscretion, the inevitable

consequence ofemploying a number of inferior agents,

have been carefully collected, minutely set down in

the note book of observation, and tri'jmj>hantly pro-

duced as unanswerable oLjectiotis to the whole

plan. '* But," says the profound prelate above nam-

ed, in his very able defence of missions, j)reached

before the venerable society for propagating the gos-

pel in foreign parts,* " many well-disposed persons

want much to be admonished what a dangerous

thing it is to discountenance what is good, because

* F'reachtd at their anniversary meeting, February 16il), ITIJo— y.
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is it not better, by raising objections to some under

parts of it."

The truth is, they are neither enthusiasts nor su-

perstitious, who believe that well-concerted and pru-

dently conducted societies for the promotion of this

great object, acting wiih a deep *sense of human im-

perfection, and in (iependance u[»on the favour of God,

will, in due time, with His blessing, without which

nothing is strong, nothing is holy, accomplish the

great end of bringing all the kingdoms of the world

to become the kingdoms of the Redeemer. But he

is the superstitious, he is the enthusiast, who in-

dulges unfounded expectations, who looks for the ful-

filment of declarations which have never been made,

who (''*"' *ids upon miracles which have never beea

announced, who looks for consequences without their

pri-Zilsposiiig causes, who believes that the unassisted

heathen, sunk in intellectual and spiritual darkness,

shall call on Him of whom they have not heard, or

that they shall hear without a preacher, or that the

preacher will be found without being sent.

We might just as reasonably expect to see the beau-

tiful imagery of Oriental mataphor, as displayed in

the highly figurative language of the prophets, actual-

ly realized. We fnight j's reasonably expect that the

rose of Sharon shall literally blossom in the wilder-

ness of Arabia, or the cedars of Lebanon spring up

in the san«ly vallies of Africa; that the thirsty desert

should produce spontaneous springs of water; that

the tame an<l savage animals should live together in

friendly compact; that the material hills shall really

sink and the vallies rise of themselves;—we might,
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I say, as rationally hope to see these lively illustra-

tions of the fulfilment of the Divine promises lit-

erally verified, as to expect Christianity to make its

own unassisted way into the distant and desolate cor-

ners of the earth. God has committed Christianity

into the hands of Christians for uiiiversal diffu-

sion.

Let it be observed, that it appears to be no real

departure from the subject with which this chapter

opened, that reference is not more frequently made

in its progress to prayer. This seems to be the l« ss

necessary, as we are not reasoning with the irreligious

man, but with the Christian, with him who profess-

es to use the Loril's prayer as the pattern of his owa
devotions ; and from the premises of that prayer,

these observations are not forced interpretations, i)ut

natural deductions.

The Almighty is consistent in all his operations.

They always exhibit simplicity and economy. He
never works a su[)erfluou8 miracle. There is also an-

alogy in his works. Christ wrought miracles to re-

lieve the bodily wants of the poor; he works mira-

cles for them no longer, he turns thf m over to the

rich. He wrought miracles on the first conversion of

the heathen; He works miracles forlhem no longer,

he now turns them over to Christians. He resigns

to human agency, under his blessing, to provide for

the spiritual wants of the ignorant, as well as for the

temporal wants of the indigent. Christianity and

riches are depo8ite«l in the hands of Christians for

the more general dispersion of both to the respec-

tively destitute.
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Am\ when, if ever, through the unmerited mercy

of God, that glorious and devoutly desired day shall

arrive, which warms the heart even in the distant

perspective of prophecy, when nation shall no more

rise against nation, and they shall learn war no more
;

what is so likely to hasten that triumphant period,

what is so likely to turn the sword into the pruning-

hook, and to establish lasting peace throughout the

world, as that si>irit of love and concord which the

universal diffusion of gospel light is calculated to im-

part ? What is so likely to produce charity among

all the children of the same common Father, as when

subjects as well as sovereigns of every clime and col-

our, people and language, shall be brought to know

God, from the greatest to the least.

Those admirable institutions, whose object it is to

lead to this blessed consummation, have already

enlarged the borders of Christian charity to an al-

most indetinite extent, by bringing into contact from

every point of the compass, and from almost every

city in the civilized world, Christians, who had not

so much as heard of each other's existence; it has

already shewn them that whatever diSerence of edu-

cation and of government, whatever modifications of

opinion had hitherto divided them, the great funda-

mental principles of love to God, of faith in his Son,

and charity to the souls of men, are at length begin-

ning to draw them into a nearer connexion. These

general princijiles of agreement, are already bring-

ing into one point of union, persons whom difference

of sentiment had kept asunder as widely as seas

bad separated, and are the only means, as far as hu-
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man penetration can foresee, of drawing the cords

of amity into still closer bonds.

Already, even in the early stae;e of (his vast en-

terprize, may we not perceive that it has had a con-

siderable share in promoting mutual good-will, re-

ciprocal kindness, and growing confidence, and this

with foreigners, who, though they had subdued their

enmity, might not so soon have conquered their jea-

lousy ? Has it not a |)owerful tendency to cure any

remainine distrust, to confirm good faith, to [)romote

confidence and attachment between nations, whose

respect was not perhaps, altogether untinctured with

suspicion ? May it not break down the wall of par-

tition, which has so long kept us asunder ? May it not

bring those who were aforetime separated in heart as

well as country, to unite in Christian brotherhood,

till we become at length of one mind in doctrine,

as we already are in regard to this institution. May
not the probable results of this Christian confedera-

cy become a ratification between monarchs, firmer

than any political compact, stronger than any di-

plomatic convention ? For is it not an instrument

of confederation of which the great seal is the

WORD OF God ? Does it not embrace the two sublime

objects of the song of the angelic hosts, by uniting

" glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace and

good-will toward men ?" For what means, we re-

peat, are so likely to bring churches who have beea

hitherto kept in spiritual darkness to a gradual, and

devoutly-desired reformation, as to disperse that

darkness, as our being the honoured instruments of

25
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causing the full beams of divine trulii io shine more

directly upon them ?

To descend to the very minutest wheels of this

mighty engine;—with whatever derision that which

has been denominated popular charity may have been

treated ; its inferior divisions have this advantage,

that they set in motion the young and the poor.

—

To the young female of fortune, this subordinate part

of the great whole, furnishes a kind of novitiate to

her future and more extended sphere of charity, for

the details of which this sex has the most leisure.

—

To the poor, like the admirable institution of the

Savings Bank, though for ditferent purposes, it gives

them a little and a safe lift in the scale of society.

For will they not be less likely to follow in the turbu-

lent train of the seditious demagogue, less dispos-

ed by his pernicious but persuasive outcry, to give

their stated penny for the promotion of riot and

the maintenance of rioters, when that penny has been

pre-engaged for the circulation of that Volume, which

forbids them to speak evil of dignities, which com-

mands to avoid those who are given to change; to

work, to be quiet, to mind their own business ; which

imperatively says, " I exhort that prayers and in-

tercession be made for kings and all in authority;"

and above all, will not the Bible be the surest anti-

dote against the infection of the poison contained in

that profusion of books, pamjjhiets, and placards,

which, without such a specific, threatens both our

moral and political destruction.

It is the nature of man to delight in parly, he de-

Ijo-hts to belong to something, to hold to his fellow-
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creatures, though by the least and lowest link in the

chajn of society ; let us then take advantage of this

his natural weakness. For is it not better to at-

tach him to something that is useful to himself and

to others, that he may be less likely to be drawn into

such schemes as are destructive of his temporal, as

well as of his own highest interests, and dangerous

to the security of the state, and of the country.

—

To be connected, though by the lowest and slightest

tie, with his superiors, is to the poor man at once

an encouragement and a security. To belong to so-

cieties of which princes are the patrons, is at once a

gratification and a guard ; for will not this connexion,

remote as it may seem, confirm his abhorrence of

those revolutionary societies whose aim is the over-

throw of princes ?

Let us not then grudge to the poor who have so

few pleasures, that pure, and to them that hither-

to untasted pleasure, that almost sacred feeling, how

much more blessed is it to give than to receive. Let

us not deny them the gratification of being humble

contributors towards conveying that word of life to

others, by which their own souls have been benefited;

and to which they are indebted for the knowledge,

that it is the duty of Christians to teach others what

themselves have been gratuitously taught.

It is, however, most important to recommend that

the petty contributions of the poor should never

be extorted, nor even wrung from them by undue

influence. It must be a willing offering, not pinched

from their necessities, but cheerfully accepted, as the

thankful tribute of successful industry. With respect
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to such as are in distress, and especially in debt, it

would neither be honest in themselves to give, nor

in the collector to receive. A very few indiscre-

tions of this kind have given too inviting a handle,

which has been unfairly laid hold c-f to bring the plan

itself into discredit.

To venture one more passage from the prelate

already quoted—and who will accuse Bishop Butler

of enthusiasm ?—" If the gospel had its proper influ-

ence in the Christian world in general, as this coun-

try is the centre of trade, and the seat of learning, a

very few years, in all probability, would settle Chris-

tianity in every country in the world without miracu'

lous assistance'"'

If we, then, in this highly favoured land, are bles-

sed with the volume of Divine Revelation, let us

impart it to others with the greater alacrity, from the

humiliating recollection that it was no merit of our

own which brought the news of eternal life to an

island of barbarians and idolaters. Freely we have

received, freely let us give.

•The sun of righteousness which first arose in the

east, rejoicing as a giant io run his course, has tra-

velled in the greatness of his strength, till, having

made the circuit of the globe, having illuminated the

western world, he is once again rising to shed the

glories of his orient beams, where they first dawned.

' So sinks the day-star in the Ocean-bed,

And yet again repairs his drooping head,

And tricks his beams, and with new-spangled ore

Flames in the forehead of the morning sky."
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Let Commerce, then, wherever she spreads her

sails, be assured, that whether she carries the wealth

of Ormus, or of Ind, barbaric pearl and gold from

the East ; or from the West, the mines of Potosi or

Peru, the most precious merchandize with ^hich her

vessels can be freighted, is that pearl of great price

which the merchantman in the Gospel sold all that

he had to purchase.

Let Discovery, wherever she pushes her bold and

perilous adventure, wherever she lights on an in-

habited nook of land, even should she succeed in

exploring the secrets of the polar world; let her be

assured that all the wonders for which gaping cu-

riosity impatiently waits, are not to be compared

with the wonjlers contained in that Gospel, which,

it is to be hoped, she will make part of her ()rovisioii

for the voyage. Let her be assured, that if she carries

the Bible, she will, at her return, bring back no news

of equal value with that she carries out ; will bring

back to her native home no tidings of equal joy to

the glad tidings of the Gospel she has carried abroad.

Let CoiNQUEST, though her garments have been rol-

led in blood, make the vanquished the only repara-

tion in her power, not merely like the conquering

Caesar and Alexander, by carrying civilization in

her train, but Christianity; by carrying them this

charter of our own immortal hopes. If this mighty

boon will not fully expiate the offences of Ihe inju-

rer, it will more than milij^ate, it will even more than

repay the wrongs of the injured.

25 *
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CONCLUSION.

I WILL be sanctified in them that draw nigh unto

me," says the Almighty by his Prophet. We must

therefore, when we approach Him in our devotions,

frequently endeavour to warm our hearts, raise our

views, and quicken our aspirations with a recollec-

tion of His glorious attributes,—of that Omnipotence

which can give to all without the least deductioa

from any, or from Himself; of that ubiquity which

renders Him the constant witness of our actioiis; of

that Omniscience which makes him a discerner of

our intentions, and which penetrates the most secret

disguises of our inmost souls ; of that perfect holi-

ness, which should at once be the object of our adora-

tion, and the model of our practice ; of that truth,

which will never forfeit any of His promises; of that

faithfulness, which will never forsake any that trust

in Him ; of that love, which our innumerable of-

fences cannot exhaust; of that eternity, which had

place " before the mountains were brought forth, from

everlasting to everlasting He is God;" of that gran-

deur which has set his glory above the heavens ; of

that long sufifering of God, who is strong and pa-

tient, and who is provoked every day ; of that justice

which will by no means clear the guilty, yet of that
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mercy which forgiveth iniquity, transgression, and

sin; of that compassion which waits to be gracious;

of that goodness which ieadeth to repentance; of

that purity, which, while it hates sin, invites the sin-

ner to return.

All these attributes are his in the abstract. He is

not only strong, but our strei»gth, not only the giver

of life, but life itself, he not only bei^tows, bui is

salvation, he not only teaches truth, !>ul is truth, he

not only shews the way to heaven, but is the way,

not only communicates light, but is light.

When we reflect that even His incommunica-

ble attributes are employed, in never ceasing exercise

for the common benefit and happiness of mankind,

adoration is melted into gratitude. When we con-

sider, that even His justice, that flaming sword which

threatened our eternal exclusion from Paradise, the

attribute at which the best may tremble, for who is

he that lives and sins not, is turned in our favour by

the great propitiation made for sin ; that heart must

be hc^rd indeed, which is not softened into love. It

is because we are so little accustomed to indulge

these reflections, that our natural hardness acquires

additional obduracy.

Whatever good there is even in the renewed man,

is but a faint adumbration of the perfections of God,

The best created things, light itself, lose all their

brightness, when compared with the uncreated glory

from which all they have is borrowed. The heavens

are not pure in His sight, behold the moon and it

shineth not. He chargeth His angels with folly —
The subiimest intellectual iulelligeiicies, and the
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brightest visible operations, of His power, are swal-

lowed up in (he contemplation of His underived ori-

ginal perfection. The foolishness of God is wiser

than the wisdom of man, and the weakness of God

is stronger than the strength of man.

Yet though the highest conceivable created excel-

lence is thrown into utter darkness, in the compari-

son with this surpassing splendour, yet these remote

resemblances serve to convey some idea, but Oh

how weak ! some reminding, but Oh how inade-

quate ! some conception, but Oh how faint ! of the

Divine perfections.

Hence in the highest qualities of the best Thris-

tian we have a hint, a rudiment which serves to

recal to our mind the Divine excellence, of which

they are an emanation. We use it, not as a means

of overvaluing the creature, but of raising our adora-

tion of tne infinite, inexhaustible, overflowing foun-

tain of natural, intellectual, and spiritual good-

—

Thus, though we cannot " search out the Almighty

to perfection ;" yet these faint traces, are constant

intimations to us to imitate, in our low measure and

degree, ail ihe imitable attributts of Almighty good-

ness. He would never have said, " be ye holy as

I am holy," if holiness had been absolutely unat-

tainable. There must be an aim, however low, at

this conformity to our Divine pattern.

The life which the Lord of glory condescended

to lead on earth, has introduced us to the nearest

possible view of the Divine perfections, and exhibit-

ed a clearer prosj-ect of the ; (>.ssibilitj' of a closer

imitation of them, than could have been conveyed
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to us by any other means. His actions are not

merely objects of human admiration. They all, with

the exce|ition of his miracles, imperatively demand

to be imitated, as well as admired. His meekness

under reproaches the most contumelious; His pa-

tience under sutferings the most exquisite; His com-

bination of active beneticence with unremitting de-

votion,—for, after days spent in successive acts of

charity, He continued all night in prayer to God ;

His union of constant self denial, with unwearied

bounty; His enduring hunger, who could have re-

lieved it by one of those miracles, so often perform-

ed for the relief of others ; his compassion for sin-

ners joined with His hatred of sin; His su[>plicalioa

for His enemies, extenuating their guilt by [)leading

their ignorance. " Father, forgive them, for they

know not what they do !"

If this religion be not practical, if this practice

be not a pattern for our's, we know not what is.

—

While we obey him then in praying for our fellow

creatures, let us remember that we must imitate

his Divine philanthropy in assisting them ; while

we rank ourselves among his admirers, by praising

his excellencies, let us remember we shall only be

known to be his disciples when we love one another.

If good works then be indispensable, and if Faith

bo their great influencing [)rinciple, both must be

kept alive and kept in exercise by the aliment of

prayer. Prayer is the chain of communication with

God himself. The readiest way to be assimilated

to his likeness, the best means of promoting our con-

formity to His will, of advancing our love to Him and
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to each other. If we neglect prayer, we rob our

souls of the prescribed means of our serving him here,

and of the fairest foretaste of that communion with

Him, which will be our highest happiness hereafter.

The obedience of the heart which grows out of a

sound faith, rooted good desires, well-weighed reso-

lutions of fidelity, formed in a higher strength than

our own; a belief in the sacred Scriptures so confirm-

ed, as not to be shaken by any objections brought

against them, by any difficulties to be found in them
;

the comparing faithfully all we have heard urged

against Religion, with all we have seen of its effects,

and experienced of its benefits, all this is the solid

ground on which future attainments must hereafter

be built, a ground to be tried by prayer in the en-

quiring mind and the seeking heart.

And when our reason is become as strong on the

side of Christianity as our belief—when our faith is

as enlightened as it is implicit—when the growth of

the one only confirms the dominion of the other,

this is such an obedience of the heart as will infal-

libly proi'.uce obedience in the life; an obedience

which will be both the cause and the consequence of

eCTecuial prayer.

The renewing of the soul after the image of God is

not otherwise to be obtained than by true spiritual

heart-searching {)rayer. There may be a form of un-

felt petitions, a ceremoitious avowal of faith, a cus-

tomary profession of repentance, a general acknow-

ledgment of sin, uttered from the lips to God ;

—

but where is His image and superscription written

upon the heart ? Where is the transforming power
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of Religion in the life ? Where is (he living trans-

cri()t of the Divine original ? Where is that holi-

ness to which the vision of the Lord is specitically

promised ? Where is the light, anil life, and grace of

the Redeemer exhil)ited in the temper and conduct ?

Yet we are assured, that if we are Christians, there

must be an aim at this conformity.

As for the genuine Christain, however weak in

faith, and defective in obedience yet he is slill seek-

ing, (hough with slow and faultering steps, the things

which are above; he is still striving, though with un-

equal progress, for the prize of his high calling;

—

he is still lookiug, thougli wilh a dim and feeble eje^

for glory, honour, and imniortalily. He is still wait-

ing, though not with a trust so lively as to annihilate

the distance,—to see his eternal redemption drawing

nigh. Though his aims will always be far greater

than his attainments, yet he is not discouraged ; his

hope is above, his heart is above, iiis treasure is

above ; no wonder then that his prayers are direct-

ed, and a large portion of his wealth sent forward

thither, where he himself hopes soon to be. It is but

transmitting his riches of both kinds, not only to his

future, but his eternal home.

Even if prayer were as worthless, with respect to

j)resent advantages, and religion as burthensome as

some suppose, it would be a suificient vintlication of

both that they lead to eternal bliss. When by a

distant Journey, we have been long separated from

our own beloved habitation, we do not call that the

most desirable roc-ai back to it which abounds wilh

the gayest objects, but that which will bring us ihe
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most safe!}' home. If, indeed, we can amuse our-

selves with the scenery, without slackening our pace,

or diverging from our path, it is well. It is no offence

against the law of love, if we catch in passing, such

innocent and safe delights as his bounty has scat-

ter»^d in our path. And if our journey have so

many refreshments showered down by the hand of

Divine beneficence, what shall be the delights of our

home ?

If the heavens grow black with clouds, and storms

arise, these only serve to quicken our pace, and

mf^ke us avoid digression. If sickness or accident

belal us, r)ur heart is still cheered with the thought

that we are nearer home—the future supports us un-

der the present ; a little further sa}^ we—a little more

fatigue, and we shall see the desire of our heart. If

we are bent on security rather than amusement, the

straightest and the safest way will determine our

choice. Heaven is worth more sacrifices of pleasure

and of profit than those to which a religious life may
subject us ; though, after all, it often calls for fewer

and lighter than a worldly one imposes. But if it

were as rough and thorny as those who have never

tried it believe, it would be a sufficient apoloiry for

voluntarily encountering its hardships, that it is the

only road to heaven.

When the prosperous fool says, " soul, take thine

ease, thou hr^st much goods laid up for thee,"—the

prosperous Christian says, " soul tremble at thine

ease— be on thy guard. Thou hast, indeed, much

goods laid up for thee, but it is in a future world.—

Lose not a large inheritance for a paltry possession ;
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forfeit not an unalienable reversion for a life interest,

—a life which this very night may be required of

thee."

Perhaps even the worldly and thoughtless man, un-

der an occasional fit of dejection, or an accidental

disappointment, may be brought to say, " When I

am in heaviness, I will think upon God."—Oh,

think upon Him now, now, when you are in pros-

perity, now, when your fortunes are flourishing, now,

when your hill is so strong that you think it shall

never be moved—think upon Him when the scene

is the brightest, when the world courts, flatteries mis-

lead, and pleasures betray you; think on Him while

you are able to think at all, while you possess the

capacity of thinking. The time may come, when,

" He may turn His face from you, and you will be

troubled." Think of God when the alluring images

of pleasure and of profit would seduce you from Him.

Prosperity is the season of peculiar peril. "It is

the bright day that brings forth the adder." Think

of God when the tempting worjd says, " All this

will I give thee." Trust not the insolvent world, it

has cheated every creditor that ever trusted it.

—

It will cheat you.

To those who are yet halting between two opin-

ions, or rather between an opinion and an inclina-

tion, to those who approve the right, but pursue the

wrong, those who are not without convictions, but

which convictions pleasure stifles, or business over-

rules, those who are balancing between the world and

Him who made it, who resolve to reform, but make

the resolution a substitute for the performance ;

—

and

26
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oh how large, and in many points how respectable,

a class this is !—to these, to the doubting, and the

dilatory, we would take the liberty to speak plainly.

It is much to be feared, that secret, unconscious in-

fidelity lies at the bottom of the little progress you

make in your spiritual attainments. If the truth, cer-

tainty, and inconceivable importance of eternal things

were once rooted and grounded in the heart, it would

infallibly quicken both devotion and practice. We
know, but we do not act upon the knowledge, that

our great business in this world is to determine our

choice for eternity. This is not a bye work, which

may be deferred to anj^ time at the hazard of its not

being done at all ; it is the imperious business of the

present hour, the next may not be granted us. It is

not an afftiir to be kept in reserve, an affair to be

postponed till other affairs are settled, for how many

souls has this dilatory delusion ruined !

The resolution you may make at this moment, and

the practical effect of this resolution may determine

your fate forever. The decision, if delayed, may

Dever be made ; the call, now given, may never be

repeated. Think what you put to hazard by delay.

There is not an hour in our lives on which eternal

life, or eternal death may not depend. Shall we

then for a single moment, make it a matter of de-

bate what our everlasting condition shall be ? If it

were a decision between two temporal concerns which

you were called upon to make, deliberation might be

wisdom, because there might be degrees of com-

parison between their value, and consequently a

doubt as to the predominance of the object, and the
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prudence of your choice. But the inequalities of

created things are levelled when brought into com-

parison with the things of eternity—the difference

of more or less, richer or poorer, prosperity or

privation, no longer exists ; the distinction is swal-

lowed up when contem[)lated in the view of end-

less happiness or endless misery. Here then, if you

hesitate, you have already taken your part; irreso-

lution is decision; deliberation is destruction; you

have already resolved.

The hand which now holds the pen dares not de-

nounce anathemas, but trembles as it transcribes

the divinely ins[)ired denunciation of the prophet

Zephaniah. " The great day of the Lord is near,

it is near, it basteth greatly ; it is the voice of the

day of the Lord, when the mighty man shall cry bit-

terly. That day is a day of wrath ; a day of trouble

and distress; a day of wasteness and desolation; a

day of darkness and gloominess; a day of clouds and

thick darkness; a day of the trumpet and alarm !"

The awful ruins of imperial Rome, the still more

defaced vestiges of learned Athens, present a deeply

touching spectacle of departed glory. Still more

affecting is it to contemplate in the study of history

on the destruction of Carthage, of Babylon, of

Memphis, whose very ruins are no longer to be found !

How affecting to meditate on ancient Troy, whose

very scite can no longer be determined ! Yet here

no wonder mixes with our solemn feeling. All

these noble monuments of human grandeur were

made of destructible materials, they could not, from

their very nature, last for ever. But, a to deeply
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reflecting mind, what is the ruin of temples, towers,

palaces, and cities, what is the ruin of " the great

globe itself" compared with the destruction of one

soul meant for immortality—a soul furnished by its

bountiful Creator with all the means for its instruc-

tion, sanctitication, redemption, and eternal bliss ?

—And what presents the most mournful picture to

us, and is in itself the most dreadful aggravation, is,

that its consciousness cannot be extinguished, the

thought of what he might have been will magnify

the misery of what he is—a reflection which will

accompany and torment the inextinguishable memo-

ry through a miserable eternity. Whether in the

instance of the rich man, who " in hell lift up his

eyes, being in torment," we might dare believe that

some remains of human tenderness for his relatives

might survive in a ruined soul ; or, whether his

anguish was made more bitter, from the reflection,

that he had been their corruptor, and therefore dread-

ed that their punishment might hereafter aggravate

his own, we pretend not to say. In any event, it of-

fers a lesson pregnant with instruction. It admon-

ishes every impenitent offender, of the dreadful ad-

dition that may be made to his own misery, by

that corrupt example which has ruined others.

—

And it will be the consummation of his calamity

that he can see nothing but justice in his condem-

nation. For it is worth observing, that the man in

the parable brings no accusation against the equity

of his sentence. Thus shall every condemned sin-

ner "justify God in his saying, and clear hira when

he is judged."
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But though thean.ocuiah of an undone futurity, and

the specitic nature of the ))unishoient, are exhibited

with awful clearness and explicit exactness, in the

gospel; how wisely has the Holy Spirit, who dic-

tated it, avoided all particulars of that heavenly hap-

piness which we are yet assured will he without

measure and without end ;—whilst the Elysian

groves of the Pagan, and the paradise of the Ma-

hometan have been graphically represented, the

former by their poets, the latter in their religious

code.—The one describes the inhabitants reposing

in gloomy bowers in cheerless indolence, with the

alternative of a restless activity exercised in con-

temptible pui-suits, and renewing on inferior objects

the busy feats in which they had delighted here be-

low ! The heroes, who during life had slaughtered

men, make war on beasts ! The mighty warriors,

who had made the earth to tremble, condescended ia

heaven to tame horses ! The departed Mussulman

receives his celestial rewards in scenes of revelry

and banquets of voluptuousness ! What gratifica-

tions for an immaterial, immortal spirit

!

The whole scheme of future happiness exhibited

in these two systems, is a preposterous provision for

the perishable part of man, to the entire exclusion of

the immortal principle; both schemes stand in direct

opposition to the laws of infinite wisdom, and the ex-

press word of Scripture. Both intimate as if the

body were the part of our nature which is to exist

after death, while the soul is the portion which is to

he extinguished. Of a spiritual heaven, neither the
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obsolete mythology, nor the existing Koran, aflbrds

the slightest intimation.

The Scripture views of heaveo are given rather

to quicken (aith than to gratify curiosity. There

the appropriate |)romises to spiritual beings are purely

spiritual. It is enough for believers to know that

they shall be forever with the Lord; and though it

doth not yet appear what w^e shall be, yet we
know that when he shall appear, we shall be like

Him. In the vision of the Supreme Good, there

must be supreme felicity. Our capacities of know-

ledge and happiness shall be commensurate with

our duration. On earth, part of our enjoyment—

a

most fallacious part—consists in framing new objects

for our wishes; in heaven there shall remain in us

no such disquieting desires, for all which can be found

we shall find in God. We shall not know our Re-

deemer by the hearing of the ear, but we shall see

him as he is; our knowledge, therefore, will be clear,

because it will be intuitive.

It is a glorious part of the promised bliss, that the

book of prophecy shall be realized ; the book of pro-

vidence displayed, every mysterious dispensation un-

folded, not by conjecture, but by vision. In the

grand general view of Revelation, minute description

would be below our ideas ; circumstantial details

would be disparaging; they would debase what they

pretended to exalt. We cannot conceive the bles-

sings prepared for us, until he who has prepared re-

veal them.

If, indeed, the blessedness of the eternal world

could be described, new faculties must be given us to
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comprehend it If it could be conceived, its glories

would be lowered, and our admiring wonder dimin-

ished. The wealth that can be counted has bounds ;

the blessings that can be calculated have limits.

—

We now rejoice in the expectation of happiness in-

conceivable. To have conveyed it to our full appre-

hension, our conceptions of it must then be taken

from something with which we are already acquaint-

ed, and we should be sure to depreciate the value of

things unseen, by a comparison with even the best

of the things which are seen. In short, if the state

of heaven were attempted to be let down to human

intelligence, it would be far inferior to the glorious

but indistinct glimpses which we now catch from

the oracles of God, of joy unspeakable, and full

of glory. What Christian does not exult in that

grand outline of unknown, unimagined, yet consum«

mate bliss—In Thy presence is the fullness of joy,

and at Thy right-hand are pleasures for evermore 1

THE END.
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